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Abstract

We present an abstract domain for integer value analysis that is especially suited for the analysis of low-level
code, where precision is of particular interest. Traditional value analysis domains trade precision for efficiency by
approximating value sets to convex shapes. Our value sets are based on modified binary decision diagrams (BDDs),
which enable size-efficient storage of integer sets. The associated transfer functions are defined on the structure
of the BDDs, making them efficient even for very large sets. We provide the domain in the form of a library that
we use in the implementation of a plug-in for the binary analysis framework Jakstab. The library and the plug-in
are evaluated by comparison to set representations in traditional value analyses and application of the plug-in to
CPU2006 benchmarks respectively.

Zusammenfassung

Wir präsentieren eine abstrakte Domäne zur Ganzzahlanalyse, die für maschinennahen Code, wo Präzision be-
sonders wichtig ist, geeignet ist. Ganzzahlanalysen approximieren Ganzzahlmengen normalerwise durch konvexe
Mengen, wobei Präzision verloren geht, aber Effizienz gewonnen wird. Unsere Ganzzahlanalyse basiert auf modifi-
zierten binären Entscheidungsbäumen (BDD), die ein effizientes Speichern von Ganzzahlmengen ermöglichen. Die
zugehörigen Transferfunktionen definieren wir auf der Struktur der BDDs, was sie selbst für sehr große Mengen
effizient macht. Wir stellen die Domäne in Form einer Bibliothek bereit und nutzen diese, um ein Modul für Jak-
stab, eine Plattform zur Binäranalyse, zu implementieren. Die Bibliothek evaluieren wir durch Vergleich mit den
Mengendarstellungen traditioneller Ganzzahlanalysen, das Modul durch Anwendung auf CPU2006-Testfälle.
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Contents

Notation

a Scalar value
ax Scalar value with subscript x
a{n} Bit 2n of bitvector a
a{n} x Bit 2n of bitvector ax
A Non-scalar value (possibly BDD representation)
Ax Non-scalar value with subscript x (possibly BDD representation)
A{n} Non-scalar of n-bit integers (∀a ∈ An : 0 ≤ a < 2n)
A{n} x Non-scalar of n-bit integers (∀a ∈ An : 0 ≤ a < 2n) named Ax
(A ◦ B) Decision node with true successor A and false successor B
1 Terminal true node
0 Terminal false node
·# Abstract version of ·
·#[] Interval version of ·
·#s[] Strided interval version of ·
[l .. h] Interval from l to h (∀a ∈ [l .. h] : l ≤ a ≤ h)
s[l .. h] Strided interval from l to h, with stride s (∀a ∈ [l .. h] : (l ≤ a ≤ h∧∃k :

l + k ∗ s = a))
σ#.h The heap of the abstract state σ#.
σ#.r The register table of the abstract state σ#.
σ#.h[α] Given address α, index the heap of σ# at address α
σ#.r[α] Given register α, index the register table of σ# at register α
σ#[α] Index the abstract state σ#. If α is an integer, then index heap, if α is

a register name, then index the register table.
σ#[α] := β Produce new state with storage location α set to β. All other elements

of σ# remain unchanged.
∩ Logic ∧ of two BDDs. Equivalent to intersection of two BDD-based

integer sets.
∪ Logic ∨ of two BDDs. Equivalent to union of two BDD-based integer

sets.⋃ Logic ∨ of a set of BDDs. Equivalent to union of set of BDD-based
integer sets.

%named A register with name “named”.
mov a b Move a value from a to b.
cmp a b Compare the values a and b, and set the flags correspondingly.
test a b Essentially the same as cmp a b.
js t Jump to address t if the sign flag is set.
jle t Jump to address t if a ≤ b in the preceding cmp a b.
call t Call function at address t.
$c The constant c in assembly.

Notation used in this Dissertation
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1. Introduction

The advancement of general purpose computers and their integration into safety-critical
devices such as braking systems of cars or autopilots in planes demands the identification
and elimination of faulty behavior from their computers in the design phase. Since the
behavior of general purpose computers is configured using programs, analyzing these
programs is an important research topic in computer science.

The field of program analysis is divided in formal and non-formal methods. The
advantage of formal methods is that they enable arguments about program properties
with mathematical rigor. Analyses that are powerful enough to prove the absence of
faults are called sound. These analyses must analyze the complete state space of a given
program, which is not possible for infinite state transition systems such as the programs
of general purpose computers.
The framework of abstract interpretation allows the conversion of an infinite state

transition system of a program to a finite state transition system by summarizing states
without losing any of the original system’s behavior. The granularity of the summarized
state, now called abstract state, determines which properties can be reasoned about using
the resulting finite state transition system. The summarization itself is provided by
abstract domains, which additionally provide a transition that operates on summarized
states for each transition of the analyzed system. These transitions are called transfer
functions.
In this dissertation, we define an abstract domain for the analysis of integer values in

programs. As is common, this domain summarizes program states by using sets of values,
called variation domain, where the original program used singletons. Summarization
is performed by first replacing each value by a singleton set that contains the value,
and then unioning all resulting sets variable per variable, a process called joining. As
an example, a state that associates the variables x and y with 0 ({x 7→ 0, y 7→ 0}),
and one that associates the variables with 1 ({x 7→ 1, y 7→ 1}) are first replaced by
singleton set variants, and then joined to {x 7→ {0, 1}, y 7→ {0, 1}}. Generally, joining is
approximative because relations between variables are not represented. In the example,
the state {x 7→ 0, y 7→ 1} is also included in the abstract state, but was not one of the
summarized states.

A challenge in the implementation of abstract integer value domains is that they must
be able to represent very large variation domains, including ones that contain all n-bit
integers. Storing such large variation domains naively in a set data structure such as
hash-based sets is not feasible. A common answer to this challenge is to approximate
variation domains further using intervals. The interval representation of a set A is then
[min(A) .. max(A)], which clearly includes all elements from A, but may also add more
elements, which deteriorates precision. Worse, the convexity constraint on intervals also
causes the join operation to approximate stronger.
Another challenge is the definition of precise transfer functions that remain efficient

even for very large variation domains. When variation domains are approximated using
convex shapes such as intervals, defining such transfer functions is often impossible,
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1. Introduction

as convexity forces approximation. The exact transfer function of bit-level operations,
such as bitwise and and bitwise or, produce non-convex sets even when applied to
convex sets only. Hence, transfer functions for convex domains must restore convexity
by approximation.
Altogether, we identify three main causes for approximation in integer value analyses:

1. Approximation caused by non-relational abstract states

2. Approximation due to approximative set representations

3. Approximation introduced by transfer functions

In our abstract domain, we address approximation Cause 2 by representing arbitrary
integer sets using modified binary decision diagrams (BDDs), which are graph structures
known to stay efficient even when representing large structures, thereby eliminating the
need to approximate, e.g., by convex sets such as intervals. In difference to traditional
BDDs, our BDDs are shared even if their decision node labels differ and allow O(1)
set cardinality. Operating on the BDD graph, and not on the integers represented by
the BDD, allows our transfer function to remain efficient, even for very large sets. To
address approximation Cause 3, many of our transfer functions, e.g., the ones for bitwise
and and or, as well as addition and negation, are exact when operating on abstract
values of unrelated variables. We provide an implementation of our abstract domain
in terms of a library called BDDStab [1, 2] that is usable on the Java virtual machine.
This library includes an equivalence class analysis that can be used to partially address
approximation Cause 1 from outside our abstract domain itself.
We use our abstract domain library in the implementation of an integer value analysis

plug-in for the binary analysis framework Jakstab [3]. The binary representation of pro-
grams is the form which general purpose computers use. It is normally not hand-written,
but rather generated by programs from higher-level representations. This generation pro-
cess, called compilation, generally does not preserve information that might be helpful
in the understanding of programs, but is not needed for a general purpose computer to
execute the program. Crucially, the structure of the compiled program, which constrains
the number of feasible paths through the program, is lost and must be reconstructed by
the analyzer, using integer variation domains for guidance. Furthermore, when there are
several options to translate from a higher-level representation to the binary form, opti-
mizing compilers try to choose the representation enabling the most efficient execution,
which is often harder to analyze. Hence, program analysis on the binary representation
presents a unique challenge for integer value analyzers, and therefore also for our domain.
In summary, we make the following contributions:

• Formulation and implementation of a modified BDD structure to represent integer
sets

• Definition and implementation of algorithms for transfer functions on this BDD
structure

4



• Definition and implementation of an integer value analysis on Jakstab’s interme-
diate language

• An evaluation of our BDD structure and associated algorithms within its applica-
tion in Jakstab and in isolation

We present our own contributions in Chapters 4 and 6. We review challenges unique
to the analysis of executables in Chapter 2. We motivate the relation between integer
value analysis and control flow reconstruction, as well as unique challenges for transfer
functions. For these unique challenges, we provide an overview of the approaches taken
in related work.
In Chapter 3, we describe traditional value analyses, based on abstract interpretation

and data flow analysis. We review configurable program analysis (CPA), which is an
analysis formulation used by Jakstab, allowing the implementation of data flow analysis
as well as model checking, and is also suitable for the analysis of binaries. Penultimately,
we give an overview of tools that use the presented techniques for the analysis of binaries.
The chapter finishes with an introduction to BDDs.
Next follows Chapter 4 about our BDD-based integer sets and associated algorithms.

We first present our modifications to traditional BDDs, and set up an induction scheme
we use later to prove correctness of our main algorithm. A precise description of the
representation of integer sets using these BDDs follows, which includes a discussion
about variable ordering. Then, we introduce algorithms that convert well-known integer
set approximations to BDD-based integer sets and algorithms that implement transfer
functions for operators common to many program representations. The library’s imple-
mentation details are presented next, and we end the chapter with an in vitro evaluation
of our BDD-based integer set data structure as well as a selection of the presented
algorithms.
We provide an overview of Jakstab’s analysis process and its intermediate language

that Jakstab uses internally in the definition of its analyses in Chapter 5. This language
defines which transfer functions are needed in the implementation of our Jakstab plug-in.
We instantiate our Jakstab plug-in in Chapter 6, which requires the definition of

transfer functions for statements, and an abstract evaluation function for expressions.
The unique challenge of conditional statements in binary representations of programs
deserves particular attention and leads us to define a specialized analysis of equivalence
relations. We provide an overview of our widening operator, and instantiate a CPA in-
stance formally. The chapter ends with an in vivo evaluation of our plug-in on CPU2006
benchmarks. We suggest future work (Chapter 7) and conclude the dissertation in Chap-
ter 8.
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2. Analysis of Executables

Executables, or binaries, are the representation of programs that is accepted for execution
by general purpose computers and essentially consists of a sequence of bytes that encodes
instructions of varying length. The core challenge in analyzing executables comes from
the fact that they are unstructured. In structured programs, a control flow graph (CFG)
can be recovered from the source code, because the language constructs of structured
programs make explicit where execution may continue [4]. The key control flow construct
missing or discouraged in structured programming is the goto statement, especially with
computed target addresses. In contrast, the goto like jump instructions are the essential
control flow constructs in executables. The absence of a CFG for executables means that
without analysis, it is not known which paths may be taken through it, an information
that is usually the starting point for an analysis.
Worse yet, the bytes of executables are not split into code and data. If control reaches a

location in the executable, then the byte sequence starting at this location is interpreted
as an instruction. The question of whether a sequence of bytes is an instruction or not is
therefore equivalent to the question whether control reaches this byte sequence or not, a
question that is undecidable [5], and can therefore only be answered in an approximative
way.
If reachability is approximated, then it is likely that locations within the executable are

falsely determined as reachable, which can lead to re-interpretation of byte sequences.
Consider Figure 2.1, which uses a dynamic jump to an address stored in the register
%eax. Therefore, approximating which program locations are reachable from the jump
instruction requires an approximation of the contents of %eax. Assuming the register
can only contain the address of the first byte in the sequence in any actual execution of
the corresponding program, and the contents of %eax is approximated to also include the
location of the second byte in the sequence, then we get two interpretations of the same
byte sequence. The red interpretation is the desired interpretation, while the green one
is spurious, and can lead to spurious parts in the reconstructed CFG, which in turn may
deteriorate analysis precision. Control flow reconstruction (CFR) is therefore the core
challenge in the analysis of executables [6].

0101008b
mov (%eax),%eax
add %eax,(%ecx)

add %eax,(%ecx)
add ...

jmp %eax

Figure 2.1.: Re-Interpretation of Bytes in the Executable
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2. Analysis of Executables

The most common and therefore relevant pattern generated by compilers that uses
dynamic jumps is the jump table pattern, which consists of an indexable sequence of
jump addresses, an instruction that loads an address from this table and a jump to
the loaded address. C compilers frequently generate jump tables in the translation of
switch statements and in the presence of function pointers. In higher-level programming
languages, jump tables are used, e.g., to implement dynamic dispatch.
In the next section we first introduce an example C program and an excerpt of corre-

sponding assembly, which we will use in Section 2.2 to review binary analysis approaches
that are not based on value analysis, and then motivate some differences between value
analysis of executables and structured programs, leading to additional challenges (Sec-
tion 2.3).

2.1. Example Program: C and Corresponding Assembly

In the next two sections, we use the example C program in Figure 2.2, taken from the
paper “ByteWeight: Learning to Recognize Functions in Binary Code” [7] that presents
a technique to identify function entry points within an executable. Within the paper,
the example is used to show that many analysis tools do not identify the sum, sub, and
assign functions as reachable, and will therefore not mark them as functions in their
results.

The program implements parts of a calculator that supports addition, subtraction, and
assignment. It uses an array of function pointers, funcs, to store the addresses of the
corresponding sum, sub, and assign functions. It then reads an integer and two strings
from the user, stores them in f, a, and b respectively, and calls the function that is stored
at position f in funcs with a and b as arguments. We changed the original program
by adding lines 26 and 27, to avoid accessing the funcs array out of bounds, which
is undefined in C, leaving the compiler free to generate code with unwanted behavior
such as a jump to a non-deterministic value as in our example. For an analyzer, it is
impossible to decide why it was unable to resolve this jump target, leading to a warning
about an incomplete analysis.

Figure 2.3 shows an excerpt of an assembly representation of the C program from
Figure 2.2 in GNU assembly syntax (GAS). We denote static control flow using green
arrows, and dynamic control flow using blue arrows. It is important to keep in mind
that our goal is not to analyze assembly, but rather to analyze binaries. However, we use
assembly in this illustration, as it is unstructured as well and easier to read than a mere
byte sequence. Analyzing on the machine code level is strictly harder than analyzing on
assembly, as faulty re-interpretation of bytes is not possible on the assembly level.
At the addresses 02a to 03a, the code copies the addresses of the sum, sub, and assign

functions to the stack, initializing the jump table. Afterwards, at address 042 it reads
the integer and the two strings, and stores the integer in %edx, which now corresponds
to f from the C representation. At the addresses 04b to 057 it checks whether the read
integer is a valid index into the funcs array. The code only reaches address 067 if the
index is valid, and then calls the corresponding function using a computation involving

8



2.1. Example Program: C and Corresponding Assembly

%edx at address 06e.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <string.h>
3 #define MAX 10
4

5 void sum(char *a, char *b) {
6 printf("%s + %s = %d\n", a, b, atoi(a) + atoi(b));
7 }
8 void sub(char *a, char *b) {
9 printf("%s - %s = %d\n", a, b, atoi(a) - atoi(b));

10 }
11 void assign(char *a, char *b) {
12 char pre_b[MAX];
13 strcpy(pre_b, b);
14 strcpy(b, a);
15 printf("b is changed from %s to %s\n", pre_b, b);
16 }
17

18 int main(int argc, char **argv) {
19 void (*funcs[3])(char *x, char *y);
20 int f;
21 char a[MAX], b[MAX];
22 funcs[0] = sum;
23 funcs[1] = sub;
24 funcs[2] = assign;
25 scanf("%d %s %s", &f, a, b);
26 if(f < 0) return 1;
27 if(f > 2) return 2;
28 (*funcs[f])(a, b);
29 return 0;
30 }

Figure 2.2.: Indirect Jump Example in C

9



2. Analysis of Executables

000 main:
000: push %ebp
001: mov %esp,%ebp
003: push %esi
004: push %ebx
005: and $0xfffffff0,%esp
008: sub $0x40,%esp
00b: lea 0x1c(%esp),%eax
00f: lea 0x2a(%esp),%esi
013: lea 0x20(%esp),%ebx
017: mov %esi,0xc(%esp)
01b: mov %ebx,0x8(%esp)
01f: mov %eax,0x4(%esp)
023: movl $0x80487a8,(%esp)
02a: movl $0x170,0x34(%esp)
032: movl $0x1e0,0x38(%esp)
03a: movl $0x250,0x3c(%esp)
042: call 8048410 <__isoc99_scanf@plt>
047: mov 0x1c(%esp),%edx
04b: test %edx,%edx
04d: js 60 <main+0x60>
04f: cmp $0x2,%edx
052: mov $0x2,%eax
057: jle 67 <main+0x67>
059: lea -0x8(%ebp),%esp
05c: pop %ebx
05d: pop %esi
05e: pop %ebp
05f: ret
060: mov $0x1,%eax
065: jmp 59 <main+0x59>
067: mov %esi,0x4(%esp)
06b: mov %ebx,(%esp)
06e: call *0x34(%esp,%edx,4)
072: xor %eax,%eax
074: jmp 59 <main+0x59>

170 sum:
1e0 sub:
250 assign:

Figure 2.3.: Extract from Indirect Jump Example in GAS, with Address Offset Removed

2.2. Alternatives to Value Analysis of Binaries

Without value analysis, other means to determine the successors of each instruction must
be found. Disassemblers [8, 9, 10] convert programs from their binary representation to
a representation in assembly language that usually also contains some control flow in-
formation such as function entry points. Generally, disassemblers do not guarantee that
their result will include all instructions that are in the binary, nor do they guarantee that

10



2.3. Challenges during Value Analysis of Example Program

the instructions they found are used in the binary. The simplest class of disassemblers
use the linear sweep method to determine the successor of each disassembled instruction.
Whenever a linear sweep disassembler analyzed an n-byte instruction at address a, its
heuristics is to assume that the successor instruction is found at position a + n, i.e.,
directly after the disassembled instruction. Because linear sweep disassemblers do not
interpret any control flow instructions, they will interpret data, embedded in the exe-
cutable, as instructions, which leads to false disassembly if the end of the data section is
not aligned with its interpretation as code. Another, more capable class of disassemblers
uses the recursive descent strategy [8]. Prominent examples of this class are IdaPro [10]
and radare2 [9]. With recursive descent, the analysis of a program location yields not
only a disassembled instruction, but also an approximated set of successor locations.
This set of successor locations may be determined by sophisticated program heuristics
that make use of the systematic way compilers generate code to resolve dynamic jumps.
However, since our example implements jump tables in a non-standard way, i.e., via func-
tion pointers, it is unlikely that these heuristics will identify the entry points of sum, sub,
and assign. Because the heuristics used by recursive descent disassemblers are known,
it is possible to craft an executable that hides malicious behavior from disassemblers,
making its disassembly appear harmless [11].

2.3. Challenges during Value Analysis of Example Program
In this section, we discuss aspects of the program from Figure 2.3 when using value
analysis to determine control flow. We will focus on the following three challenging
aspects:

1. Dynamically computed target of call instruction (Address 06e)

2. Non-deterministic functions (Address 042)

3. Conditional jumps with interleaved code (addresses 04b to 057)

The challenge in Aspect 1 is to compute a variation domain (VD) for the target
expression, i.e., *0x34(%esp,%edx,4), which corresponds to the value stored under the
address given by %edx ∗ 4 + %esp + 0x34. Computing a VD for this expression not
only requires a VD of %edx and %esp, but also the ability to compute a VD for the
multiplication of a VD by a constant and the addition of two VDs. The resulting VD
must then be used to retrieve the call target from the jump table, which requires a
model of the heap. Since the VD of the call target describes the target addresses,
spurious elements in the VD may lead to spurious edges and nodes in the computed
CFG, which reduces the analyses’ precision. Should the spurious CFG edges and nodes
lead to loops, then it is possible that the precision loss applies also to the original VD,
which in turn may worsen the precision of the CFG. A value analyzer for binaries should
therefore focus on precision even at reduced analysis efficiency.
Aspect 2 is a challenge, because the scanf function retrieves input from the user.

During static analysis of the binary, the result of scanf is therefore non-deterministic,
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and the analyzer must represent that with a special VD that contains all values of the
corresponding type, e.g., all possible n-bit integers. Some analyzers only allow VDs up
to a maximum size, and use a symbolic value to represent a VD that includes all values,
but as we will see in the discussion of Aspect 3, this is not always sufficient as conditional
branches may restrict VDs, resulting in very large VDs.
Aspect 3 is challenging because a value analyzer must be able to restrict an abstract

state according to an analyzed conditional branch. In the example, the integer, retrieved
from the user by the scanf function, is non-deterministic. Therefore, the VD of %edx
must contain all integer values at address 04b. The test instruction sets the sign flag
when %edx is less than zero. If so, the js instruction jumps to address 60, otherwise
execution continues at 04f. A precise value analyzer would compute two abstract values
for %edx, one for address 60 containing all negative integers, and one for address 04f
containing all non-negative integers. This restriction is challenging because the js in-
struction does not directly refer to %edx. Therefore, test or cmp instructions must either
be analyzed together with the corresponding jump, or the relation between each flag
and the computation of its value must be kept. RREIL [12], an intermediate language
for binary analysis, takes the first approach using instructions that are essentially the
combination of test or cmp and the corresponding conditional jump. When the compiler
interleaves instructions between the comparing instruction and the corresponding jump,
as it has done in our example at addresses 04f to 057, then it must be ensured that the
interleaved instructions do not change the value of the flags used by the jump. Jakstab
[3] implements the second approach, by storing the value of flags symbolically.
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3. Value Analysis
In this chapter, we provide an overview of value analyses, which statically approximate
the set of values each variable may have in an analyzed program. We first categorize the
approximation behavior of known value analyses (Section 3.1) and then review analysis
methods and algorithms to implement value analyses (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Afterwards,
we give a short introduction to abstract interpretation (Sections 3.5 and 3.6). Section
3.7 briefly reviews approaches to model the heap of programs during value analysis
and Section 3.8 gives an overview of existing binary analysis tools. We finish with an
introduction to BDDs (Section 3.9), which we later extend for our value analysis domain
(Chapter 4).

Value analyses approximate the infinite state transition system of Turing-complete
programs by summarizing states to representative versions. These representative ver-
sions are constructed by systematically replacing the program’s values with approxi-
mative abstract versions, which themselves represent collections of original values. This
approximation is necessary as exact analysis of infinite state systems is generally not pos-
sible [5, 13]. Which abstract representations are admissible is defined by the analyses’
abstract domain. Specialized versions are available for the analysis of specific kinds of
values, e.g., Booleans [14], integers [2], and floating point numbers [15]. Their area of ap-
plication depends on the type of approximation used in the abstraction. Value analyses
that can prove that a variable at a specific program location cannot have certain values
are called sound, otherwise they are called unsound. Unsound value analyses are used
for bug finding, where proving the absence of bugs is not required, or for disassembly
that does not have to identify all instructions [16]. Because these analyses are unsound,
they do not have to cover the whole state space of the analyzed program, and instead
use a higher precision for the covered state space. Sound value analyzers, on the other
hand, are able to prove that programs do not reach states that are defined as erroneous
or unwanted. They are therefore used to provide assurance in safety-critical areas of
applications [17, 18]. In this dissertation, we focus on sound integer value analysis, and
provide an overview of contemporary abstract domains next.

3.1. Abstract Domains for Value Analysis
An abstract domain determines the kind of abstraction performed in a value analysis. It
consists of abstraction and concretization functions, which convert between the kind of
values used by the original program and the abstract representation, a set of admissible
abstract values. Furthermore, abstract domains must supply a transfer function, which
performs computations corresponding to program instructions on a given abstract state.
We discuss the requirements for soundness on the components of an abstract domain in
Section 3.5.
One of the best-known abstract domains in value analysis is the interval abstract

domain [19], which we use to illustrate how the individual parts of an abstract domain
are used. Abstraction, i.e., summarizing a set of program states to one abstract state,
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3. Value Analysis

is done independently per variable, by assigning each variable in the abstract state to
an interval that covers all of the variable’s values from the original program states. The
concretization, i.e., creating the set of represented states from an abstract state, must
return the largest set of states of which the abstraction yields the original abstract state.
Consider the following set of states S, which assign x and y to values between 0 and

4:

S = {(x 7→ 0, y 7→ 0), (x 7→ 4, y 7→ 4), (x 7→ 4, y 7→ 0), (x 7→ 3, y 7→ 0)}

Figure 3.1 shows a visual representation of the four original states, using black colored
dots, and their interval abstraction using the rectangle. The corresponding concretiza-
tion includes all states within the rectangle, which, assuming integer value analysis, are
visualized by the intersections of the dotted lines. In this example, the interval abstract
domain therefore overapproximates S by 21 states. We can identify two causes for the
approximation of the interval domain in our example:

1. Convexity requirement

2. Loss of relational information

Cause 1 comes from the fact that intervals can only represent convex sets precisely,
i.e., all values between two included values must be included as well. Abstract domains
supporting only convex abstractions are aptly called convex domains. The main advan-
tage of convexity is that it simplifies the implementation of transfer functions, as they
can usually be formulated exclusively on the borders.
Cause 2 comes from abstracting each variable independently, which in this case means

that the abstract state does not include the fact that y ≤ x for all states in S. An
abstract domain with this kind of per variable abstraction is called non-relational and
all represented elements are included in hyper rectangles.
There also exist well-known relational convex abstract domains. This kind of domain

allows the representation of S using the triangle in Figure 3.1, which causes an over-
approximation of 11 states, instead of the 21 for intervals. One of the earliest of such
domains is the polyhedra abstract domain [20, 21], which represents convex shapes in
n-dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds to one variable. To improve
efficiency with moderate precision loss, several abstract domains have been devised that
restrict the n-dimensional shape further [15, 22].

Non-convex, non-relational abstract domains such as the domain of strided intervals
[23, 24], which combines intervals with congruence information [25], retain the property
that their representations are enclosed using hyper rectangles. However, they do not
enforce that all states framed by the border must be included. In strided intervals, all
included elements must be equi-spaced, meaning the holes between any two included
elements must have the same size. This restriction applies with different hole sizes in
each dimension. In our example, the y components of all states in S fulfill y%4 = 0,
and can therefore be represented without approximation. However, the x components
of these states have irregular holes between them and their representation can therefore
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Figure 3.1.: Abstraction of States using the Interval Domain

not be improved using congruence information. Therefore, the strided interval domain
can approximate to an abstract state that represents all states on the lower and upper
horizontal of the rectangle, which is an overapproximation by only 6 elements.
A perfect abstract domain would be non-convex and relational, and would neither

restrict the shape of the border of abstract states, nor the type of non-convexity. This
type of domain corresponds to what is used in classic model checking [26], which is
applicable to finite state systems. Nevertheless, symbolic model checking [27] uses BDDs
to store the state space in a similar way to our domain, without abstracting each variable
individually. Non-convex, relational analyses that are used in infinite systems are often
implemented using limited disjunctive refinement, i.e., the representation of states using
up to k abstract states [18, 28] of a base abstract domain. Should no optimal disjunction
points be known, then disjunctive refinement can be used in an automatic iterative
process [29]. Alternatively, relational, non-convex domains only support very limited
types of non-convexity and relations [30, 31].

With BDDStab, we present a non-relational, non-convex abstract domain for integer
value analysis, where each dimension is not restricted in its non-convexity. In essence,
we track an arbitrary set of integer values for each variable, which means that in our
example, we can represent S by an abstract state that approximates only by the two
circled states in Figure 3.1. To stay efficient, even for large variation domains, we use
BDD-based integer sets.
Until now, we have discussed the abstraction and concretization functions, as well as

the set of admissible abstract values of abstract value analyses. Another crucial part
of abstract domains are the transfer functions, which modify a given abstract state in
accordance to an analyzed instruction. As an example, given the interval abstraction
of S and the instruction y = x + y, the interval abstract domain sets y to [0 .. 8],
which is computed by addition of the lower and upper bounds of the values x and y
in the abstraction of S. However, to analyze a program, it is not sufficient to simply
replace all transitions with the corresponding transfer function and execute the resulting
program, because in the resulting approximative abstract version, it is in general not
possible to decide the outcome of conditional statements. Therefore, these programs are
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not deterministic and a different way of analysis must be used. We present the most
common one, namely data flow analysis, in Section 3.2.

3.2. Data Flow Analysis
Data Flow Analysis (DFA) is a general analysis framework for structured programs,
originally proposed by Gary Kildall [32] to perform global program optimization. It has
since evolved into a general analysis tool that is used not only in optimization [33], but
also in verification [17, 18].
As an example, we will execute the interval analysis on the CFG in Figure 3.2a. We

use the following simplified transfer functions, where the subscript denotes to which
statement they apply. Additionally, we assume the abstract state σ#[] to contain only
the abstract value of x and use f#[]

[while(x≤1)]T when the condition x ≤ 1 is true and
f

#[]
[while(x≤1)]F otherwise. The ∅ symbol denotes an empty interval.

f
#[]
[x=x+1](σ

#[]) = [l + 1 .. h+ 1] with [l .. h] = σ#[]

f
#[]
[while(x≤1)]T (σ#[]) =

{
[l .. min(h, 1)] if [l .. h] = σ#[] ∧ ∃v ∈ σ#[] : v ≤ 1
∅ otherwise

f
#[]
[while(x≤1)]F (σ#[]) =

{
[max(l, 2) .. h] if [l .. h] = σ#[] ∧ ∃v ∈ σ#[] : v > 1
∅ otherwise

f
#[]
[entry](σ

#[]) = σ#[]

0: entry : x 7→ [0 .. 0]

1: while(x ≤ 1)

2: x = x+ 1;3: exit
TF

(a) Example Program

IV◦(0) = IV•(0) = [0 .. 0]
IV◦(1) = IV•(0) ∪ IV•(2)
IV•(1T ) = f

#[]
[while(x≤1)]T (IV◦(1))

IV•(1F ) = f
#[]
[while(x≤1)]F (IV◦(1))

IV◦(2) = IV•(1T )
IV•(2) = f

#[]
[x=x+1](IV◦(2))

(b) Associated Constraint System

Figure 3.2.: Examples of Integer Interval Analysis

DFA establishes a constraint system between abstract states on all edges. Using sub-
script IV◦(n) to denote the abstract state before the statement n, IV•(n) for the abstract
state directly after the statement n, and again denoting true and false information using
subscript T and F , we get a constraint system as depicted in Figure 3.2b.

Because the program from Figure 3.2a contains a loop, the constraint system includes
a cyclic dependency. IV◦(1) is the summarization of all abstract states from all incoming
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edges, namely the entry node and Node 2. However, IV•(2) depends on IV◦(2), which
in turn depends on IV◦(1).

In his foundational work [32], Kildall proposes a worklist algorithm (Algorithm 1) to
compute a solution to constraint systems as the one above. As a generalization, the
algorithm assumes that the property space, i.e., the set of possible data flow facts, forms
a complete lattice. Complete lattices are non-empty partially ordered sets that support
a join operation, denoted t, that the algorithm uses instead of the union we used in
IV◦(1), and provide a unique smallest element, denoted ⊥, which the analysis uses for
initialization. We provide a formal definition of complete lattices in Section 3.4. For the
interval abstract domain, ⊥ is the empty interval ∅, t is the same as the union of two
intervals, and the ordering v is given by interval inclusion, i.e., if an interval A covers
B then B v A. The worklist algorithm is defined in Figure 1. It takes as input the set
of edges F of the analyzed program, a set of entry nodes E, an initial abstract value ι,
the complete lattice L of the analyses’ property space defining ⊥, t, and v, as well as a
transfer function fl. The algorithm computes the most precise fix point of the constraint
system in MFP◦ and MFP•, where again the subscript ◦ denotes information before a given
node and the corresponding subscript • information after this node.

In Step 1, the algorithm initializes the worklist W with all edges from the program’s
CFG, as well as the table A, which contains the data flow information at each node l.
By default, this table is initialized with the least element of the complete property space
lattice (⊥). The only exception is that the information at initial nodes is set to the
initial abstract state ι.

Step 2 is the main part of the algorithm, which computes a solution to the given
constraint system. The worklist contains all edges along which constraints may not yet
have been propagated. Therefore, if the worklist is empty, the algorithm terminates,
as the constraints along all edges are fulfilled. However, initially, the worklist is not
empty and the algorithm pops the first edge from it. It retrieves the corresponding flow
data from A and applies the corresponding transfer function fl. If the newly computed
information is already aptly represented by the data flow information at the target
(A[l] v A[l′]), then it restarts at Step 2. Otherwise, it updates the data flow information
at the target, which means that constraints along paths starting at the target have to
be reestablished. Therefore, the algorithm pushes the start edges of such paths onto the
worklist, so that they will be operated on in a subsequent iteration.

In Step 3, the algorithm presents the solution, where the entry information at each
node is given by A, and the exit information is recomputed using the entry information
and the transfer function.
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Algorithm worklist (F, E, ι, L, fl) is
Input: Analysis flow F, analysis entries E, initial value ι, complete lattice L,

transfer functions fl
Result: Solution in MFP◦ and MFP•

Step 1: Initialization
1 forall (l, l′) ∈ F do W := (l, l′) :: W
2 forall l ∈ F ∪ E do if l ∈ E then A[l] := ι else A[l] := ⊥L

Step 2: Iteration
3 while W 6= ∅ do
4 (l, l′) :: t = W
5 W := t
6 if fl(A[l]) 6v A[l′] then
7 A[l′] := A[l′] t fl(A[l])
8 forall {l′′ | (l′, l′′) ∈ F} do W := (l′, l′′) :: W

end
end

Step 3: Presentation
9 forall l ∈ F ∪ E do

10 MFP◦(l) := A[l]
11 MFP•(l) := fl(A[l])

end
end

Algorithm 1: DFA Worklist Algorithm

Table 3.1 shows the evolution of the worklist algorithm’s values while solving the
constraint system from Figure 3.2b. The underlined entry in the worklist is the element
that is extracted from the worklist in Line 4 to produce the next iteration’s state. After
initialization, only the entry node has data flow information different from the least
element of the correponding lattice. Since the transfer function for the entry node is
the identity function, and since the information at A[1] is smaller than that at A[entry],
A[1] is updated. Since information is updated at position 1, the algorithm would add all
edges starting at 1 to the worklist. However, we omit adding entries that are already
in the worklist, as this would only lead to additional steps that do not change the
algorithm’s result. In iteration 2, the transfer function f

#[]
[while(x≤1)]T is used, since we

compute information for the true successor of Node 1. Because all elements in the
interval [0 .. 0] fulfill the condition, we update A[2] to [0 .. 0]. The next iteration (#3)
applies transfer function f

#[]
[x=x+1] producing [1 .. 1], which, unioned with the existing

[0 .. 0] at A[1], gives [0 .. 1]. Since information at position 1 is updated, the edge (1, 2)
is added to the worklist. Executing another round of iterations over the edges (1, 2)
and (2, 1) leaves us with A[1] = [0 .. 2] in iteration 6. This time, the application of the
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# A[entry] A[1] A[2] A[exit] Worklist
1 [0 .. 0] ∅ ∅ ∅ (entry, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (1, exit)
2 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 0] ∅ ∅ (1, 2), (2, 1), (1, exit)
3 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 0] [0 .. 0] ∅ (2, 1), (1, exit)
4 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 1] [0 .. 0] ∅ (1, 2), (1, exit)
5 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 1] [0 .. 1] ∅ (2, 1), (1, exit)
6 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 2] [0 .. 1] ∅ (1, 2), (1, exit)
7 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 2] [0 .. 1] ∅ (1, exit)
8 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 2] [0 .. 1] [2 .. 2]

Table 3.1.: Worklist Evolution of Interval Analysis on Program in Figure 3.2a

transfer function f#[]
[while(x≤1)]T results again in [0 .. 1], meaning that no new information

was computed and therefore no edge must be added to the worklist. After the application
of the transfer function f#[]

[while(x≤1)]F in iteration 7, the worklist is empty and the loop
terminates. The entries for A[n] correspond to IV◦(n) from our constraint system in
Figure 3.2b. We omit the computation of the corresponding set IV•(n) by application
of the corresponding transfer function in Step 3.

Apart from forward analyses, where F is the set of edges in the control flow graph of
the analyzed program, there also exist analyses that propagate flow data in the opposite
direction of the control flow. If the data flow information at an edge depends on that of
control flow successors, then the corresponding analysis must be specified as a backward
analysis, and otherwise as a forward analysis. Because we analyze the possible values
of a program, and the program’s values at a specific location depend on the values in
predecessor locations, value analyses are generally defined as forward DFA. However,
there also exist formulations for bi-directional DFA [34]. Since DFA stores one flow
value per edge, the memory demands of an analysis can get unwieldy if no sharing can
be implemented and the abstract representation is not compact. In such cases, sparse
DFA [35] reduces the number of stored values during analysis. Storing one abstract
state per edge is especially demanding in the analysis of low-level code, because one
instruction in a high-level language is usually compiled to many instructions in low-level
code. Hence, this code contains more edges, requiring the storage of more abstract
values. Our BDD-based integer sets are shared, meaning that we never store the same
BDD twice, which alleviates the storage problem.

An alternative formulation of DFA is configurable program analysis (CPA) [28], which
aims at providing a framework that can scale between classic DFA and model checking.
CPA makes analyses composable via special operator configurations and a common
interface that all analyses must support. In difference to DFA, the CPA formulation
does not require a static control flow graph. Instead, the control flow automaton is
computed during the analysis itself [28].
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3.3. Configurable Program Analysis
When applying traditional data flow analysis to binaries, one encounters a problem:
The algorithm assumes the existence of a correct static control flow graph (CFG). On
structured programs, this CFG is provided by language constructs. As an example, the
targets of a structured if instruction are limited to the true and the false successor.
As discussed in Chapter 2, this is not the case for executables, where the successor
address can be taken from a register, and hence can hold an arbitrary value. Therefore,
binaries do not provide a precise CFG. Theoretically, it would be possible to supply a
fully connected graph that contains as nodes all possible disassemblies of the binary. The
analysis itself can determine which edges are not traversable. Even though this method
would work, the fully connected CFG would obviously not yield any meaningful analysis
and can therefore be ignored.
Jakstab instead builds on an alternative formulation of data flow analysis called con-

figurable program analysis (CPA) [28]. CPA was initially created as a way to define
and implement model checking and data flow analysis in the same framework. To that
end, CPA defines two operators that control when to merge information and when to
stop the analysis. Delayed merging shifts the analysis towards model checking, where,
traditionally, no merging is performed at confluence points, while aggressive merging
shifts the analysis towards data flow analysis, where, traditionally, merging is performed
at each confluence point. Furthermore, CPA facilitates the implementation of composed
analyses to improve the result. One of the composed analyses usually provides control
flow information that is provided by the static CFG in DFA.
CPA is presented formally in Definition 1. D is the abstract domain, which itself

consists of a set of concrete states C, a join semi-lattice E of abstract states, and a
concretization function J·K that maps abstract states to concrete states. Furthermore,
 is the transfer relation, which assigns to each abstract state e, a possible new abstract
states e′, and to each such relation a control flow label g ∈ G, written e g

 e′.

Definition 1. Configurable Program Analysis D

D = (D, ,merge, stop)

D = (C, E , J·K)

E = (E,>,⊥,v,t)

J·K : E → P(C)

 ⊆ E ×G× E

Additionally, the following conditions apply for correct CPAs:

1. J>K = C

2. J⊥K = ∅
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3. ∀e, e′ ∈ E : Je t e′K ⊇ JeK ∪ Je′K (join operator overapproximates)

4. ∀e ∈ E : ∃e′ ∈ E, g ∈ G : e g
 e′ (transfer relation is total)

5. ∀e ∈ E, g ∈ G : ⋃
e

g
 e′Je′K ⊇

⋃
c∈JeK{c′ | c

g→ c′} (transfer relation overapproxi-
mates)

6. e′ v merge(e, e′) (merge relaxes second argument with information from first)

7. stop(e,R) =⇒ JeK ⊆
⋃
e′∈RJe′K (analysis only stops if e is already covered by

reached abstract states)

For both the merge and stop operators, there exist variants that configure the analysis
towards model checking, where information is kept separate at confluence points, or
towards traditional data flow analysis where information is joined at confluence points.
The two operator variants are as follows:

mergesep(e, e′) = e′

mergejoin(e, e′) = e t e′

stopsep(e,R) = ∃e′ ∈ R : e v e′

stopjoin(e,R) = e v
⊔
e′∈R

e′

One of the most common CP analyses is the location analysis, as described in Defini-
tion 2, which introduces control flow graph information to CPA. Essentially, the location
analysis provides a transfer relation from one location to another, exactly when there
exists a corresponding edge in the analyzed program’s CFG. In binary analysis, the fact
that we can alter the way locations are treated is useful as no static CFG is available.
By itself, the location analysis does not compute a useful result. Hence, it is usually
combined with another analysis, which constitutes the main part of the analysis. CPAs
can therefore be composed as described in the following section.

Definition 2. Location CPA L for CFG with set of nodes N and edges G

L = (DL, L,mergeL, stopL)

DL = (CL, EL, J·KL)

EL = (N ∪ {>L,⊥L},>L,⊥L,vL,tL)

da vL db ⇐⇒ da = ⊥L ∨ db = >L

l L l
′ ⇐⇒ ∃(l, l′) ∈ G, l L ⊥L otherwise

mergeL = mergesep

stopL = stopsep
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Composing Configurable Program Analyses

It is possible and common to combine two configurable program analyses into one. As-
suming two input CPAs Di = (Di, i,mergei, stopi), the combined CFA will use the
Cartesian product to combine the property spaces, i.e., D× = (D×,merge×, stop×) with
D× = D1×D2 = (C, E×, J·K×) and E× = E1×E2 = (E1×E2, (>1,>2), (⊥1,⊥2),v×,t×).
The ordering and the join are defined pointwise, i.e., (e1, e2) v× (e′1, e′2) ⇐⇒ e1 v1
e′1 ∧ e2 v2 e

′
2 and (e1, e2)t× (e′1, e′2) = (e1 t1 e

′
1, e2 t2 e

′
2). In difference to the traditional

reduced direct product, the transfer relation, merge and stop operators are defined specif-
ically to each composition and can therefore improve precision more than reduction, e.g.,
because the transfer relation of one domain may be improved by the information from
the other in a more direct way.

Algorithm worklistCPA(D, ι) is
Input: Configurable program analysis

D = (D = (C, E = (E,>,⊥,v,t), J·K), ,merge, stop), initial abstract
state ι ∈ E

Result: Set of reachable abstract states
Step 1: Initialization
waitlist := {ι}
reached := {ι}
Step 2: Iteration
while waitlist 6= ∅ do

e :: t = waitlist;
waitlist := t;
forall e′ with e e′ do

forall e′′ ∈ reached do
enew := merge(e′, e′′)
if enew 6= e′′ then

waitlist := (waitlist ∪ {enew}) \ {e′′}
reached := (reached ∪ {enew}) \ {e′′}

end
end
if ¬stop(e′, reached) then

waitlist := waitlist ∪ {e′}
reached := reached ∪ {e′}

end
end

end
return reached

end
Algorithm 2: CPA Worklist Algorithm

Similarly to the worklist algorithm for DFA (see Algorithm 1), the CPA algorithm
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EIV = (EL × E ′IV)

(l, i) IV (l′, i′) ⇐⇒ l L l
′ ∧ f IV

l (i) = i′

mergeIV((l, i), (l′, i′)) =
{

(l,mergejoin(i, i′)) if l = l′

(l′, i′) otherwise

stopIV((l, i), I) = stopjoin(i, {i′ | (l′, i′) ∈ I, l′ = l})

DIV = ((C, EIV, J·K), r,mergeIV, stopIV)

ιIV = (l, ι), where l is an entry node of the analyzed program

Figure 3.3.: Integer Interval CPA

# reached waitlist
1 { (0, [0 .. 0]) } (0, [0 .. 0])
2 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 0]) } (1, [0 .. 0])
3 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 0]), (2, [0 .. 0]), (3, ∅) } (2, [0 .. 0]), (3, ∅)
4 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 1]), (2, [0 .. 0]), (3, ∅) } (1, [0 .. 1]), (3, ∅)
5 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 1]), (2, [0 .. 1]), (3, ∅) } (2, [0 .. 1]), (3, ∅)
6 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 2]), (2, [0 .. 1]), (3, ∅) } (1, [0 .. 2]), (3, ∅)
7 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 2]), (2, [0 .. 1]), (3, [2 .. 2]) } (3, [2 .. 2])
8 { (0, [0 .. 0]), (1, [0 .. 2]), (2, [0 .. 1]), (3, [2 .. 2]) }

Table 3.2.: CPA Evolution when Analyzing Figure 3.3

(Algorithm 2) uses a worklist to remember from which abstract states the transfer re-
lation may compute new information. Corresponding to the DFA algorithm’s A array,
the CPA algorithm uses the reached set to hold all reached abstract states. The two
main differences between the algorithms are that the CPA algorithm treats control flow
as part of the analysis, and that it allows keeping data flow information separate using
the merge and stop operators.
To repeat the integer interval analysis from Figure 3.2a, we define the interval analysis

as a CPA in Figure 3.3. In CPA, the interval analysis is paired with the location analysis.
Note that we neither supply the lattice of intervals E ′IV formally, nor do we provide a
concretization function J·KL or a set of concrete states CL. As in DFA, the CPA algorithm
only needs the bottom, join, and relation operators of E ′IV, which we discussed in the
DFA section (Section 3.2). Concretization is only needed to show correctness of the
analysis, and hence not required for its execution.
Table 3.2 shows the evolution of the reached and waitlist sets when analyzing the

example in Figure 3.2a. With the given interval analysis configuration, a CP analysis
computes the same result as the standard worklist algorithm from DFA, with the only
difference that the information that was stored in A is now stored in the reached set.
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3. Value Analysis

3.4. Lattices

As described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, DFA and CPA require the space of data flow
information to form a lattice. Lattices are partially ordered sets (see Definition 4) that
include a unique least upper bound (join, t) and greatest lower bound (meet, u) for any
two elements of the set (see Definition 5). Complete lattices additionally support least
upper bound and greatest lower bound operations for subsets (see Definition 6).
Figure 3.4 shows a Hasse Diagram of the powerset lattice (P({a, b}),⊆). Hasse Di-

agrams are the most common way of visualizing small lattices. Essentially, Hasse Dia-
grams use the transitive reduction with an embedding such that if an element is depicted
above another, and there exists a path between the two elements, then the lower element
is smaller than the upper element. As an example, ∅ is depicted lower than {a, b} in
Figure 3.4 and there exists a path between the two, therefore ∅ v {a, b}.

{a, b}

{a} {b}

∅

Figure 3.4.: Hasse Diagram of (P({a, b}),⊆)

Definition 3. Upper and Lower Bounds of Set S
UB(S) = {e | ∀s ∈ S : s v e}
LB(S) = {e | ∀s ∈ S : e v s}

Definition 4. Partially Ordered Set
A partially ordered set is a combination of a set P and an ordering relation v: (P ×

P )− > B that fulfills the following criteria:

1. ∀a : a v a (reflexivity)

2. ∀a, b : (a v b) ∧ (b v a) =⇒ (a = b) (antisymmetry)

3. ∀a, b, c : (a v b) ∧ (b v c) =⇒ (a v c) (transitivity)

Definition 5. Lattice
A lattice is a partially ordered set P that supports the binary least upper bound (t)

and greatest lower bound (u) operations (see Definition 3) as follows:
∀a, b ∈ P : (a t b) ∈ P ∧ (a t b) ∈ UB({a, b}) ∧ (∀c ∈ UB({a, b}) : (a t b) v c)
∀a, b ∈ P : (a u b) ∈ P ∧ (a u b) ∈ LB({a, b}) ∧ (∀c ∈ LB({a, b}) : c v (a u b))
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3.5. Abstract Interpretation

Definition 6. Complete Lattice
A lattice L is complete when it supports the least upper bound and greatest lower

bound operations on subsets (⊔,
d
) as follows:

∀S ⊆ L : ⊔
S ∈ L ∧

⊔
S ∈ UB(S) ∧ (∀c ∈ UB(S) : ⊔

S v c)
∀S ⊆ L :

d
S ∈ L ∧

d
S ∈ LB(S) ∧ (∀c ∈ LB(S) : c v

d
S)

3.5. Abstract Interpretation

Abstract interpretation (AI) is a proof framework for proving correctness of program
analyses with respect to formal semantics of the language of analyzed programs. AI
was first described by Patrick and Radhia Cousot in 1977 [36], and has been a very
active research field since. We will first present the AI framework, and then derive the
requirements for the correctness of abstract value analysis domains.
With AI, one establishes a correctness relation R between an execution of program

P and its analysis. Specifically, the relation R is established between the states of the
analyzed program and their corresponding summarizations in the analysis. If a program
maps a state c1 to a state c2, then the analysis must map an abstract state a1, which is in
a correctness relation with c1, to an abstract state a2, which is in a correctness relation
with c2. Figure 3.5a visualizes the correctness relation R. Here, execution of the program
P maps the input state c1 to c2, denoted as P ` c1  c2. Further, the analysis of the
program P maps a value a1 to a2, denoted as P ` a1 . a2. If the correctness relation
R holds between c1 and a1 (c1 R a1), then it must also relate c2 with a2 (c2 R a2) for
the analysis to be correct. Generally,  corresponds to a statement in the analyzed
program, and . to the corresponding transfer function.
Recall that each abstract domain requires its state space L to form a complete lattice.

AI requires that if s R a then ∀a′ w a : s R a′, meaning that if an abstract value
is a correct description of a concrete value, then greater values must also be a correct
description of that value. Intuitively speaking, this requirement enforces the lattice of
abstract values to be ordered with respect to precision. Greater values are generally
less precise than smaller values. AI further requires that there exists a most precise
description for each concrete value. With these two requirements, we can alternatively
formulate correctness via the representation function as depicted in Figure 3.5. This
formulation of correctness makes explicit that we are allowed to approximate, using
values greater than the least, i.e., most precise value.
For value analysis on integer programs, it is natural to accept β as β(s) = {s}, i.e.,

given a state s we return the singleton set containing s. The generated correctness
relation R would then also accept all supersets of {s} as a correct representation. Un-
fortunately, an analysis on sets of states is not feasible on infinite state systems, as no
summarization of states has taken place. This summarization can be defined by estab-
lishing a Galois Connection between a precise, but possibly infeasible analysis, and an
approximative variation. The Galois Connection ensures that if the precise analysis was
correct, then so is the approximative one.
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P ` c1 c2 

P ` a1 a2.

R R

(a) Correctness Relation

P ` c1 c2 

P ` a1 a2.

v v
β β

(b) Representation Function

Figure 3.5.: Correctness Requirements in AI

3.6. Galois Connection

A Galois Connection allows the conversion of values from one state space to another
without losing correctness. It uses α to move from the precise space (concrete space) to
the less precise one (abstract space), and γ to move back. Note that α corresponds to
the abstraction function of an abstract domain, while γ corresponds to its concretization
function. The beauty of this approach is that Galois Connections can be chained, mean-
ing we can move to more and more abstract spaces without losing correctness. Hence,
AI is a modular framework, because it is not necessary to start abstractions at the most
basic level, i.e., at the level of program states, but instead, one can abstract from any
proven point. It is, e.g., common for non-relational value analysis domains to abstract
from integer sets, and avoid the work necessary to get to this abstraction.
The formal definition of Galois Connections is given in Definition 7.

Definition 7. Galois Connection between L (concrete space) and M (abstract space),
Classic Formulation

α and γ are monotone (order-preserving) functions
α : L→M
γ : M → L
l v γ(α(l))
α(γ(m)) v m

Definition 7 confirms that M (abstract space) is a less precise variant of L (concrete
space) in that it requires that going from the more precise L to the less precise M and
back will not increase precision (γ ◦ α does not map to smaller values). Further, it also
requires that going from the less precise M to the more precise L and back does not lose
precision (α ◦ γ does not map to greater values).
Assuming a concrete state using a set of associations between program variables V ?

and integer values, and denoting an association between v and e as v 7→ e, an abstraction
from the analysis over sets of states can be constructed as follows, where we use a
superscript # to denote an abstract state:
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3.7. Heap Analysis

α(S) = {v 7→
⋃
s∈S
{s(v)} | v ∈ V ?}

γ(S#) =
∏
v∈V ?

{v 7→ e | e ∈ S#(v)}

The abstraction function α goes through all program variables, and associates each
with all values found under this variable in all states in S. Correspondingly, γ creates a
set of associations for all values of each variable, and then uses the Cartesian Product
over all resulting sets. As an example, let us abstract the set of states S = {{x 7→ 0, y 7→
0}, {x 7→ 1, y 7→ 1}}:

α(S) = {x 7→ {0, 1}, y 7→ {0, 1}}
The concretization is then the following:

γ(α(S)) = {{x 7→ 0, y 7→ 0}, {x 7→ 0, y 7→ 1}, {x 7→ 1, y 7→ 0}, {x 7→ 1, y 7→ 1}}
We use this abstraction in our integer value analysis domain.

3.7. Heap Analysis
Value analyses are often combined with specialized analyses of the program’s heap, which
can be considered as an association of each address, given by an integer, with a value.
Since value analyzers overapproximate integers, the target of read and write operations
can, in general, not be determined. Sound integer value analyzers must overappoximate
the heap, which requires read and write operations on sets of possible addresses, which
may overlap. Implementing a sound heap model is often challenging without concretizing
the abstract value that describes the address to read and write operations. Instead of
viewing the heap as a simple association, addressable using integers, it is common to
introduce abstract locations when objects are created. The contents of these abstract
locations is then restricted to structures of specific shapes [37, 38]. When loops that
created data structures cannot be shown to terminate, it must be possible to efficiently
represent infinite structures. Finding an efficient representation is especially challenging
if no information about the shape of the represented structure is known before the
analysis. As an example, an abstract location may at first contain a hashmap, and
later on a list; hence shape analysis must be adaptive. Many shape analyses are based
on shape graphs [39], which represent which object may contain which other object.
Parametric shape analysis [40] uses three valued logic to model the shape of structures
in memory. BDDStab currently does not use shape analysis as such, but uses Jakstab’s
heap model instead. In Jakstab, each abstract heap location is indexable, i.e., each
abstract location consists of a region and an offset address into that region [3]. The
abstract regions are assumed to not overlap, which is unsound in general, but simplifies
the analysis. In the default configuration, Jakstab only uses two regions to distinguish
addresses pointing to the stack from those that do not.
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3.8. Value Analysis Tools for Binaries

Different approaches with different soundness requirements are proposed for the analysis
of machine code. Most approaches opt for improved applicability to larger programs and
do not aim for soundness. However, this does not mean that increasing precision of a
sound domain is not a valuable effort. It is, e.g., common to identify possible function
start sequences in a binary and start value analysis at each of these sequences [7, 41]. A
more precise abstract domain will improve the result of analyzers that use this approach.

Possibly the best-known commercial tool is GrammaTech’s CodeSurfer/x86 [41], which
assumes that the code it analyzes has a clear separation of data and code, does not
modify itself, and adheres to stack discipline. Hence it may not be suited to analyze
executables that are designed to hide their behavior. However, CodeSurfer/x86 does
use value analysis (k-set analysis) in combination with abstract locations, determined in
part using IDAPro’s heuristics, to compute possible targets for dynamic jumps.

The Jakstab framework [3] uses the SSL intermediate language [42] to support the
formulation of analyses. For the analyses, it makes use of the CPA formulation, which
means that approaches known from software model checking as well as classic DFA
and combinations thereof are implementable. Jakstab provides several value analyses
to resolve jump targets, such as k-set, interval, and sign-agnostic interval domains [43].
We extend Jakstab with an unrestricted set domain with abstract values represented by
BDDs.

Another analysis framework for the analysis of executables is the binary analysis
platform (BAP) [44]. BAP’s focus is on providing a well-specified intermediate language
as a common grounds for implementing further analyses. BAP uses special instructions
for indirect jumps, which may be resolved using value set analysis [45]. However, it
seems that the main focus of BAP is on working with code in its intermediate language
BIL, and not on soundly lifting machine code to BIL.

Bitblaze [46], which is in part a predecessor to BAP, combines static and dynamic
analyses to increase precision. Its dynamic analysis part is based on the Qemu [47]
emulator.

Another comprehensive effort is the Bincoa framework [48], which also formulates a
common model for the analysis of executables. Its tool set consists of Osmose [49], a test
data generation tool for binaries, Insight [50], a tool that supports lifting and analysis
including value analysis, and TraceAnalyzer [51], a tool that uses value analysis and
refinement of VDs that are used in dynamic jumps and have been overapproximated to
>.

All of the above-mentioned tools that use value analysis, approximate VDs using either
a form of intervals, or k-sets, or a combination thereof. In difference, with BDDStab, we
provide a value analysis that does neither enforce convexity nor is restricted to a specific
type of non-convexity.
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3.9. Binary Decision Diagrams

3.9. Binary Decision Diagrams

Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) [52, 53, 54] are an efficient graph representation for
Boolean functions, i.e, functions of the type Bn → B, that consist of decision nodes
and terminal nodes. Decision nodes have two outgoing edges to sub-BDDs and carry as
label a variable that determines which edge must be followed during evaluation of the
BDD. The terminal node’s label determines the result of the function. Usually, BDDs
are based on the Shannon Decomposition, shown in Definition 8, where xk is used as
label in a decision node, and the BDD representation of fxk

and f¬xk
are used as targets

of the decision node’s edges. When repeated application of Shannon Decomposition and
construction of decision nodes yields a Boolean constant, then this constant is used as
label in a terminal node. One early form of BDD is the free BDD (FBDD) [55], which
enforces that no path within the BDD may contain two decision nodes with the same
label, in order to avoid reading the same input more than once.

Definition 8. Shannon Decomposition
Assuming an n-ary Boolean function f(x1, . . . , xn) = f(x), the positive and negative

cofactors of f are defined as
fxk

(x) = f(x1, . . . , xk−1, 1, xk+1, . . . , xn−1)
and
f¬xk

(x) = f(x1, . . . , xk−1, 0, xk+1, . . . , xn−1).

Any n-ary Boolean function can be decomposed into two functions of arity n − 1 by
the Shannon Decomposition:
f(x) = (xk ∧ fxk

(x)) ∨ (¬xk ∧ f¬xk
(x))

In the following, we will visualize decision nodes using a circular node, labeled with
the corresponding variable. If this variable is true, then evaluation must continue at the
sub-BDD reachable by traversing the solid edge, and otherwise it must continue at the
sub-BDD reachable using the dashed edge. Terminals are represented using rectangular
nodes, labeled with the Boolean constant they represent. In text form, we use 1 for a
true terminal, and 0 for a false terminal. The graphs in Figure 3.6 represent Boolean
and.

x1

x2

01

(a) BDD 1

x2

x1

01

(b) BDD 2

x1

x2 x2

1
0

(c) BDD 3

x1

x2 0

1 0

(d) BDD 4

Figure 3.6.: Equivalent BDDs Representing and
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The core advantage of BDDs is that they support canonicity, meaning that any two
equivalent Boolean functions have the same BDD representation, which allows equiva-
lence checking in O(1), and in turn enables a systematic optimization of functions on
BDDs using caches [56]. Since the BDDs in Figure 3.6 represent the same Boolean func-
tion, but use different graphs, it is clear that some restrictions are missing to enforce
canonicity. The first restriction is to define a total order on all variables, and enforce
that the encountered labels on all decision nodes are strictly ascending along all paths
of the BDD. BDDs that fulfill this restriction are called ordered (OBDD) [54]. If we
choose the order to include x1 < x2, then BDD 2 is disallowed. To disallow BDDs 3 and
4, only BDDs that have been fully reduced with the following two rules are allowed.

1. When both successors of a decision node are the same BDD, delete the node and
redirect its incoming edges to the successor.

2. When a BDD contains two equal sub-BDDs, delete one and redirect its incoming
edge to the other.

Since the right x2 node in BDD 3 can be removed using Rule 1, and one of the 0
sub-BDDs in BDD 4 is redundant and can therefore removed by Rule 2, both BDDs
are forbidden, leaving only BDD 1. OBDDs that are unchanged by both rules such
as BDD 1 are called reduced OBDD (ROBDD) [54, 56] and support canonicity. Since
ROBDDs are the most common BDD structure, we will use the terms BDD and ROBDD
synonymously in the remainder of this thesis.
There has been extensive research in optimizing the size of BDDs by optimizing the

variable order [57, 58, 59]. Unfortunately, ordering optimizations depend on heuristics,
and reordering BDDs is NP-complete [60]. Further, most operations on BDDs require
all operand BDDs to respect the same, or a compatible, ordering, which means that it
is unlikely that a chosen ordering is near optimal for all BDDs.
Another optimization is the complementable edges extension [61], which makes the

interpretation of the terminal’s label path-dependent, whereby it allows up to twice as
many BDDs to be shared in memory. With this extension, a BDD and its complement
share the same structure, and differ only in one Boolean that is stored outside of the
shared BDD part. Consider the BDD in Figure 3.7, which represents a ∧ ¬b, where a
and b are ordered as follows: a > b.

BDDs with complementable edges only require one terminal node, i.e., 1 . With com-
plemented edges, the incoming edges to a node can signal that the result of the evaluation
must be complemented, hence the interpretation of the 1 node is path-dependent. We
represent edges that signal complementation of their targets using a circle in the mid-
dle of them, while edges that do not signal complementation are visualized without the
circle. To allow complementing of entire BDDs, a dangling incoming edge to the BDD
is added. This edge is not part of the BDD structure itself, and is therefore not shared.
Hence, a BDD and its complement are shared and the number of unique BDDs is halved.
The interpretation of a BDD with complement edges is as follows: Paths that contain

an even number of complement edges lead to 1 , paths that contain an odd number of
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a

b

1

Figure 3.7.: BDD Representing a ∧ ¬b

x x x x

x x x x

Figure 3.8.: Complemented Edges Conflicts

complement edges lead to 0 . The only path with an even number of complementations in
the BDD from Figure 3.7 is a = 1, b = 0. All other paths have only the complementation
from the dangling edge and will therefore lead to 0 .

There is, however, one restriction missing to make complemented edges canonical.
Consider Figure 3.8, which contains pairs of semantically equivalent BDDs with differing
structure. To restore canonicity to BDDs with complemented edges, it is forbidden to
have a solid complement edge of the internal nodes. Consequently, whenever a node is
to be constructed with a solid complement edge, the complement information on the
dangling edge as well as the one on the unset edge are inverted instead.
An alternative formulation of BDDs can be derived from the Davio decomposition,

provided in Definition 9, instead of the classic Shannon decomposition. Using either the
positive or negative Davio Decomposition exclusively results in the functional decision
diagrams, named pFDD for positive decomposition and nFDD for negative decomposi-
tion [62]. It is also possible to use positive or negative decomposition per variable, which
results in general FDDs [63].
Similarly to FDDs, one can also allow using Shannon, and positive and negative Davio

Decomposition per variable. Decision diagrams constructed with all three decomposition
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types are called Kronecker functional decision diagrams (KFDD) [64].

Definition 9. Davio Decomposition
We define the Boolean derivation of a function f(x1, . . . , xn) as

∂f
∂xk

= fxk
(x)⊕ f¬xk

(x).

Any Boolean function with n > 0 inputs f(x0, . . . , xn−1) can be decomposed in two
ways into sub-functions with n− 1 inputs:

1. Positive decomposition: f = f¬xk
⊕ xk ∧ ∂f

∂xk

2. Negative decomposition: f = fxk
⊕ ¬xk ∧ ∂f

∂xk

Apart from introducing alternative decompositions, other techniques have been re-
searched to reduce the size of the decision diagrams for specific configurations. When
solving combinatorial problems, it is often desirable to manipulate subsets of the pow-
erset of an n-element set. Those subsets, commonly called combinations, can be rep-
resented by BDDs by assigning one input variable to each combination, and storing
the indicator function of a set of combinations in a BDD. When n is large, there exist
extremely many input variables to the indicator function, hence the reduction rule of
BDDs that removes decision nodes must be efficient. It is common for combination sets
to be sparse, i.e., combination sets usually are small compared to their maximum size.
Therefore, if the indicator function of common combination sets is true, then it is likely
that most inputs are false. Representing such function in a classic BDD would lead to
many decision nodes where the true successor edge points to 0 , meaning the decision
node cannot be deleted. To have a more efficient representation in this application,
Minato introduced zero suppressed BDDs (ZDD) [65], which are classic BDDs based
on Shannon’s Decomposition with a modified reduction rule. Instead of eliminating a
decision node exactly when both its successors are the same node, in ZDDs, decision
nodes are removed if their true edge points to 0 , leading to an efficient representation
for sparse combination sets.
A common generalization of classic BDDs is to relax the requirement that leaves

contain a Boolean, and instead allow values from another finite domain. In verification,
this domain of values is often a subset of integral numbers. Such decision diagrams are
called multi-terminal BDDs (MTBDDs) [66]. A special form of MTBDDs are algebraic
BDDs (ADDs), which are MTBDDs that are specialized for algebraic applications [67].
Yet another way in which decision diagrams differ from classic BDDs are attribute

edges, where edges carry information other than whether they correspond to a true or
false decision. An optimization to MTBDDs with integer leaves are edge-valued BDDs
(EVBDDs) [68], which attribute the BDD edges with integer offsets to improve sharing.
Such edge weights can also be generalized to factors, where the edge attributes along a
path to a leaf are not added to the leaf’s integer, but multiplied instead.
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Another decision diagram, designed for the verification of timed automata, are dif-
ference decision diagrams (DDD) [69], which represent a Boolean logic over inequalities
of the form x − y ≤ c. Modified algorithms from classic BDDs support unification and
intersection of the non-convex and relational space that DDDs represent.
Numeric decision diagrams (NDDs) [70] are designed with a similar goal as DDDs,

namely the verification of timed automata. Specifically, NDDs target the representation
of discrete and dense clock variables, the latter by discretization. Essentially, NDDs
represent bitvectors that may be built from the concatenation of bitvectors that represent
variables in the analyzed automaton.
For our BDD-based integer set implementation, we introduce a variant of ROBDDs

with complement edges that is optimized for representing Boolean functions with few
input variables. Our BDDs do not label the decision nodes with their corresponding
variable, which enables sharing of BDDs that are structurally equivalent but represent
different functions.
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The BDDStab library enables the definition of integer value analysis domains for data-
flow-based analysis tools using abstract interpretation. It takes its name from its use
in the binary analysis platform Jakstab via the BDDStab Jakstab adapter. In this
application, the BDDStab library provides the heavy lifting, i.e., the representation of
abstract integer values and the transfer functions. By using maximally shared BDDs to
represent abstract values, the BDDStab library minimizes the memory consumption of
the many abstract states that must be stored during analysis. The right side of Figure
4.5 shows the BDD representation of the integer set {1, 2}. Each path of the BDD that
terminates in 1 represents included integers, in this case 1 for the grey path, which
encodes 0 ∗ 21 + 1 ∗ 20 since the decision node corresponding to 21 is false and the node
corresponding to 20 is true, and 2 for the orange path, which encodes 1 ∗ 21 + 0 ∗ 20.
Complement edges, as introduced in Section 3.9, allow the same BDD to be represented
by just two nodes. Further savings are achieved if sub-ranges covering powers of two,
i.e., [2n .. 2n+m − 1] are either included or excluded from the represented set, because
then, entire sub-BDDs are set to 1 or 0 respectively. In difference to most other value
analysis domains such as the interval abstract domain, the BDDStab library does not
require convexity and provides precise transfer functions on the bit level. Table 4.1 gives
an overview of the provided functions and in case of transfer functions, categorizes their
approximation behavior, where we use P for precise, A for approximating, and an empty
cell if the method is not a transfer function. We consider an n-ary transfer function of a
concrete operator as precise exactly when it produces exactly the set of all combinations
of the n input sets with the operator applied. A transfer function ◦# is precise for the
binary operator ◦ exactly when A ◦# B = {a ◦ b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.

In this chapter, we describe our BDD representation in detail and provide implemen-
tations for all common transfer functions.

4.1. BDD Structure

To optimize for the operations that we use in BDDStab, we use a modified BDD struc-
ture. We base our structure on reduced ordered binary decision diagrams with comple-
mentable edges, but modify it to improve sharing. Specifically, we do not store variable
names in each decision node’s label as would be done using traditional BDDs, and make
the correspondence between a decision node and its variable dependent on the depth
of the decision node in the BDD. Additionally, we add set cardinality, i.e., determining
the number of represented concrete elements, in O(1) by precomputing values during
each construction of a decision node. This precomputation needs to be adapted to work
so that it is dependent on the BDD depth, because when each decision node’s label is
determined by its depth, the same BDD, rooted at different depths, may represent sets
of different sizes. As an example, a 1 node can represent varyingly many elements,
depending on its depth in a BDD.
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Method Name Prec. Description
equals True exactly when two sets contain the same

elements
add Creates new set with a given element added
remove Creates new set with a given element removed
contains Check is a given element is included
invert Creates a new set containing those elements not

included in the original set
intersect Creates a set by intersecting with another set
union Creates a set by unioning with another set
max Selects the largest element (signed)
min Selects the smallest element (signed)
size The set cardinality
subsetOf True exactly when given set is a superset
isEmpty True exactly when set is empty
plus P Transfer function for addition
negate P Transfer function for arithmetic negation
bAnd P Transfer function for bitwise ∧
bOr P Transfer function for bitwise ∨
bXor P Transfer function for bitwise Y
bNot P Transfer function for bitwise ¬
bShr P Transfer function for shift right by singleton
bSar P Transfer function for shift right arithmetic by

singleton
bShl P Transfer function for shift left by singleton
bRor A Transfer function for right rotation by singleton
bRol A Transfer function for left rotation by singleton
mulSingleton P Transfer function for multiplication by singleton
mulPredicate A Transfer function for general multiplication
bitExtract Slicing on the bit level
signExtend Sign extend to new bitwidth
zeroFill Zero fill to new bitwidth
restrictGreaterOrEqual Create subset of elements greater or equal given

element
restrictLessOrEqual Create subset of elements less or equal given el-

ement
restrictGreater Create subset of elements greater given element
restrictLess Create subset of elements less given element
widenPrecisionTree Create widened superset
apply Create a set from elements
range Create a set from range
strided Create a set from congruence class

Table 4.1.: Functions of BDDStab Library
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4.1.1. Labelless Nodes
During analysis, a value analyzer, such as the BDDStab adapter to Jakstab (Section 5),
produces at least one abstract state per reachable program location. Lifted versions of
low-level code, such as executables, tend to increase the number of program locations,
as each effect of an instruction is made explicit. Each abstract state in turn is composed
of one abstract value per storage location, of which there may exist as many as there are
heap entries. Therefore, a value analyzer tends to store extremely many abstract values,
the collection of which must therefore be size-efficient. We therefore decide to optimize
the well-known BDD structure to improve sharing. Additionally, improved sharing also
allows for improved memoizing of functions. Our labelless nodes modification of BDDs
does not store variable names in the decision nodes, but makes the decision node’s
variable dependent on the depth of the decision node in the BDD itself. The advantage
of this modification is that two structurally equivalent BDDs can be shared, even if they
represent different boolean functions. Consider the BDDs in Figure 4.1. The rectangular
node that points to the BDDs contains the BDD ordering and is headed by the named
Boolean function. The top-most marked (grey) decision node for fa decides on variable
x2, as it is the second node on all BDD paths. Because this decision node points to 1
for the true successor and 0 for the false successor, it represents the function x2. In fb,
the same marked structure represents the function x1, as the top-most marked decision
node is the first on all paths in this BDD. Since all three marked sub-BDDs in Figure
4.1 are structurally equivalent, it is possible to share them as done in the right-hand side
forest. To make the depth of a node determine its label, we modify reduction Rule 1 as
follows:

1. When both successors of a decision node are the same terminal, delete the node
and redirect its incoming edges to the terminal.

The disadvantage of this approach is that the reduction rules of traditional BDDs
must be changed to allow a clear correspondence between decision node and its place
in the BDD ordering. There may not be any gaps, meaning variables in the ordering
that have no corresponding decision node, between any two decision nodes in a labelless
BDD. Only nodes with false and true successor pointing to the same terminal node
may be deleted. Therefore, a labelless BDD such as the one representing fc may have
more nodes than one with explicit labels within its decision nodes. In this BDD, the
root node would traditionally have been removed, as both successors point to the same
BDD. However, with labelless nodes, this is not possible as removal would change the
interpretation of the top-most marked decision node. On the upside, none of the marked
sub-BDDs could have been shared in a traditional BDD structure, but all of them are
shared with labelless nodes.
Since equivalence check on BDDs is in O(1), it is possible to skip redundant decision

nodes in O(1) during BDD operations. The penalty in the efficiency of the algorithms
that has to be expected therefore depends on the maximal number of variables in the
ordering. Since this number of variables in the ordering is bounded by the widest in-
teger type to be analyzed, no huge negative impact must be expected. As an example,
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π: x1 < x2

fa: x1 ∨ x2

1 0

π: x1 < x2

fb: x1

1 0

π: x2 < x1

fc: x1

1 0

π: x2 < x1

fc: x1
π: x1 < x2

fa: x1 ∨ x2

π: x1 < x2

fb: x1

1 0

Figure 4.1.: Improved Sharing with Labelless Nodes

the BDDStab Jakstab adapter uses at most 64 variables in the ordering to adequately
represent 32 bit integers after multiplication.

4.1.2. Structural Induction

To prove correctness of our algorithms on BDDs, we will use proof by induction. More
specifically, we use structural induction, as we operate on trees rather than natural
numbers. Assuming a property P that is to be shown for arbitrary trees, structural
induction operates by showing P for the basic elements of the tree, i.e., the leaves, and
then showing that if P holds for the sub-trees, it also holds for a tree constructed from
those sub-trees. Formally, structural induction on BDDs for an arbitrary property P is
therefore:
Base Cases: P (0), P (1)
Inductive Case: ∀X,Y : P (X) ∧ P (Y ) =⇒ P ((X ◦ Y ))
It is important for an induction scheme to be complete, meaning that if base case and

inductive case are proven, then it must be possible to construct P for arbitrary BDDs.

Induction Scheme for Cartesian Product BDD Algorithms

Interestingly, our algorithms for binary transfer functions, such as addition, operate on
two BDDs and their correctness must therefore be encoded in a binary property, i.e., of
the form P (X,Y ) instead of P (X). Possibly the first idea that one might have is to use
the Cartesian product of the base cases and extend the inductive step as follows:

Scheme 1. Incomplete Induction Scheme for Cartesian Product Fashion Algorithms
Base Cases: P (0 , 0)

P (0 , 1),
P (1 , 0),
P (1 , 1)

Inductive Case: ∀A,B,C,D : P (A,B) ∧ P (C,D) =⇒ P ((A ◦ B), (C ◦ D))
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This scheme, however, is not complete. Consider the BDD in Figure 4.2.

1

0 1

1 0

Figure 4.2.: BDDs not Covered by Induction Scheme 1

This tuple of BDDs is constructed using (((0 ◦ 1) ◦ 1), (1 ◦ 0)). To conclude
P (((0 ◦ 1) ◦ 1), (1 ◦ 0)), it is necessary to have P ((0 ◦ 1), 1) and P (1 , 0). How-
ever, P ((0 ◦ 1), 1) cannot be constructed since there exists no way to construct a non-
terminal BDD on one side and a terminal on the other. Hence, P cannot be established
using only the base and inductive cases for the BDD in Figure 4.2, because the inductive
case forces the node constructor in both arguments to P , which is why only pairs of
BDDs with the same depth are covered by this induction scheme. Furthermore, our
algorithms proceed in a Cartesian product fashion, and require correct sub-results not
only for P (A,B) and P (C,D) but also for P (A,D) and P (B,C).

We therefore propose the following induction scheme:

Scheme 2. Induction Scheme for Cartesian Product Fashion Algorithms
Base Cases: ∀B : P (0 , B),

∀B : P (1 , B),
∀A : P (A, 0),
∀A : P (A, 1)

Inductive Case: ∀A,B,C,D : P (A,C) ∧ P (A,D) ∧ P (B,C) ∧ P (B,D)
=⇒ P ((A ◦ B), (C ◦ D))

With this induction scheme, it is possible to derive P for the example BDD in Figure
4.2 as follows:

P ((0 ◦ 1), 1) ∧ P ((0 ◦ 1), 0) ∧ P (1 , 1) ∧ P (1 , 0)
=⇒ P (((0 ◦ 1) ◦ 1), (1 ◦ 0))

All P s in the antecedent (induction hypothesis) of this derivation are covered by base
cases, hence P can be derived for the whole tuple of BDDs.

4.1.3. Set Cardinality in O(1)
When operating on sets, one often wants to know the cardinality, i.e., how many ele-
ments are included. With the BDD-based set encoding, the corresponding operation is
satisfiability count, which essentially searches for paths to true terminals in the BDD.
Each discovered path to 1 represents 2n satisfiable variable valuations, where n is the
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number of variables without a corresponding decision node. Unfortunately, this simple
algorithm requires full traversal of the BDD, which should be avoided as the operation
is often executed, e.g., to judge precision loss in widening, determine if a precise heap
operation would be too expensive as there are too many possible addresses, considering
whether printing the set to the screen should list all elements, or to produce a good
approximation in operations such as multiplication. For traditional BDDs, it is possible
to compute and store the satisfiability count whenever a BDD is constructed from two
other BDDs by taking the precomputed satisfiability count from each input BDD, mul-
tiplying them by 2n, where n is the size of the gap between the new node and the root
node of the corresponding input BDDs, and adding the result. However, since labelless
nodes do not carry variables, this simple algorithm cannot be used as the number of
satisfiable valuations of a labelless BDD depends on the layer it is rooted in. The solu-
tion is to cache not the total number of satisfiable variable valuations, but the minimal
number and height instead. Consider the two left-most BDDs in Figure 4.1. The marked
sub-BDD contains 20 satisfiable variable valuations in fa, because there is no variable
left in the ordering at the decision node’s successors, and 21 such paths in fb, because
there is one variable left in the ordering at the decision node’s successors. The difference
between the two interpretations is that one is rooted at a higher layer in the ordering
than the other.
A key insight is that if a BDD has height h, then each terminal at depth d represents at

least 2h−d = c satisfiable variable valuations. As we have learned from the example, the
exact number of satisfiable variable valuations represented by each 1 depends addition-
ally on where the corresponding BDD is rooted in the ordering. Assuming the number of
elements in the ordering to be n, the number of variables that are not referenced within a
given BDD of height h is n− h. Since these variables multiply the number of satisfiable
variable valuations by 2 each, the exact number of satisfiable variable valuations can
be computed by multiplying the minimal number of satisfiable variable valuations with
2n−h. The parameters c and h depend only on the structure of a given BDD, and not on
its interpretation. Hence, it is safe to cache the two parameters for each decision node,
even in the presence of sharing. If n is known, which is the case in the BDDStab library,
then the parameters c and h are sufficient in computing the exact satisfiability count
using c ∗ 2n−h.
To not negatively affect BDD performance, the computation of the parameters c and h

for a new decision node must be in O(1). The parameters c and h for 0 and 1 are c = 0,
h = 0, and c = 1, h = 0 respectively. Given two BDDs s and u, with s.h, u.h, s.c, and u.c
denoting their height and minimum satisfiability count respectively, then the new height
of a node (s ◦ u) is max(s.h, u.h) + 1 = (s ◦ u).h, the computation of which is indeed in
O(1). Computing (s ◦ u).c from s.h, s.c, u.h, and u.c cannot be done by simply adding
s.c and u.c because the minimum number of input variables, referenced by (s ◦ u), is
determined by its height, which in turn is computed using the maximum height of s
and u. Within (s ◦ u), the minimum number of referenced input variables of s and u is
max(s.h, u.h). If s.h ≤ u.h, we therefore compute (s ◦ u).c = s.c ∗ 2|s.h−u.h| + u.c, which
adjusts the minimum satisfiability count of s to the depth of u. Similarly if u.h ≤ s.h,
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satnaive(n, 1) = 2n
satnaive(n, 0) = 0
satnaive(n, (s ◦ u)) = satnaive(n− 1, s) + satnaive(n− 1, u)

Figure 4.3.: Satcount Naive

we compute (s ◦ u).c = u.c ∗ 2|s.h−u.h| + s.c. In both cases, the computation is in O(1).
As an example, consider the creation of the unmarked node of fa. The height of the

newly computed BDD is 2, the minimum satisfiability count is 3, while the height of the
marked sub-BDD A is 1 and its minimum satisfiability count is 1. With A = (1 ◦ 0),
i.e., the marked sub-BDD, the corresponding computation of the minimum satisfiability
count for fa is as follows:

A.c = 1 .c ∗ 21 .h−0 .h + 0 .c = 1 .c+ 0 .c = 1

(1 ◦ A).c = 1 .c ∗ 21 .h−A.h +A.c = 1 ∗ 21 + 1 = 3

Since the number of input variables n is known for each BDD r, and the height and
minimum satisfiability count are cached, we define our set cardinality as:

sat(n, r) = 2n−r.h ∗ r.c

The O(1) BDD-set cardinality has been implemented and evaluated as part of a bach-
elor thesis [71].
In the following, we prove equivalence between the non-naive method of computing the

number of satisfiable variable valuations as outlined above, and a naive implementation
as given in Figure 4.3. This naive algorithm takes the number of input variables to the
represented function and a corresponding BDD, and recurses the BDD until it reaches
a terminal node. During this recursion, it keeps track of the number of traversed input
variables, and is thereby able to compute the number of unique paths to 1 , represented
by a 1 .
Figure 4.4 proves equivalence between the naive and the non-naive satisfiability count

algorithms. The proofs of the two base cases (4.1, 4.2) are trivial. The value of r.c is
0 for a terminal false node and 1 for a terminal true node. The proof for the inductive
case (4.3) is slightly more involved. Since the construction of r.h for a new node r uses
the max function and the construction of r.c takes the absolute value of an expression,
we use case distinction in our proof for r1.h ≤ r2.h and r1.h > r2.h. Note that for the
first case, we have (r1 ◦ r2).h = r2.h + 1 and (r1 ◦ r2).c = r2.c + 2r2.h−r1.h ∗ r1.c, since
we take the maximum height plus one and have to adjust the minimum count of r1 to
the depth of r2.
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The correctness property P is as follows:

P (n, r) := sat(n, r) = satnaive(n, r)

Induction on r yields the following base and inductive cases.

Base Cases:

∀n : P (n, 0) (4.1)
∀n : P (n, 1) (4.2)

Inductive Case:

(∀n : P (n, r1)) ∧ (∀n : P (n, r2)) =⇒ (∀n : P (n, (r1 ◦ r2))) (4.3)

Proofs

Proof of 4.1:

sat(n, 0) = 2n−0 ∗ 0 = 0 = satnaive(n, 0)

Proof of 4.2:

sat(n, 1) = 2n−0 ∗ 20 = 2n = satnaive(n, 1)

Proof of 4.3, case r1.h ≤ r2.h:

sat(n, (r1 ◦ r2)) = 2n−r2.h−1 ∗ (r2.c+ 2r2.h−r1.h ∗ r1.c)
= (2n−r2.h−1 ∗ r2.c) + (2n−r2.h−1 ∗ 2r2.h−r1.h ∗ r1.c)
= (2n−1−r2.h ∗ r2.c) + (2n−1−r1.h ∗ r1.c)
= sat(n− 1, r2) + sat(n− 1, r1)
= satnaive(n− 1, r2) + satnaive(n− 1, r1)
= satnaive(n, (r1 ◦ r2))

Proof of 4.3, case r1.h > r2.h:

sat(n, (r1 ◦ r2)) = 2n−r1.h−1 ∗ (r1.c+ 2r1.h−r2.h ∗ r2.c)
= (2n−r1.h−1 ∗ r1.c) + (2n−r1.h−1 ∗ 2r1.h−r2.h ∗ r2.c)
= (2n−1−r1.h ∗ r1.c) + (2n−1−r2.h ∗ r2.c)
= sat(n− 1, r1) + sat(n− 1, r2)
= satnaive(n− 1, r1) + satnaive(n− 1, r2)
= satnaive(n, (r1 ◦ r2))

Figure 4.4.: Equivalence Proof of Cached Satisfiability Count
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4.2. Representing Integer Sets

As outlined before, we use our BDD structure to represent integer sets in BDDStab.
Traditionally, BDDs are a data structure to represent Boolean functions. Many struc-
tures can be encoded as Boolean functions and can therefore also be stored in a BDD.
As is customary, our encoding of integer sets uses the two’s complement conversion of
integers to bitvectors, of which each bit is treated as an input to the Boolean function,
represented by the BDD. This Boolean function returns true exactly when the corre-
sponding bitvector and, therefore, the integer is included. In other words, we take the
indicator function for the n-bit integer set, convert it to a Boolean function of the form
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}, and represent that function using a BDD. Reduction of the resulting
BDDs requires an ordering to be defined on its input variables, which we discuss in the
next subsection.

Ordering

Theoretically, one could choose any permutation of the n input variables to represent
n-bit integer sets. However, we also have to consider that we want to execute operations
on the BDDs and these operation’s efficiency depends on the variable ordering. There
are two natural choices for the variable ordering: Most significant bit (MSB) to least
significant bit (LSB) and LSB to MSB. LSB to MSB ordering, meaning the LSB is the
bit associated with the root node of the BDD, simplifies the definition of the addition
operation, since the carry bit distributes from LSB to MSB and so does each path in a
BDD with LSB to MSB ordering. However, with this ordering, two consecutive integers
are not close with respect to the BDD structure. Consider Figure 4.5, which depicts
two non-reduced BDDs representing the integer set {0, 1}, the one with LSB to MSB
ordering on the left, and the one with MSB to LSB ordering on the right. Even though
the represented numbers in the set are consecutive, the paths on the left-hand side BDD
are not, meaning the terminal node for one number could be far to the left and the
terminal node for the other number could be far to the right even though the numbers
are consecutive. In difference, in the BDD on the right-hand side, two numerically close
unsigned integers will have paths that are close to each other. In the MSB to LSB
representation, it is therefore more likely that a range of integers will have an efficient
BDD representation as it is likely that reduction is able to remove nodes where both
successors are the true terminal. Figure 4.6 illustrates this fact. Whenever an interval is
to be represented in a BDD with MSB to LSB ordering, there are essentially two paths,
one corresponding to the lower bound and one corresponding to the upper bound, which
border an area of included integers. In other words, the successors of the nodes on those
paths that point inwards are set to the true terminal, and the successors pointing to
the outside are set to the false terminal. Again, it is likely that there exist nodes that
can be removed because both successors point to the terminal true in the inside (green)
area. Since it is known that convex shapes, i.e., intervals in the non-relational case, are
common during the analysis of software, we choose the MSB to LSB ordering to have a
more efficient representation and conversion to and from intervals.
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20

21 21

0 1 0 1

Xa = {0, 1} 21

20 20

0 1 1 0

Xb = {1, 2}

Figure 4.5.: Variable Ordering Options

2MSB

1

0 0

Figure 4.6.: Interval Conversion of [2 .. 7] with MSB to LSB Ordering

4.3. Conversion Algorithms
In this section, we present algorithms to create BDD-based integer sets from well-known
abstractions, namely singleton integers, intervals, and strided intervals. Additionally,
we provide an approximating algorithm to convert a BDD-based integer set to a set
of intervals, which can be used to synthesize transfer functions on BDD-based integer
sets from their corresponding counterparts in the interval abstract domain. Most of the
algorithms are recursive, and many count their recursion depth in a parameter, which has
to be set to 0 or a constant at the outer-most recursion. To avoid the explicit handling
of this parameter in the presentation of an algorithm, we use named parameters that
must be associated with a default value and must be set by name should this default
value be overwritten. Note that to avoid ambiguities, no regular parameters are allowed
after a named parameter in the parameter lists. The parameter d in Algorithm 3 is such
a named parameter, denoted using = in the algorithm’s parameter list. Its default value
is n− 1, and it is explicitly set to d− 1 in the recursive calls to fromNumber.

4.3.1. Configurable BDD Construction from Singletons

Algorithm 3 takes a singleton integer, and creates a BDD by creating the path described
by the corresponding bitvector. This algorithm is configurable in the BDDs it places
outside of the path described by the given integer, and by the terminal node it places
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at the end of the path. It can therefore be used to convert the unsigned n-bit integer
i not only to a singleton BDD set {i} using fromNumber(i, 0, 0, 1), but also to a
BDD-based integer set {e | e ≥ i}{n} using fromNumber(i, 1, 0, 0). A set with all
integers smaller than i can be created similarly.

Algorithm fromNumber(a, S, U, T, d = n− 1) is
Input: n-bit integer a, depth d, set BDD S, unset BDD U , terminal BDD T
Result: BDD with path given by a, terminated by T , all true successors

leaving path to S, all false successors leaving path to U
1 if d < 0 then return T
2 if a{d} then
3 return (fromNumber(a, S, U, T, d = d− 1) ◦ U)

else
4 return (S ◦ fromNumber(a, S, U, T, d = d− 1))

end
end

Algorithm 3: Configurable Construction from Integer to BDD

As an example, let us use Algorithm 3 to create the set of all 3-bit unsigned integers
greater or equal than 2. From Figure 4.6, we know that the corresponding BDD must
contain the path corresponding to the bitvector of 2, i.e., 010, and all BDDs to the left
or greater side must be set to 1 and all BDDs to the right or smaller side must be set
to 0 . This BDD can be constructed using fromNumber(2, 1, 0, 1, d = 2):

fromNumber(2, 1, 0, 1, d = 2) =
(1 ◦ fromNumber(2, 1, 0, 1, d = 1)) =
(1 ◦ (fromNumber(2, 1, 0, 1, d = 0) ◦ 0)) =
(1 ◦ ((1 ◦ fromNumber(2, 1, 0, 1, d = −1)) ◦ 0)) =
(1 ◦ ((1 ◦ 1) ◦ 0)) =
(1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0))

The resulting BDD is true if the 22 bit is set or if the 21 bit is set, otherwise it is false.
This represents exactly the set of all 3-bit integers greater than 2.

4.3.2. BDD Creation from Standard Intervals

Algorithm 4 performs the conversion from an integer interval to a BDD-based integer
set. The algorithm takes two (d + 1)-bit unsigned integers a and b, with a ≤ b, and
creates a BDD-based integer set {i | a ≤ i ≤ b}. Even though this algorithm operates on
unsigned integers only, it is easily possible to use it for signed integers, by calling it once
for all negative, and once for all positive integers and union the results. The algorithm
uses fromNumber to create a set of all unsigned integers smaller than b and a set of all
unsigned integers greater than a. The desired result is then the intersection of these two
BDDs, which is computed using the well known if-then-else algorithm (ite) [56].
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Algorithm ival2bdd(a, b, d) is
Input: (d+ 1)-bit unsigned integers a and b, satisfying a ≤ b
Result: BDD-based integer set representing [a..b]

1 s := fromNumber(a, 1, 0, 1, d = d)
2 u := fromNumber(b, 0, 1, 1)
3 return ite(s, u, 0, d = d)
end

Algorithm 4: Conversion from Interval to BDD-based Integer Set

As an example, we recreate the BDD from Figure 4.6, i.e., a BDD representing the
3-bit interval [2 .. 7], which is created using ival2bdd(2, 7, 2):

ival2bdd(2, 7, 2) =
ite(fromNumber(2, 1, 0, 1, d = 2), fromNumber(7, 0, 1, 1), 0, d = 2) =
ite((1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0)), fromNumber(7, 0, 1, 1, d = 2), 0) =
ite((1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0)), (fromNumber(7, 0, 1, 1, d = 1) ◦ 1), 0) =
ite((1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0)), ((fromNumber(7, 0, 1, 1, d = 0) ◦ 1) ◦ 1), 0) =
ite((1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0)), (((fromNumber(7, 0, 1, 1, d = −1) ◦ 1) ◦ 1) ◦ 1), 0) =
ite((1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0)), (((1 ◦ 1) ◦ 1) ◦ 1), 0) =
ite((1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0)), 1, 0) =
(1 ◦ (1 ◦ 0))

This result is the same as the BDD for all unsigned 3-bit integers greater than 2,
because 7 is the largest unsigned 3-bit number.

4.3.3. Approximated Set of Intervals from BDD

Algorithm 5 performs an approximation from BDD-based integer sets to sets of inte-
ger intervals. The precision parameter i determines the maximum depth to which the
algorithm performs a precise conversion, before approximating sub-BDDs. When the
algorithm has reached 1 , or arrived at the maximum depth, the algorithm creates an
interval [0 .. 2d − 1], offset by o. Since o tracks the value of the traversed edges within
the recursion and 1 at depth n− d represents 2d elements, the created interval contains
exactly the values represented by the encountered 1 , or the non-terminal node at the
maximum depth, replaced with 1 .

As an example, if the BDD from Figure 4.6 gets approximated with a maximum depth
i = 1, then the result is {[0 .. 3], [4 .. 7]}, because the offset for the false successor of the
root node is 0, while the offset for the true successor of the root node is 4. In the second
recursion, the algorithm has reached its maximum depth and will therefore treat the
sub-BDDs as 1 , giving {[0 .. 0 + 22 − 1]} on the false side, and {[4 .. 4 + 22 − 1]} on the
true side.
The performance of Algorithm 5 can be optimized. As presented, the algorithm is con-

figured by the precision parameter i, which is the maximum depth to which the algorithm
will perform precise conversion of the given BDD-based integer set. This is suboptimal
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since this simple precision configuration may lead to unacceptable overapproximation.
Consider a singleton integer set. The conversion to an interval set should contain ex-
actly one singleton interval. However, Algorithm 5 will produce this result only if given
a precision parameter that is the depth of the BDD itself, which is unacceptable for most
other BDDs.

An improved algorithm uses the O(1) cardinality, supported by our BDD structure,
to judge whether approximation by 1 is acceptable or not. One possibility is to use i to
define the maximum approximation allowed by each interval included in the result set.
This behavior can be achieved in Algorithm 5 by replacing the call to stopDepth with
stopApprox in Line 7. Of course it is also possible to combine the two approaches or
replace the stopping condition with another heuristics.

Algorithm bdd2ival(A{n} , i = n/2, o = 0, d = n) is
Input: BDD-based integer set A{n} , depth d, offset o , precision parameter

i < n with conservative default n/2
Result: Set of intervals that overapproximate A{n}
Function stopDepth(i, d, x) is

1 return i = n− d
end
Function stopApprox(i, d, x) is

2 return 2d − sat(x) ≤ i
end

3 switch A do
4 case 1 do return {[o .. o+ 2d − 1]}
5 case 0 do return ∅
6 case (a ◦ b) do
7 if stopDepth(i, d, A) then
8 return bdd2ival(1, i = i, o = o, d = d)

else
9 return bdd2ival(a, i = i, o = o+ 2d−1, d = d− 1) ∪

bdd2ival(b, i = i, o = o, d = d− 1)
end

end
end

end
Algorithm 5: Approximation from BDD-based Integer Set to Interval Set

4.3.4. BDD Creation from Strided Intervals

As we will motivate in Section 4.5, precise multiplication of a BDD-based integer set
with a singleton requires the exact conversion of a strided interval to a BDD-based
set. We implement this conversion in terms of Algorithm 7, which takes a maximum
depth maxdepth that is the bitwidth of the output set and a stride, and creates the set of
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maxdepth-bit integers that belong to the congruence class described by the stride without
any offset. We then use the addition algorithm for BDD-based integer sets, as defined
in Section 4.5, to add the required offset and intersect with the interval restriction of
the strided interval. In other words, given a set {i | l ≤ i ≤ h,∃k ∈ Z : i = l + k ∗ s, s ∈
N, s > 0}, which is described by the strided interval s[l .. h], BDD creation of this interval
works as described in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm strided(maxdepth, s[l .. h]) is
Input: Bitwidth of interval maxdepth, strided interval
Result: BDD correspondence to given maxdepth-bit strided interval

1 congruenceSet := congruence(maxdepth, s)
2 isect := ival2bdd(0, h− l, maxdepth− 1)
3 offset := fromNumber(l, 0, 0, 1, d = maxdepth− 1)
4 return add(congruenceSet ∩ isect, offset, maxdepth, fAdder)
end

Algorithm 6: Conversion of Strided Interval to BDD-based Integer Set

Algorithm 7 performs the heavy lifting when converting strided intervals to BDDs.
Given the desired bitwidth of the integer set (maxdepth), and a stride (s), it creates
a BDD-based integer set {i | ∃k ∈ N : i = k ∗ s}. The algorithm starts at 0, which
is always included, and counts in n how many elements must be skipped, i.e., not be
included. Whenever the desired depth is reached, and no elements must be skipped
anymore, the algorithm places a 1 and resets n to s − 1, since it must skip this many
elements before the next included element. Otherwise, the algorithm computes how
many elements can be represented at the current position (2maxdepth−d). If the algorithm
must skip more elements than can be represented by the node at the current position,
it places a 0 and adjusts n accordingly. Else, there exists at least one path to a 1 from
the current position. Hence, the algorithm first creates the false BDD successor, and
uses the returned usetn as n in the recursive call for the true BDD successor.
Even though this algorithm produces the desired BDD-based integer set, it is very

inefficient for small strides, i.e., d-bit congruence sets that are almost full. As an example,
consider the creation of a BDD-based congruence set for stride 2. Independent of the
integer size, the only decision node that determines whether an element is included or
not is 20, i.e., the one corresponding to the least significant bit. This simple BDD shape
suggests that creating the BDD should be fast. However, building the BDD in a left
depth-first way is extremely inefficient, because no sub-BDD can be skipped by placing
0 . Figure 4.7 shows the construction of a BDD for stride 2, and additionally lists at each
position the algorithm’s only non-constant d and n parameters. The final reduced BDD
will have the true successor edge from the root not pointing to the 20 sub-BDD, however,
as is, the algorithm will create this result inefficiently. A closer look at the parameters
shows immediately that since the d and n parameters are equal for both successors of
the root node, they must point to the same sub-BDD. Memoizing the algorithm, i.e.,
caching previously computed results, would avoid recomputation, with the effect that
even BDD-based integer sets with a bigger bit size can be constructed efficiently. In the
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stride 2 example, all successors of all decision nodes except the deepest one will each have
the same n and d parameters, and can therefore use precomputed results. Essentially, for
each depth d, there are stride− 1 possible different inputs to the algorithm, suggesting
that the memoization will be less efficient for larger strides. However, for larger strides,
there are more opportunities for the algorithm to place a 0 terminal at a higher level,
which increases efficiency. We therefore expect the algorithm to perform well for large
and small strides.

Algorithm congruence(maxdepth, stride, d = 0, n = 0) is
Input: Maximum BDD depth d, stride s, current depth d, values to skip n
Result: BDD representing unsigned set {i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2d − 1,∃k : i = k ∗ s},
next n value

1 if d = maxdepth ∧ n = 0 then
2 return (1 , stride− 1)

else
3 v := 2maxdepth−d

4 if v ≤ n then
5 return (0 , n− v)

else
6 (uset, usetn) := congruence(maxdepth, stride, d = d+ 1, n = n)
7 (set, setn) := congruence(maxdepth, stride, d = d+ 1, n = usetn)
8 return ((uset ◦ set), setn)

end
end

end
Algorithm 7: Congruence BDD Creation

21

20

0 1

d = 0
n = 0

d = 1
n = 0

d = 2
n = 0

d = 2
n = 1

d = 1
n = 0

Figure 4.7.: 2-bit Congruence Set for Stride 2
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4.3.5. BDD Transfer Functions from Interval Transfer Functions

Using Algorithms 4 and 5, together with the well known transfer function on intervals
(◦#[]), it is easy to define approximative transfer functions for BDD-based integer sets
by first converting to interval sets, then applying the interval transfer function in a
Cartesian fashion, and finally converting the result back to a BDD-based integer set as
follows:

A ◦# B =
⋃
{ival2bdd(a ◦#[] b) | a ∈ bdd2ival(A), b ∈ bdd2ival(B)}

Transfer functions for unary operators can be derived similarly. We use derived interval
functions whenever no direct algorithm on BDDs is available, e.g., in division as well as
multiplication of large sets.

4.4. Higher-Order Algorithm for Binary Bitwise Operations

The binary bitwise operations, namely bitwise and, or, and xor, have in common that
every nth output bit is determined by the two input bits at position n. This characteristic
implies that, as long as both input BDDs adhere to the same ordering, which we assume
in all operations since we always use MSB to LSB ordering, the recursion is not required
to communicate information other than the computed sub-BDDs for the corresponding
operation.

We will first present a configurable algorithm that supports all binary bitwise opera-
tions, and subsequently optimize it using additional base cases for the specific operations.

To develop the algorithm, we will first look at the bitwise variants of traditional
binary Boolean operators, i.e., ∧, ∨, Y, and ¬, as well as their bitwise counterparts. The
property that we will use in designing our configurable algorithm is that these operators
do not introduce dependencies between the bit positions, i.e., an output bit at position
n depends only on the input bits at position n. We exploit this property in the recursive
formulation of the algorithm, where we assume that we only compute one bit at position
n, given that we already have a result for the bits at positions p ≤ n.
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Algorithm algo(A{n} , B{n} , ◦) is
Input: Operand BDDs representing n-bit integer sets A{n} and B{n} , binary

Boolean operator ◦
Result: BDD-based integer set containing {a ◦ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ B{n} }
Function extract(i) is

1 switch i do
2 case 1 do return (1 , 1)
3 case 0 do return (0 , 0)
4 case (a ◦ b) do return (a, b)

end
end

5 switch (A{n} ◦ B{n} ) do
6 case (0 , _) do return 0
7 case (_, 0) do return 0
8 case (1 , 1) do return 1
9 case (a, b) do

10 (at, af) := extract(a)
11 (bt, bf) := extract(b)
12 c := {((at, 1), (bt, 1)), ((at, 1), (bf, 0)), ((af, 0), (bt, 1)), ((af, 0), (bf, 0))}
13 t := ⋃

{algo(xa, ya, ◦) | ((xa, xb), (ya, yb)) ∈ c, xb ◦ yb}
14 f := ⋃

{algo(xa, ya, ◦) | ((xa, xb), (ya, yb)) ∈ c,¬(xb ◦ yb)}
15 return (t ◦ f)

end
end

end
Algorithm 8: Configurable Bitwise Algorithm

Algorithm 8 stops under the following conditions:

1. Either operand is the terminal false node (Lines 6 and 7)

2. Both operands are the terminal true node (Line 8)

In Case 1, the terminal false operand represents an empty integer set and, therefore,
there is no combination of integers that the bitwise operation needs to be applied to to
form the result. In this case, the result is therefore the terminal false node.
In Case 2, the terminal true operands represent a n-bit integer set that is full, meaning

that it consists of all n-bit integers. All required operations will produce all n-bit inte-
gers if applied to all combinations of all n-bit integers, because the supported Boolean
operators will produce both 0 and 1, if applied to all possible inputs. Therefore, the
result is the terminal true node.
If only one operand is the terminal true node, then it is treated as if it would be

a non-reduced BDD internal node with both successors set to the terminal true node,
which is done in the extract function in Lines 1 to 4.
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The only missing case is when both operands are non-terminal. In this case (Lines 9
to 15), each operand node can be deconstructed into a true and false successor sub-BDD
using the extract function. The successor sub-BDDs under the true edge, i.e., at and
bt in this case, represent the sets of integers with the corresponding bit set, and the false
successors, i.e., af, and bf, represent the sets with the bit unset. Since the algorithm must
compute a result in Cartesian product fashion, it must consider all combinations of the
successors of both inputs A{n} and B{n} , hence the construction of c in Line 12. This
c not only contains tuples of all combinations of sub-BDDs, but additionally a Boolean
that indicates whether this sub-BDD was a true or a false successor, which is equivalent
to the value of the bit at the current position. These additional Booleans are used in
Lines 13 and 14, where the true and false successor of the result node are constructed.
The construction of the true successor, in Line 13, only uses those combinations from c
where the given Boolean operator ◦, applied to the corresponding Booleans, yields true.
The algorithm is called recursively on all these combinations and the results of these calls
are merged using integer set union, i.e., a disjunction at BDD level. The construction of
the false successor in Line 14 applies the same operations on those combinations from c
where the Boolean operator yields false.
In the following, we will compute algo(A2, B2, ∧), where A2 = {0, 3} and B2 =
{1, 2}. Figure 4.8 lists the corresponding BDDs of the two bit integer sets.

algo(A{2} , B{2} , ∧) =
(algo(A{1} , B{1} , ∧)◦⋃
{algo(A{1} , B′{1} , ∧), algo(A′{1} , B{1} , ∧), algo(A′{1} , B′{1} , ∧)})

In the first recursive step, only the combination (A{1} , B{1} ) gets selected for the true
successor of the result node, since only these BDDs are true successors and therefore
correspond to sub-BDDs with an incoming true edge, and a ∧ b is only true if both a
and b are; all other combinations are selected for the false successor of the result node.

algo(A{1} , B{1} , ∧) =
(algo(1, 0, ∧) ◦

⋃
{algo(1, 1, ∧), algo(0, 0, ∧), algo(0, 1, ∧)}) =

(0 ◦ 1)

With the above result, the algorithm has computed that 2 is included in the result
set, since (0 ◦ 1) is set under the true edge of the result node. In the following, the
algorithm computes the node for the false successor of the result node.

algo(A{1} , B′{1} , ∧) =
(algo(1, 1, ∧) ◦

⋃
{algo(1, 0, ∧), algo(0, 1, ∧), algo(0, 0, ∧)}) =

(1 ◦ 0)

algo(A′{1} , B{1} , ∧) =
(algo(0, 0, ∧) ◦

⋃
{algo(0, 1, ∧), algo(1, 0, ∧), algo(1, 1, ∧)}) =

(0 ◦ 1)
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algo(A′{1} , B′{1} , ∧) =
(algo(0, 1, ∧) ◦

⋃
{algo(0, 0, ∧), algo(1, 1, ∧), algo(1, 0, ∧)}) =

(0 ◦ 1)

The false successor of the outer result node is the union of all of the above three
intermediate results, i.e., 1 . Hence, the result of the computation is {2, 1, 0}, just as
expected.

A{2}

A{1} A′{1}

1 0 0 1

B{2}

B{1} B′{1}

0 1 1 0

Figure 4.8.: BDDs of A{2} on the left, and B{2} on the right

Optimization

Algorithm 8 produces the desired results, but it can be improved in terms of efficiency. If
c in Line 12 contains two tuples where the BDDs are equal and only the bit information
differs, the recursive call must only be applied once and its result can be copied for
the other tuple. This optimization is included in the memoization technique. Further,
all of the targeted Boolean operators are commutative. Hence, c can be reduced by
removing tuples that differ in the order the BDDs appear. This optimization can also be
implemented using memoization by checking whether a call to the algorithm with flipped
arguments is cached. If these optimizations are to be implemented using memoization
it must be ensured that cache entries outlive the call of the algorithm, since otherwise,
it could be that cached results are dropped before becoming useful in the next recursive
algorithm call.

4.5. Arithmetic Operations

In difference to the bitwise variations of the binary Boolean operators discussed before,
in arithmetic operations, an output bit at position n is not uniquely determined by the
input bits at position n. Therefore, Algorithm 8 is not directly applicable for addition.
In this section, we therefore adapt Algorithm 8 to addition and subtraction, and provide
approximating algorithms for multiplication and division, as well as precise versions for
special cases.
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Addition

Algorithm 8 takes one of the common binary Boolean operators, and computes the
bitwise version of the operator on integer sets. The corresponding Boolean operator
for addition is the full adder, which we will use to design an algorithm that supports
addition. Since overflow behavior is defined on machine code level, this algorithm must
precisely simulate overflow.
A full adder takes three Boolean inputs, and produces two boolean outputs, i.e., sum

and carry. Equation 4.4 defines the sum (s) and carry (cout) outputs depending on the
input Booleans a, b, and cin.

s(a, b, cin) = a Y b Y cin
cout(a, b, cin) = (a ∧ b) ∨ b(∧cin) ∨ (a ∧ cin) (4.4)

To produce an n-bit adder, the full adders are combined as described in Equation 4.5.

c{0} = 0
c{i} = cout(a{i−1} , b{i−1} , c{i−1} )
o{i} = s(a{i} , b{i} , c{i} )

(4.5)

From these equations, we know that to determine a bit at position i, we need not only
know the two input bits a{i} and b{i} , but also the carry information as computed from
position i−1. Therefore, each recursive call must additionally produce carry information.
We modify the algorithm to return two BDD-based integer sets instead of one. One set
represents the resulting integer sets without values that are the result from overflow,
and one set represents only values that result from overflow. This modification allows
the communication of the carry information as required, since values that result from
overflow are values that have the carry bit set. Unioning the carry and non-carry result
produces a correct result if traditional wrap-around semantics is assumed. Since the
carry information from bit position n influences the calculation for bit position n + 1,
it can be said to propagate from LSB to MSB. The formulation of an algorithm for
addition and subtraction would therefore benefit from LSB to MSB ordering in the
BDD. However, our algorithm must support MSB to LSB ordering for the reasons given
in Section 4.2.
Algorithm 9 is an adaptation of Algorithm 8 to support a full adder as operator. The

algorithm uses the extract function from Algorithm 8, as well as the ival2bdd function
(Algorithm 4) that takes a lower and an upper bound and creates a BDD integer set
containing elements within the bounds. In the base cases where one input BDD is 0
(Lines 2 and 3), the algorithm returns 0 for the non-overflow BDD in the first element
of the returned tuple, and 0 as the overflow BDD in the second element of the tuple.
The reason for returning 0 is that one of the input integer sets does not contain any
elements, therefore the Cartesian product is empty.
In case both input BDDs are 1 (line 4), i.e., the represented n-bit integer set contains

all n-bit integers, then the non-overflow BDD must contain all n-bit integers as well
because one such integer set contains 0 and {0}+# {i | 0 ≤ i < 2n} is {i | 0 ≤ i < 2n}.
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The overflow result contains all but the largest n-bit integer, since the largest overflow
result is 2n − 1 + 2n − 1 = 2n+1 − 2 and the MSB is treated as unset to simulate
wrap-around.

The recursive case is in Lines 8 to 18. First, the true and false successors of the
roots of the input BDDs are extracted (Lines 9 and 10). Similarly to Algorithm 8, all
combinations of the successors are built in Lines 11 to 13. In difference to Algorithm
8, each recursive call generates two results, one non-overflow result and one overflow
result, which both get stored in cab together with the input bit information and carry
information. Lines 14 to 17 compute the successor for the overflow and non-overflow
results by applying the given operator, which for addition is the full adder, and selecting
and merging the corresponding BDDs.

Algorithm add(A{n} , B{n} , ◦, d = n) is
Input: Operand BDDs representing n-bit integer sets A{n} and B{n} , ternary

Boolean operator ◦, depth d
Result: BDD-based integer sets containing overflow and non-overflow results

1 switch (A{n} , B{n} ) do
2 case (0 , _) do return (0 , 0)
3 case (_, 0) do return (0 , 0)
4 case (1 , 1) do
5 if d = 0 then
6 return (1 , 0)

else
7 return (1 , ival2bdd(0, 2d − 2))

end
end

8 case (a, b) do
9 (at, af) := extract(a)

10 (bt, bf) := extract(b)
11 ca := {(at, 1), (af, 0)}
12 cb := {(bt, 1), (bf, 0)}
13 cab := ⋃

{{(z, ya, yb, 0), (zc, ya, yb, 1)} | (xa, ya) ∈ ca, (xb, yb) ∈ cb, (z, zc) =
add(xa, xb, ◦, d = d− 1)}

14 t := ⋃
{z | (z, ya, yb, c) ∈ cab, (r, cr) = ◦(ya, yb, c), r,¬cr}

15 tc := ⋃
{z | (z, ya, yb, c) ∈ cab, (r, cr) = ◦(ya, yb, c), r, cr}

16 f := ⋃
{z | (z, ya, yb, c) ∈ cab, (r, cr) = ◦(ya, yb, c),¬r,¬cr}

17 fc := ⋃
{z | (z, ya, yb, c) ∈ cab, (r, cr) = ◦(ya, yb, c),¬r, cr}

18 return ((t ◦ f), (tc ◦ fc))
end

end
end

Algorithm 9: Algorithm Supporting Addition and Subtraction
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As an example, we use Algorithm 9 to compute A{1} +# B{1} , where A{1} = {1}
and B{1} = {0, 1}. In 1-bit unsigned arithmetic with wrap-around, we would expect
the result of the above computation to be {0, 1}, since 1 + 0 = 1 and 1 + 1 = 2, which
is 0 in one bit arithmetic with overflow. We therefore expect the algorithm to return
({1}, {0}), since {1} is the non-overflow part of the result and {0} is the overflow part
of the result. Unioning of the overflow and non-overflow results will obtain the desired
result with overflow simulation. The BDDs of A{1} and B{1} are shown in Figure 4.9.
Note that B{1} is the terminal true node, since it represents the set of all 1-bit integers.

A{1}

1 0

1

Figure 4.9.: BDDs of A{1} on the left, and B{1} on the right

Algorithm 9, applied to A{1} and B{1} , proceeds as follows:

add(A{1} , B{1} , fAdder(), d = 1) =
cab := {(z11, 1, 1, 0), (z11c, 1, 1, 1), (z10, 1, 0, 0), (z10c, 1, 0, 1)

, (z01, 0, 1, 0), (z01c, 0, 1, 1), (z00, 0, 0, 0), (z00c, 0, 0, 1)
| (z11, z11c) = add(1, 1, fAdder(), d = 0) = (1 , 0)
, (z10, z10c) = add(1, 1, fAdder(), d = 0) = (1 , 0)
, (z01, z01c) = add(0, 1, fAdder(), d = 0) = (0 , 0)
, (z00, z00c) = add(0, 1, fAdder(), d = 0)} = (0 , 0)

= {(1 , 1, 1, 0), (0 , 1, 1, 1), (1 , 1, 0, 0), (0 , 1, 0, 1)
, (0 , 0, 1, 0), (0 , 0, 1, 1), (0 , 0, 0, 0), (0 , 0, 0, 1)}

t := ⋃
{1 , 0 , 0} = 1

tc := ⋃
{0} = 0

f := ⋃
{0} = 0

fc := ⋃
{1 , 0 , 0} = 1

return((1 ◦ 0), (0 ◦ 1))

When applied to A{1} , B{1} , and depth 1 corresponding to the bitwidth of the input
integer sets, the algorithm executes the recursive switch case (Lines 8 to 18). Conse-
quently, the successors of the input BDDs are extracted and all required combinations
are built with the corresponding results of the recursive addition calls in cab, while retain-
ing the information from which edges the combination was built. The recursive addition
calls with 0 as one of the arguments will return (0 , 0) according to the switch cases in
Lines 2 and 3. The recursive addition calls with 1 for both arguments will return (1 , 0)
according to the switch case in Lines 4 to 7 since d is 0. The non-overflow true edge
BDD (t) gets constructed from those tuples in cab that have one set bit in the last three
tuple elements, because only then will the full adder return 1 for the sum and 0 for the
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carry. Likewise, only the tuple with all bits set is selected for tc, since only then will the
full adder return 1 for the sum and carry. The non-overflow false edge BDD (f) is built
from the tuple with all bits set to 0, all other tuples are selected for the remaining false
edge BDD of the overflow result. Hence, the result is ((1 ◦ 0), (0 ◦ 1)), which is the
expected ({1}, {0}) in integer set-interpretation.

Optimizations

Algorithm 9 can be optimized, but one must be careful not to change the function of
the algorithm. For example, it may be tempting to replace the case where both input
BDDs are equal, which can, of course, be checked in O(1), by multiplication of two or
shift left of one. However, this would be incorrect, since the algorithm must compute
its result in the previously outlined Cartesian product fashion. In other words, equality
of two variation domains does not imply that the corresponding variables, for which the
VDs were computed, are equal. Therefore, such optimization can only be done outside
of the algorithm, if equality can be proven.
More optimization potential can be found in the unification of the BDDs for t and

fc. The full adder will always select three BDDs for t and fc, since there are three
inputs with one set bit, and also three inputs with two set bits. Therefore, instead
of defining unification of a set of BDD-based integer sets using repeated application
of binary unification, which requires two BDD traversals, we specialize union of three
BDD-based integers sets in Algorithm 10.

Algorithm merge3(A, B, C) is
Input: Three BDD-based integer sets
Result: Union of given BDD-based integer sets

1 switch (A,B,C) do
2 case (1 , _, _) do return 1
3 case (_, 1 , _) do return 1
4 case (_, _, 1) do return 1
5 case (0 , _, _) do return B ∪ C
6 case (_, 0 , _) do return A ∪ C
7 case (_, _, 0) do return A ∪B
8 case ((Aa ◦ Ab), (Ba ◦ Bb), (Ca ◦ Cb)) do
9 t := merge3(Aa, Ba, Ca)

10 f := merge3(Ab, Bb, Cb)
11 return (t ◦ f)

end
end

end
Algorithm 10: Algorithm for Unification of Three BDD-based Integer Sets

Another substantial optimization for Algorithm 9 is the addition of base cases specific
to addition. Currently, the algorithm only stops its recursion if at least one operand
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is 0 , or both operands are 1 . However, it is possible to extend the algorithm to also
stop its recursion when at least one operand is 1 . Whenever one of the arguments is 1 ,
this 1 represents an interval of all n-bit integers (A = [0 .. 2n − 1]), whereas the other
represents a set of n-bit integers B. Since A is the set of all n bit integers, we conclude
B ⊆ A. The distance between any two elements in B is less than the width of A,
and hence all intervals that result from adding a number from B to each element in A
will overlap. Therefore, the non-overflow result will be an interval, starting at the least
element in B (min(B) = min(B) + min(A)) to the maximum n-bit integer (max(A)).
The overflow result will be an interval from 0 to the greatest element in B minus one,
since max(B) + max(A) = max(B) + 2n− 1 = max(B)− 1(mod 2n). Algorithm 11 lists the
optimized addition algorithm.

Algorithm add(A{n} , B{n} , d) is
Input: Operand BDDs representing n-bit integer sets A{n} and B{n}
Result: BDD-based integer sets containing overflow and non-overflow results

1 switch (A{n} , B{n} ) do
2 case (0 , _) do return (0 , 0)
3 case (_, 0) do return (0 , 0)
4 case (1 , _) do return

(ival2bdd(min(B{n} ), max(A{n} )), ival2bdd(0, max(B{n} )− 1))
5 case (_, 1) do return add(B{n} , A{n} , d)
6 case ((At ◦ Af), (Bt ◦ Bf)) do
7 (x11, xc11) := add(At, Bt, d− 1)
8 (x10, xc10) := add(At, Bf, d− 1)
9 (x01, xc01) := add(Af, Bt, d− 1)

10 (x00, xc00) := add(Af, Bf, d− 1)
11 t := merge3(x10, x01, xc00)
12 tc := xc11
13 f := x00
14 fc := merge3(x11, xc10, xc01)
15 return ((t ◦ f), (tc ◦ fc))

end
end

end
Algorithm 11: Optimized Algorithm for Addition

Correctness of Addition

In this paragraph, we will discuss the correctness of Algorithm 11. We will assume
correctness of the ival2bdd algorithm that constructs BDD representation of intervals,
as well as correctness of merge3, which unifies three BDD-based sets. In the proof, we
use the induction scheme as described in Section 4.1.2.
First, let us define the correctness property for addition (P in the induction scheme).
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As previously discussed, abstract interpretation demands that if a correctness relation
exists between the concrete and abstract values for the input of an operation, then
the outputs of the corresponding transfer function must also be correct with respect
to the output of the operation. For the addition transfer function on non-relational,
unsigned n-bit integer sets A{n} and B{n} this requirement applies as well. However,
our addition algorithm returns a tuple of two BDDs, one for the non-overflow and one
for the overflow result. Therefore, we first define the functions h and g that convert
between a tuple of non-overflow (Rcarry

{n} ) and overflow result (Rcarry
{n} ) and addition via

the Cartesian product:

h(R{n+1} ) = ({r | r ∈ R{n+1} , r < 2n}, {r − 2n | r ∈ R{n+1} , r ≥ 2n})
g((Rcarry

{n} , R
carry
{n} )) = R

carry
{n} ∪ {r + 2n | r ∈ Rcarry

{n} }

Next, we prove that h and g together form a bijection by showing h ◦ g = id and
g ◦ h = id.

Assuming R = L ∪B with ∀l ∈ L : 0 ≤ l < 2n and ∀b ∈ B : 2n ≤ b < 2n+1 we get:
h(R) = h(L ∪B) = (L, {r − 2n | r ∈ B}) and
g((L, {r − 2n | r ∈ B}))

= L ∪ {r′ + 2n | r′ ∈ {r − 2n | r ∈ B}}
= L ∪ {r′ | r′ ∈ B}
= L ∪B
= R

Hence, g ◦ h = id.

Assuming L and B with ∀l ∈ L : 0 ≤ l < 2n and ∀b ∈ B : 0 ≤ b < 2n we get:
g((L,B)) = g(({l | l ∈ L, 0 ≤ l < 2n}, {b | b ∈ B, 0 ≤ b < 2n}))

= {l | l ∈ L, 0 ≤ l < 2n} ∪ {r + 2n | r ∈ {b | b ∈ B, 0 ≤ b < 2n}}
= {l | l ∈ L, 0 ≤ l < 2n} ∪ {b | b ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ B, 0 ≤ r < 2n}, 2n ≤ b < 2n+1}

h({l | l ∈ L, 0 ≤ l < 2n} ∪ {b | b ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ B, 0 ≤ r < 2n}, 2n ≤ b < 2n+1})
= (L, {r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ 2n | b ∈ B}})
= (L, {r − 2n + 2n | r ∈ B})
= (L,B)

Hence, h ◦ g = id.
�

We further observe the following equalities:
(A{n} ◦ B{n} ) = {a+ 2n | a ∈ A{n} } ∪B{n} = g((B{n} , A{n} ))
0{n} = ∅
1{n} = {e | 0 ≤ e < 2n}
merge3(A{n} , B{n} , C{n} ) = A{n} ∪B{n} ∪ C{n}

The correctness property P for addition is defined as follows:
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P (X{n} , Y{n} ) ⇐⇒ h({x+ y | x ∈ X{n} , y ∈ Y{n} }) = add(X{n} , Y{n} , n)

In other words, if addition via the Cartesian product is executed and the result, using
h, is partitioned into values that fit into the original n-bit range and those that do not,
then this partition must be returned by the addition algorithm. In the following, we
prove P for arbitrary tuples of BDDs using the induction scheme described in Section
4.1.2. Hence, we have to prove the following:

Base Cases:

∀A{n} : P (A{n} , 0) (4.6)

∀B{n} : P (0 , B{n} ) (4.7)

∀A{n} : P (A{n} , 1) (4.8)

∀B{n} : P (1 , B{n} ) (4.9)

Inductive Case:

P (A{n} , C{n} ) ∧ P (A{n} , D{n} ) ∧ P (B{n} , C{n} ) ∧ P (B{n} , D{n} )
=⇒ P ((A{n} ◦ B{n} ), (C{n} ◦ D{n} )) (4.10)

Proofs

Proof of 4.6:
h({a+ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ 0}) = add(A{n} , 0 , n)
=⇒ ∅ = add(A{n} 0 , n)
=⇒ ∅ = 0{n}
=⇒ ∅ = ∅

Proof 4.7: Analog to ∀A{n} : P (A{n} , 0).
Proof of 4.8:
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h({a+ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ 1}) = add(A{n} , 1 , n)
⇐⇒ h({a+ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ 1{n} }) = add(A{n} , 1 , n)
⇐⇒ h({a+ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ {e | 0 ≤ e < 2n}}) = add(A{n} , 1 , n)
Hence, A{n} ∈ {e | 0 ≤ e < 2n}, and since {e | 0 ≤ e < 2n} is convex,
{a+ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ {e | 0 ≤ e < 2n}} is convex as well.
Setting X{n+1} = {a+ b | a ∈ A{n} , b ∈ {e | 0 ≤ e < 2n}} we get:
h({e | min(X{n+1} ) ≤ e ≤ max(X{n+1} )}) = add(A{n} , 1 , n)
⇐⇒ h({e | min(A{n} ) ≤ e ≤ max(A{n} ) + 2n − 1}) = add(A{n} , 1 , n)
⇐⇒ {e | min(A{n} ) ≤ e ≤ max(A{n} ) + 2n − 1} = g(add(A{n} , 1 , n))

Assuming correctness of ival2bdd, we have:
g(add(A{n} , 1 , n))
= g((ival2bdd(min(A{n} ), max(1)), ival2bdd(0, max(A{n} )− 1)))
= g((ival2bdd(min(A{n} ), 2n − 1), ival2bdd(0, max(A{n} )− 1)))
= g(({e | min(A{n} ) ≤ e ≤ 2n − 1}, {e | 0 ≤ e ≤ max(A{n} )− 1}))
= {e | min(A{n} ) ≤ e ≤ 2n − 1} ∪ {e+ 2n | 0 ≤ e ≤ max(A{n} )− 1}
= {e | min(A{n} ) ≤ e ≤ 2n − 1} ∪ {e | 2n ≤ e ≤ max(A{n} ) + 2n − 1}
= {e | min(A{n} ) ≤ e ≤ max(A{n} ) + 2n − 1}

Proof of 4.9: Analog to ∀A{n} : P (A{n} , 1).

Inductive Case

Proof of 4.10:

( P (A{n} , C{n} ) ∧ P (A{n} , D{n} ) ∧ P (B{n} , C{n} ) ∧ P (B{n} , D{n} )
=⇒ P ((A{n} ◦ B{n} ), (C{n} ◦ D{n} ))
) ⇐⇒ ( h({a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }) = add(A{n} , C{n} , n)

∧h({a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }) = add(A{n} , D{n} , n)
∧h({b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }) = add(B{n} , C{n} , n)
∧h({b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }) = add(B{n} , D{n} , n)

=⇒ h({s+ u | s ∈ (A{n} ◦ B{n} ), u ∈ (C{n} ◦ D{n} )})
= add((A{n} ◦ B{n} ), (C{n} ◦ D{n} ), n+ 1)

)
(4.11)

First, we operate on the right-hand side of the consequent in Equation 4.11 and expand
the recursive calls to add using the induction hypothesis:
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add((A{n} ◦ B{n} ), (C{n} ◦ D{n} ), n+ 1) =
(x11, xc11) := add(A{n} , C{n} , n+ 1)
(x10, xc10) := add(A{n} , D{n} , n+ 1)
(x01, xc01) := add(B{n} , C{n} , n+ 1)
(x00, xc00) := add(B{n} , D{n} , n+ 1)

= (x11, xc11) := h({a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} })
(x10, xc10) := h({a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} })
(x01, xc01) := h({b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} })
(x00, xc00) := h({b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} })

= (x11, xc11) := ({r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
, {r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n})

(x10, xc10) := ({r | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
, {r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n})

(x01, xc01) := ({r | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
, {r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n})

(x00, xc00) := ({r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
, {r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n})

(4.12)

After the expansion of the recursive calls to add, we now expand the definitions of t,
tc, f , and fc in Equation 4.12, assuming a correct implementation of merge3:

t := merge3(x10, x01, xc00)
tc := xc11
f := x00
fc := merge3(x11, xc10, xc01)

= t := x10 ∪ x01 ∪ xc00
tc := xc11
f := x00
fc := x11 ∪ xc10 ∪ xc01

= t := {r | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

tc := {r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
f := {r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
fc := {r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}

∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

(4.13)

Next, we expand the non-overflow result, i.e., ((t ◦ f)), with t and f computed in
Equation 4.13:
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(t ◦ f) = g(f, t) =
{r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r′ + 2n | r′ ∈
{r | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
}

= {r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

(4.14)

Now, we expand the overflow result, i.e., ((tc ◦ fc)), with tc and fc given by Equation
4.13:

(tc ◦ fc) = g(fc, tc) =
{r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r − 2n + 2n | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

= {r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

(4.15)

In the following, we use the fact that g ◦ h = id and insert the results, obtained using
Equation 4.14 and 4.15, into the consequent of Equation 4.11:

h({s+ u | s ∈ (A{n} ◦ B{n} ), u ∈ (C{n} ◦ D{n} )}) =
add((A{n} ◦ B{n} ), (C{n} ◦ D{n} ), n+ 1)

⇐⇒ {s+ u | s ∈ (A{n} ◦ B{n} ), u ∈ (C{n} ◦ D{n} )} =
g(add((A{n} ◦ B{n} ), (C{n} ◦ D{n} ), n+ 1))

⇐⇒ {s+ u | s ∈ (A{n} ◦ B{n} ), u ∈ (C{n} ◦ D{n} )} =
g((g(f, t), g(fc, tc)))

(4.16)

Next, we expand and rewrite the right-hand side of Equation 4.16. Note that the colors
denote elements of a partition, i.e., subsets X ∈ Z and Y ∈ Z such that X ∩ Y = ∅ and
X ∪ Y = Z. Furthermore ∃p : (∀x ∈ X : p(x)∧ ∀y ∈ Y : ¬p(y)), whenever we may unify
the colored sets and drop the predicate:
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g(g(f, t), g(fc, tc)) =
{r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r′ + 2n+1 | r′ ∈
{r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r − 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
}

= {r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r + 2n+1 | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r + 2n+1 | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

= {r + 2n+1 | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n+1 | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | a ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }, r ≥ 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r < 2n}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ d | a ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }, r ≥ 2n}

= {r + 2n+1 | r ∈ {a+ c | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {a+ d | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }}
∪{r + 2n | r ∈ {b+ c | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }}
∪{r | r ∈ {b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }}

= {(a+ c+ 2n+1)n + 2 | a ∈ A{n} , c ∈ C{n} }
∪{(a+ d+ 2n)n + 2 | a ∈ A{n} , d ∈ D{n} }
∪{(b+ c+ 2n)n + 2 | b ∈ B{n} , c ∈ C{n} }
∪{b+ d | b ∈ B{n} , d ∈ D{n} }

(4.17)

Lastly, we rewrite the left-hand side of Equation 4.16 to show that it is equal to that
of Equation 4.17.
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{s+ u | s ∈ (A{n} ◦ B{n} ), u ∈ (C{n} ◦ D{n} )}
= {s+ u | s ∈ g(B{n} , A{n} ), u ∈ g(D{n} , C{n} )
= {s+ u | s ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ A{n} } ∪B{n} , u ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ C{n} } ∪D{n} }
= {s+ u | s ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ A{n} }, u ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ C{n} }}
∪{s+ u | s ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ A{n} }, u ∈ D{n} }
∪{s+ u | s ∈ B{n} , u ∈ {r + 2n | r ∈ C{n} }}
∪{s+ u | s ∈ B{n} , u ∈ D{n} }
= {s+ u+ 2n+1 | s ∈ A{n} , u ∈ C{n} }
∪{s+ u+ 2n | s ∈ A{n} , u ∈ D{n} }
∪{s+ u+ 2n | s ∈ B{n} , u ∈ C{n} }
∪{s+ u | s ∈ B{n} , u ∈ D{n} }

(4.18)
Hence, the two left- and right-hand sides of the consequent in Equation 4.11 are equal,

which concludes our proof. �

Multiplication

In the algorithms for binary bitwise operations and addition, we used the fact that
each output bit at position n is determined by input bits at position n plus a carry
bit computed at position n − 1. The fact that at most one bit of information must be
communicated from position n− 1 to n resulted in our algorithm returning two BDDs,
one for a set carry bit and one for an unset carry bit, which in turn means that we
only have to do 21 recursive calls in the worst case. With multiplication, however,
the number of additional information that must be transported from one recursive call
to another is not constant, but instead grows with the length of the input bitvectors.
Hence, the number of required recursive calls in the worst case grows with the length of
the bitvectors, which is not acceptable.

An alternative idea is to express multiplication using shift left and addition, as is done
in the Egyptian method [72]. The assumption of this method is that addition and mul-
tiplication by 0, 1, and 2 (shift left) are cheaper operations than general multiplication.
These assumptions are true for BDD-based integer sets, as multiplication by 0 and 1 are
trivial and we support addition as well as shift left (see Section 4.6).
Figure 4.10 shows how two 3-bit integers are multiplied using the Egyptian method.

First, the integer b is shifted by the bit position of integer a, and then multiplied by the
corresponding bit in a, i.e., if the bit of a at position n is set, then b << n is added to
the result, otherwise it is not. This multiplication is an example of more than one carry
bit influencing one output bit. Both the carries produced from positions 2 (value 22) and
3 influence the value of the output at position 4, since at position 2, there are up to 4
bits that are added, giving a maximum result of 4, which is 100 in binary representation.
Therefore, not only the next bit position is influenced, but also the one beyond that.
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a0 × 0 0 b2 b1 b0
+ a1 × 0 b2 b1 b0 0
+ a2 × b2 b1 b0 0 0
+ c4 c2,3 c2 c1 0 0

Figure 4.10.: Multiplication of a and b

Since we have shift and addition on sets of integers, we could define multiplication
using the Egyption method on this higher abstraction. This approach, however, does
not work because our addition algorithm computes addition via the Cartesian product
and ignores relations that may exist between the operands. The desired result for a
multiplication of integer sets A{n} and B{n} is {a{n} ∗b{n} | a{n} ∈ A{n} , b{n} ∈ B{n} }.
Designing a multiplication algorithm that follows the Egyptian multiplication method
would, however, not produce this result since it involves a sum over n integer sets. Since
computing the sum over n integer sets requires n−1 binary additions, and each addition
is computed via the Cartesian product, the resulting multiplication algorithm will exhibit
an unacceptable ratio between precision and efficiency. It is, however, possible to design
a multiplication algorithm following the Egyptian method for the special case where one
input set is a singleton, as shown in Algorithm 12. This algorithm has been implemented
in the context of a bachelor thesis, which also contains an evaluation that shows that
most multiplications fall into the singleton case [73].

The algorithm for set and singleton multiplication traverses the non-singleton BDD,
while keeping track of the current depth in n − d. When the algorithm reaches a 0
node, then it returns an empty integer set (0), as the traversed path does not represent
any included element. Should the algorithm reach a 1 node, then it returns the interval
represented by this node, multiplied by the singleton using interval multiplication. Since
interval multiplication with a singleton is not exact without congruence information, the
BDD that is constructed from the interval multiplication is overapproximated. This over-
approximation motivates an algorithm to precisely convert an interval with congruence
information (strided interval) to BDD form. We described this subalgorithm in Section
4.3.4. For each decision node, the multiplication algorithm calls itself recursively for the
true and false successors, which results in two BDD-based integer sets. The algorithm
then adds the singleton, shifted according to the node’s depth to the BDD-based integer
set from the true successor recursive call, since the corresponding edge represents a set
bit (see Egyptian method). Finally, the algorithm returns the unification of the addition
result and the false successor BDD-based integer set.
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Algorithm mulSingl(A{n} , b{n} , d = n) is
Input: BDD representing an n-bit integer set A{n} , an n-bit singleton b{n} ,

depth d
Result: BDD-based 2n-bit integer set containing multiplication result

1 switch A{n} do
2 case 1 do
3 [l .. h] := [0 .. 2d − 1] ∗#[] b{n}
4 return ival2bdd(l, h, 2n)

end
5 case 0 do return 0
6 case (s ◦ u) do

7
l := add(mulSingl(s, b{n} , d = d− 1),

fromNumber(b{n} << n− d, 0, 0, 1, d = 2n), 2n)
8 r := mulSingl(u, b{n} , d = d− 1)
9 return ite(l, 1, r)

end
end

end
Algorithm 12: Multiplication with Singleton

For the cases where neither input set is a singleton, we use an approximative algorithm
that converts the input BDD-based integer sets to sets of intervals, performs interval
multiplication in a Cartesian fashion, and converts the resulting set of intervals back to
a BDD-based integer set.

Division

Algorithm 13 uses the transfer function for division of the interval abstract domain (/#[])
in combination with the approximative conversion from BDD-based integer sets to sets
of intervals. The algorithm’s precision can be adjusted using the parameter i, which
configures the precision of the conversion to interval sets.

Algorithm div(A{n} , B{n} , i) is
Input: BDDs A{n} and B{n} , representing n-bit integer sets, precision

parameter i < n
Result: BDD-based 2n-bit integer set containing division result

1
return

⋃
{ival2bdd(A/#[]B) | A ∈ bdd2ival(A{n} , i = i)

, B ∈ bdd2ival(B{n} , i = i)}
end

Algorithm 13: Division via Interval Transfer Function
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Negation

Most modern machines use two’s complement to support negative integers. One advan-
tage of the two’s complement is that arithmetic operations do not have to distinguish
between signed and unsigned integers. A simple way to negate an integer in two’s com-
plement is to add one to the integer’s ones’ complement. Since we have precise algorithms
for computing the ones’ complement (not, see Section 4.6) and Cartesian product-based
addition (add), we use these two algorithms to implement negation in Algorithm 14.

Algorithm negate(A{n} ) is
Input: Operand BDD representing n-bit integer set A{n}
Result: BDD-based integer set containing {−a | a ∈ A{n} }

1 return add(not(A{n} ), fromNumber(1, 0, 0, 1, d = n), n)
end

Algorithm 14: Negation Algorithm

4.6. Bitwise Operations on one BDD

In this section, we present algorithms for bitwise transfer functions on one BDD. Even
though rotations and shifts are usually binary operations, we only provide algorithms for
shifts by a singleton, hence they operate on one BDD and are presented in this section.

Bitwise Not

The bitwise not applies the logic negation to each bit of an input integer individually.
Since the bits of the included integers of a BDD-based integer set at a specific position
are represented by the BDD edges at a corresponding depth, each true edge in the BDD
must be turned into a false edge and vice versa. Algorithm 15 does exactly that by
recursively traversing the BDD to the terminals, and reconstructing each node with
opposite true and false successors.

Algorithm not(A) is
Input: BDD-based integer set A
Result: BDD-based integer set {¬a | a ∈ A}

1 switch A do
2 case 0 do return 0
3 case 1 do return 1
4 case (a ◦ b) do return (not(b) ◦ not(a))

end
end

Algorithm 15: Bitwise Not

There is potential for optimization in Algorithm 15. Consider an integer set containing
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all even integers of a fixed bitwidth. Assuming n-bit integers, our BDD representation
of this set consists of n decision nodes. Each of these decision nodes has its true and
false successors set to the same sub-BDD. Hence, Algorithm 15 executes two recursive
calls per decision node, yielding exponential runtime even though n recursive calls are
sufficient. Introducing a case that checks for equivalence of the two input BDDs, and
uses only one recursive call in case of equivalence, alleviates this inefficiency.

Sized, Drop, and Fill

In this section, we first present helper algorithms that we will use later in this section
to define various shift and rotation algorithms.

The sized algorithm (Algorithm 16) takes a BDD A, a target height d, and another
BDD T , and cuts A to a depth d, and places T at all cutting points. This algorithm is
used to limit the height of A.

Algorithm sized(A, d, T) is
Input: BDD A, target height d, path end BDD T
Result: BDD with maximum height d+ depth(T )

1 if d = 0 then return T
2 switch A do
3 case 0 do 0
4 case 1 do 1
5 case (S ◦ U) do
6 return (sized(S, d− 1, T) ◦ sized(U, d− 1, T))

end
end

end
Algorithm 16: Sized

Algorithm 17 removes the first n decision nodes from a given BDD A, by computing
the disjunction of all sub-BDDs at depth n.
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Algorithm drop(A{n} , d) is
Input: BDD A{n} , bits to drop d
Result: BDD with maximum height n− d, with the first d bits dropped

1 if n = 0 then return {A}
2 switch A do
3 case 0 do return 0
4 case 1 do return 1
5 case (S ◦ U) do
6 ite(drop(S, n - 1), 1, drop(U, n - 1))

end
end

end
Algorithm 17: Drop

The fill algorithm (Algorithm 18) takes a depth d and a BDD T , and places T at the
end of a chain of decision nodes where both outgoing edges point to the next element in
the chain. This operation is therefore equivalent to shifting the ordering of the variables
in the BDD, because the root node of T becomes a decision node at depth d in the
resulting BDD.

Algorithm fill(d, T) is
Input: Number of bits to ignore d, BDD to end paths T
Result: BDD with maximum height d+ depth(T ), ignoring the first d bits

1 if d = 0 then
2 return T

else
3 temp := fill(d− 1, T)
4 return (temp ◦ temp)

end
end

Algorithm 18: Fill

The bitExtract algorithm (Algorithm 19) combines sized and drop to perform slic-
ing at the bit level. It takes an integer set A{n} , a high bit position h, and a low bit
position l, and returns an h− l bit integer set that contains only the bits between h and
l of all integers in A{n} . The algorithm can be used to model shadow registers, used in
x86 assembly.

Algorithm bitExtract(A{n} , h, l) is
Input: n-bit integer set A{n} , start of slice h, end of slice l
Result: h− l bit BDD integer set containing slices of integer

1 return sized(drop(A{n} , n− h), h− l, 1)
end

Algorithm 19: bitExtract
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Shift Left

A shift left moves the bits of a bitvector to the left (MSB) a given number of times. Bits
that are shifted outside the range of the vector are discarded, new bits on the right-hand
side are filled with zero.

In our BDDs, the MSB is represented by the root decision node’s edges. Hence, we can
use drop to discard the desired number of bits, ending up with a BDD that represents
the remaining bits only. In the next step, we compute a BDD that represents the filled
in zeros on the bottom of the BDD, using fromNumber to create a BDD representation of
a bitvector with only zeros, and fill to shift this bitvector to the right position. Lastly,
we compute the conjunction of the two BDDs using ite.

Algorithm shiftl(A{n} , s) is
Input: BDD-based n-bit integer set A{n} , steps to shift s
Result: BDD-based integer set {a << s | a ∈ A}

1 dropped := drop(A{n} , s)
2 zeros := fill(s, fromNumber(0, 0, 0, 1, d = n− s))
3 return ite(dropped, zeros, 0)
end

Algorithm 20: Shift Left

Shift Right

Algorithm 21 implements shift right by adding a bitvector of zeros above the MSB of
A{n} using fromNumber, and cutting the resulting BDD to the required height using
sized.

Algorithm shiftr(A{n} , s) is
Input: BDD-based n-bit integer set A{n} , steps to shift s
Result: BDD-based integer set {a >>> s | a ∈ A}

1 return sized(fromNumber(0, 0, 0, A{n} , d = s), n, 1)
end

Algorithm 21: Shift Right

Shift Right Arithmetic

In difference to shift right on bit vectors, arithmetic shift right does not always fill with
0 at the MSB position, but instead uses the value of the sign before shifting to fill
at MSB. As a result, after executing an arithmetic shift right of l positions, the l + 1
most significant bits will have the same value. An arithmetic shift on integer sets must
therefore treat all those elements that have their MSB set differently from those that
do not. Accordingly, Algorithm 22 inspects the MSB in Line 4. After this inspection, S
represents all sub-bitvectors with the MSB set, and U all sub-bitvectors with an unset
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MSB. Hence, S is shifted with 1 as filler using fromNumber with 2n − 1, a number with
all bits set in unsigned representation, and u is shifted using 0 as filler. The resulting
BDDs are restricted to the given integer set’s size.

Algorithm shiftrarith(A{n} , s) is
Input: BDD-based n-bit integer set A{n} , steps to shift s
Result: BDD-based integer set {a >> s | a ∈ A}

1 switch A{n} do
2 case 0 do return 0
3 case 1 do return sized(((1 ◦ 0) ◦ (0 ◦ 1)), n, 1)
4 case (S ◦ U) do
5 negative := sized(fromNumber(2n − 1, 0, 0, S, d = s), n, 1)
6 positive := sized(fromNumber(0, 0, 0, U, d = s), n, 1)
7 return ite(negative, 1, positive)

end
end

end
Algorithm 22: Shift Right by One Arithmetic

Rotate Left

Rotate left (rol) shifts the bits of a bitvector to the left, and fills the LSB position with
the bit that was discarded at the MSB during the shift. On BDDs, this operation is
essentially equivalent to BDD reordering, which is known to be prohibitively expensive.

We therefore choose to implement the rotate operations in an overapproximating man-
ner. Specifically, we ignore the relations between the bits that are shifted out at the LSB
position and those that are added at the MSB position. As an example, consider the set
of bit vectors {101, 010} that, precisely rolled to the left by one positions would yield
{011, 100}, since in 101 the MSB is shifted outside and therefore added at the LSB and
similarly in 010. Our overapproximating variant cannot relate the bits that are shifted
out to the part that remains and will therefore return {011, 101, 010, 100}, i.e., it will
combine each remaining part with each shifted out part. Implementing rotation by n
positions using n rotations by 1 position would lead to unacceptable loss in precision,
since each rotated bit would lose its relation to all other bits. We therefore implement
rotations by n positions directly. Consequently, relations are lost only between the
sub-bitvector of rotated bits and the remaining bits.
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Algorithm rol(A{n} , l) is
Input: BDD-based n-bit integer set A{n} , number of bits to rotate l
Result: BDD-based integer set {a rol l | a ∈ A}

1 t := sized(A{n} , l, 1)
2 d := drop(A{n} , l)
3 s := fill(n− l, t)
4 return ite(d, s, 0)
end

Algorithm 23: Rotate Left

Rotate Right
The algorithm for rotate right (ror), is almost the same as for left rotation and differs
only in the boundary where the BDD is split using sized and drop and reassembled
using ite.

Algorithm ror(A{n} , r) is
Input: BDD-based n-bit integer set A{n} , number of bits to rotate r
Result: BDD-based integer set {a ror l | a ∈ A}

1 t := sized(A{n} , n− r)
2 d := drop(A{n} , n− r)
3 s := fill(r, t)
4 return ite(d, s, 0)
end

Algorithm 24: Rotate Right
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4.7. BDDStab Library Implementation

The BDDStab library (Chapter 4) implements BDD-based integer sets (Sections 4.1,
4.2), as well as transfer functions on these sets (Section 4.4 to 4.6). With it, we target
integer value analyses that are implemented on the Java platform, i.e., that are executed
on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). To use pattern matching on BDDs, which we believe
not only simplifies the implementation of our library but also makes the code readable,
we chose Scala as our implementation language. With Scala, the library consists of
about 4000 lines of code. Since Scala provides language constructs that Java does not,
we provide Java compatible APIs whenever needed.

Different integer analyses require different abstractions. It is common for most lan-
guages to only support a limited set of integer types with constant bitwidth, such as
int or long. For the analysis of these languages, it is sufficient to provide a set ab-
straction that can only handle exactly these types, i.e., a BDD-based set supporting
constant bitwidth integers. However, there exist languages that support integers of
varying bitwidth, which demands a set data structure that can support these. In Jak-
stab, each integer is a combination of a bitwidth and a bitvector, where the bitwidth
determines where overflow happens in additions.

We therefore provide different entry points to our BDD-based integer sets, all with
associated transfer functions. Figure 4.11 shows an overview of these entry points. In
this figure, the arrow denotes composition, i.e., CBDDs are a wrapper around BDDs,
IntSets wrap CBDDs, and IntLikeSets wrap IntSets. Most algorithms are defined on the
CBDD class, as it represents reduced BDDs with labelless nodes and complementable
edges. IntSets and IntLikeSets are integer sets that implement Scala’s set trait. The
difference between them is that IntSets only supports integers with constant bitwidth,
while IntLikeSets supports integers with dynamic bitwidths as required by Jakstab.

In Sections 4.7.1 to 4.7.4, we provide more details for each of the library’s entry points
and give an overview of their APIs. We finish with a description of our test suite in
Section 4.8.

BDD

CBDD

IntSet

IntLikeSet

Figure 4.11.: Main Hierarchy in BDDStab Library
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4.7.1. The BDD Class

The BDD class implements BDDs with complement edges, but without the complement
information that applies to the root of a BDD. Therefore, this class only represents the
part of a BDD with complemented edges that is shared using a unique table [56].

One of the challenges when implementing a BDD package is to enforce the BDD’s
reduction rules. With labelless BDDs, we have to remove redundant sub-BDDs, and
replace a decision node by one of its sub-BDDs if both sub-BDDs are the same termi-
nal. We implement both reduction rules in a factory for decision nodes, require that
all non-terminal BDDs are built using it, and provide static objects for the terminal.
Implementing Rule 1 from Section 4.1.1 is done by only creating a new decision node if
not both sub-BDDs are the same terminal. If they are, then the factory returns one of
them.
The factory’s implementation of Rule 2 from Section 3.9 is done using hash consing,

which ensures that each BDD exists at most once in memory. Hence, if two BDDs are
equivalent, they are the same object. Hash consing exploits that both argument sub-
BDDs have been constructed using the factory, and must therefore be reduced already.
The implementation uses a unique table that stores the forest of BDDs that have previ-
ously been constructed. If the BDD that the factory must build exists in the forest, then
this BDD is returned. Otherwise, a new BDD is constructed and added to the forest. To
enable fast lookup in the forest, we use a weak hashmap, which requires fast hash com-
putation and equality checking between BDDs. As is common in hash consing, we make
the hash of a decision node dependent only on the hashes of its sub-BDDs, and store
the hash of each BDD in its root, thus avoiding recursion. When constructing a decision
node with sub-BDDs A and B, the factory creates a hash for (A ◦ B), and accesses the
corresponding bucket in the hashmap. Within this bucket, the factory searches for the
BDD (A ◦ B), using the O(1) reference equality on A and B that is established by hash
consing, and returns it if it exists. Otherwise, the factory creates a new decision node,
adds it to the hashmap and returns it.
The BDD class itself is not intended to be used outside of its wrapper class CBDD,

which we present next.

4.7.2. The CBDD Class

The CBDD class implements labelless BDDs with complemented edges, and O(1) satis-
fiability count as described in Section 4.1. To simplify the use of CBDDs, we provide an
API that transparently handles the complement bits, as well as the machinery for the
satisfiability count and acts as a simple binary tree with Booleans at the leaves.
The API addresses two concerns: construction and deconstruction. Construction of a

CBDD is done using either a terminal node, available via the objects True and False in
Scala, and True$.MODULE$ and False$.MODULE$ in Java, or via creating a decision node
given two CBDDs. The construction of a decision node with true successor BDD T and
false successor BDD F is done using Node(T, F) in Scala, and Node$.MODULE$.apply(T,
F) in Java. Deconstruction, i.e., extracting the true and false successor BDDs from a
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BDD, is done using pattern matching agains Node(a, b) in Scala, where a will be
assigned the true successor BDD, and b the false successor BDD. In Java, one uses
the Node$.MODULE$.unapply method that returns an optional tuple of true and false
successor BDDs. This optional value is empty, if the given BDD cannot be deconstructed,
i.e., when it is a terminal.
Additionally, CBDDs contain static methods, e.g., for the if-then-else function on

BDDs and BDD evaluation, the construction algorithms described in Section 4.3, and
the transfer algorithms from Sections 4.4 to 4.6. The presence of these algorithms on the
CBDD level facilitates the implementation of new BDD-based integer set data structures
for value analysis.

4.7.3. The IntSet Class
IntSets implement BDD-based integer sets for any finite integral type with a constant
finite bit length, such as Integer and Long. Only integer types that support certain
functionality can be used with Intsets. These types must be integral, i.e., support com-
mon operations on integers such as addition, negation, multiplication and comparison,
and must be representable using a constant size bitvector. These type constraints are
implemented using Scala type classes, implementations of which must be passed during
Intset construction. The BDDStab library provides implementations for Java’s Integer
and Long types.

The API supports IntSet creation via the overloaded method IntSet in Scala, and
IntSet$.MODULE$.apply in Java. This method can construct IntSets from Scala integer
sets, Java integer sets as well as intervals.

4.7.4. The IntLikeSet Class
IntLikeSets implement BDD-based integer sets for integers up to a finite bitwidth, i.e.,
finite integers. Additionally to the requirements for IntSets, IntLikeSets require the
included type to support an operation that returns their bitwidth, as well as one that
converts them into a constant bitwidth type such as Long. This abstraction allows us to
have the API deal with Jakstab numbers (RTLNumbers) directly instead of converting
in the Jakstab Adapter.
Creation of IntLikeSets is done similarly to that of IntSets, i.e., via an overloaded

IntLikeSet method in Scala, named IntLikeSet$.MODULE$.apply in Java. Since the
Scala methods require passing of type class implementations, we provide special con-
struction methods for Java’s Long type so that no passing of type class implementations
is necessary in this case.

4.8. Testing
The BDDStab library contains about 60 ScalaCheck tests, testing not only the set types
for basic functionality such as adding elements to the set and checking for membership,
but also the implementation of all algorithms from Sections 4.3 to 4.6 with particular
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focus on algo, add, and mulSingl. These tests are formulated as functions that, given
appropriate input data, return true exactly when the implemented test case succeeds.
ScalaCheck generates pseudo random input, and calls the tests with it. Most of our tests
use an oracle, i.e., a simple but inefficient implementation of an algorithm using explicit
sets that predicts the correct result. To facilitate the implementation of such oracles for
IntLikeSets, the BDDStab library includes a class for integers with a dynamic behavior,
i.e., arbitrary bitwidth and corresponding wrap-around.
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4.9. Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the BDDStab library on integer sets that have exact
representations in the common abstractions of integer sets. If these experiments reveal
that BDD-based integer sets are suitable for the exact representation of these shapes,
then it is likely that they are also suitable for the representation of integer sets that are
close to these representations, as the BDD shape will not change drastically by adding or
deleting a few elements. In particular, we evaluate the following two set shapes, known
from other value analyses:

1. Intervals

2. Congruence Classes

For intervals, we evaluate the efficiency of the BDD representation, and for congrunece
classes, we additionally evaluate the construction speed, and the performance of the pre-
cise algorithms for abstract evaluation, namely addition and binary bitwise operations.

4.9.1. Measuring Procedure

To determine the efficiency of our BDD-based integer representation and measure the
performance of algorithms, we record the following measurements:

1. The number of decision nodes in unique sub-BDDs

2. The number of decision nodes in all sub-BDDs

3. Time spent during execution of an algorithm

Measurement 2 is the number of decision nodes a labelless BDD would include if
equivalent sub-BDDs would not be shared. We call the BDD that would result from
not sharing equivalent sub-BDDs binary decision tree (BDT). This number is computed
during node construction and is therefore easily available. Only Measurement 1 is not
available and must be computed. Since we use maximal sharing via hashconsing (Section
4.7.1), we compute this number by constructing the BDD we want to measure, then
request the garbage collector to run, wait and query the number of elements in the unique
table that stores all unique sub-BDDs. Before construction and after measurement we
clear the unique table. Requesting and waiting for the garbage collector is necessary
to purge the weak hashmap that implements our unique table of decision nodes that
were only constructed temporarily and are not part of the final result. Because only
decision nodes are stored in the unique table, this measurement does not include the
terminal node. Measurement 1 provides insight into the nodes our BDD-based integer
set implementation uses in total to represent integer sets, while the relation between
Measurement 2 and 1 shows the effectiveness of sharing equivalent sub-BDDs within one
BDD. Note that sharing increases its effectiveness with a growing forest. To measure
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the speed of our algorithms, we used an early 2015 MacBook Pro with a 3.1 Ghz i7
processor and 16 GB of DDR3 ram.

In the evaluation of the algorithms for abstract evaluation, we use Measurement 3,
i.e., the time spent computing results for a representative subset of a given set shape. As
an example, to evaluate the addition algorithm on intervals, we choose a representative
subset of intervals, apply the addition algorithm on all elements in this subset and
measure its execution time. Note that we do not instruct the garbage collector to run
when evaluating algorithm performance, since our algorithms make use of caching to
improve performance, and the garbage collector may clear the caches, hence negatively
affecting algorithm performance.

4.9.2. Representation Efficiency for Intervals
To evaluate the efficiency of our BDD-based integer set data structure when representing
intervals, we construct all 10-bit intervals, represent them with BDD-based integer sets,
and record Measurement 1. Using 10-bit intervals results in 210∗210/2 = 524288 intervals,
since there exist 210 possible lower and upper bounds, giving 220 possible combinations
of lower and upper bounds, half of which have a lower bound that is smaller or equal
to the upper bound. Measuring all 11-bit intervals would already have required about
2 million measurements, which would have required an excessive amount of time. Since
we spend most of the time waiting for the garbage collector to run, we cannot increase
the benchmark speed by using more powerful hardware. Hence, 10-bit intervals is a
good compromise between a speedy execution of the benchmark and a representative
bitwidth, i.e., one that is wide enough to reveal the behavior of the BDDs on larger
bitwidths.
Figure 4.12 shows a histogram of the reduced BDD sizes for all 10-bit intervals. The

x-axis shows Measurement 1, i.e., the number of nodes in the reduced BDD, and the
y-axis denotes how often this number was measured in logarithmic scale. We observe
that the BDD size varies between 23 and 44 nodes, with an average number of 36 nodes.
It may be surprising that we observe BDD sizes greater than twice the bitwidths of the

represented intervals, since an n-bit interval is represented by two n-bit numbers. This
oddity is explained by the fact that we use the bitwidth of an underlying type internally.
In the interval measurements, we used Java Integer, i.e., 32-bit as underlying type,
meaning that only the last 10 bits of the BDDs represent the intervals, while the upper
22 bits are set to 0. Hence, the theoretical maximum BDD size for 10-bit intervals is 42
because there are 32− 10 = 22 bits outside of the 10 bit used to represent the intervals,
and 2 ∗ 10 bits are used for the two interval boundaries. However, the data contains a
sample where the maximum measured result is 44, i.e., 2 over the theoretical maximum.
Closer investigation reveals that this is the only test case where the number of nodes in
the BDT form is smaller than that of the reduced BDD form (44 > 23). Recreation of
this interval and waiting for garbage collection showed the real number of reduced BDD
nodes to be 23. Hence, the result of this test case is an artifact.
With a theoretical maximum BDD size of 2n+c−n, when representing n-bit intervals

in an underlying c bit integer type, where c is usually 64, the size of BDDs representing
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intervals remains small. Better yet, further investigation of our benchmark data reveals
that sharing equivalent sub-BDDs improves the average BDD size by about 14%, even
when representing intervals, which only demand storing two numbers and therefore lead
to a simple BDD shape.

Figure 4.12.: Node Count of Reduced BDD Representing 10-bit Intervals

4.9.3. Representation Efficiency for Congruence Classes

Compared to n-bit intervals, where the BDD representation must at most store two
n-bit paths, congruence classes produce BDDs with more internal nodes, as they are
non-convex and hence must represent holes between any two included elements. There-
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fore, representing congruence classes using BDD-based integer sets is more challenging,
and hence we provide a more in-depth evaluation that covers the effectiveness of reduc-
tion Rule 1 from Section 4.1.1 (Measurement 2) as well as the performance of various
algorithms (Measurement 3). We use Algorithm 6 to construct integer sets with dynamic
bitwidth set to 16, and the underlying constant bitwidth 32, for all possible strides. In
total, we therefore measure 216 − 1 = 65535 BDD-based integer sets, since 0 is not a
valid stride. We chose 16 bit, as it is a common integer size and still small enough to
allow measuring all possible congruence classes. In difference to intervals, which are
defined by two parameters, i.e., upper and lower bound, and are therefore hard to plot
in two dimensions, congruence classes are defined by one parameter only, i.e., the stride.
Hence, we will not use histograms, as we did for intervals, but instead use a regular
two-dimensional plot.

Figure 4.13 shows our measurements with the stride on the x-axis in logarithmic scale,
and the number of nodes in the reduced BDD on the y-axis. The node count for the
reduced BDDs ranges from 16, at stride 1, to 780 for stride 257, and is 77 in average.

It may be surprising that the minimum size of the reduced BDD is 16 and not 0,
as stride 1 should generate 1 as BDD, which is not measured because it is a terminal.
Similarly to the interval benchmark, the first 32 − 16 = 16 bits are set to 0 in our
implementation. Hence, 16 is the least number of nodes possible for any non-empty
16-bit integer sets, represented using an underlying 32 bits in the BDD. Apart from the
left most point, corresponding to stride 1, the strides producing the smallest BDDs are
2n strides, which is not surprising because in these strides, the last n bits of all included
elements and, therefore, their BDDs are constant. Figure 4.13 shows several sub-plots
that behave similarly, i.e., they rise to their peak, and then fall again. We call each of
these sub-plots a stride class, distinguish them using color, and number them as given
in the legend. Closer investigation reveals that each stride can be assigned to exactly
one stride class as it fulfills s%2c == 2c−1, where s is the stride and c the stride class
number, only for exactly one class number. As an example, consider the stride class
with the highest peak (outer, enclosing plot). All strides s in this stride class satisfy
s%2 == 1, i.e., the strides are all odd. Similarly, the next lower stride class are built
from strides s with s%4 == 2. From the classes, we can conclude that the lower the
stride class, the less efficient is the BDD representation.The shape of the stride classes,
i.e., rising quickly in the beginning then falling off, confirms our expectation about the
performance of Algorithm 6: Small strides lead to more sharing (memoizing), while large
strides lead to small sets. Both, sharing and small set sizes, can produce minimal BDDs.

The average 77 nodes required to represent 16-bit congruence classes within reduced
BDDs with 32 variables is encouraging, especially when considering that the congruence
class with stride 2 would have 216 nodes without sharing.
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Figure 4.13.: Node Count for all 16-bit Strides in 16-bit Integer Sets

To investigate further the efficiency of BDD reduction when representing congruence
classes, we next show the relation between the node count of BDTs (Measurement 2)
to that of the reduced BDDs (Measurement 1), i.e., we show the factor by which the
reduced BDD contains fewer nodes than the non-reduced BDT. Figure 4.14 contains
the plot of the relation, again for all 16-bit congruence classes, with the stride on the
logarithmic x-axis, and the relation on the y-axis. We see that the BDD and BDT sizes
are essentially equal for stride 1. The reason for equality in this case is that stride 1 leads
to a full set of all 16 bit integers, which is represented by just 1 for the reduced BDD
and the BDT that implements only reduction Rule 2. The most efficient representation
of each stride class is at a power of 2, since the bitvectors contained in the BDDs have
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constant trailing zeros. As an example, the congruence class of 4-bit integers with stride
4 contains 0, 4, 8, and 12, all of which have the two least significant bits set to 0.
Above these constant bits, the stride class will contain all bit patterns, which results in
an efficient BDD representation. Unsurprisingly, the stride class with the highest node
count (Class 1 in Figure 4.13) has the least efficient BDD representation.

Figure 4.14.: Ratio between Number of Nodes in Non-Reduced and Reduced BDDs for
all 16-bit Strides in 16-bit Integer Sets
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Construction Performance for Congruence Classes

Figure 4.15 shows the construction times, i.e., Measurement 3, of congruence classes
when using Algorithm 6 to construct all congruence classes of 1- to 24-bit integers.
For each bitwidth n, we construct all congruence classes with the strides from 1 to
2n − 1, meaning we create up to 224 − 1 sets for one measurement. The x-axis shows
the bitwidth of the created congruence classes, the y-axis shows the time in seconds it
took to create all congruence classes of the given bitwidth, and the color indicates the
maximum construction time of one congruence class of the given bitwidth. Note that
the scale of the construction time (y-axis) is logarithmic.

Figure 4.15.: BDD Construction Speed for all Strides in 1- to 24-bit Integer Sets
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We observe that the construction of all 1-bit congruence classes, which is only the set
{0, 1}, takes unusually long. We consider this measurement an outlier, most likely caused
by the Java runtime system’s optimization procedure. It is noticable that, particularly
after the 12-bit congruence class constructions, the construction time increases linearly
in the logarithmic scale. This progression is not surprising, as we always construct all
possible congruence classes and the number of possible congruence classes with offset 0
in n-bit integers is 2n. Hence, we call the construction algorithm 2n times for each data
point, which suggests that the construction times grow linearly with the bitwidth of the
constructed congruence class. The maximum construction times of single congruence
classes per bitwidth ranges from 1 millisecond to 34 milliseconds when ignoring the
outlier for bitwidth 1. We would expect the maximum single construction time, when
ignoring the outlier at 1, to occur at the widest bitwidth, but instead, we measured it
at bitwidth 22, which suggests that there is jitter on the measurements. This jitter can,
e.g., be caused by the garbage collector.

Algorithm Performance for Congruence Classes
The previous benchmarks have shown that our BDDs efficiently represent congruence
classes by sharing common sub-BDDs, which leads to smaller reduced BDDs. However,
smaller BDD sizes do not necessarily improve the performance of the algorithms that
operate on them. Ignoring memoization, algorithms are defined on the BDT form, and
we have shown that there may be huge differences between this non-reduced form and the
reduced form. We therefore evaluate the performance of the exact algorithms for binary
transfer functions, namely the addition algorithm (Algorithm 11), and the algorithm for
binary bitwise operations (Algorithm 8) on BDD representations of congruence classes.
Since we expect the same performance for any of the common bitwise operators (∨ and
∧ on the bit level), we only present data for bitwise and.
Similarly to the measurements on intervals, we chose 10-bit congruence classes, because

we want to evaluate the performance of the algorithms on all unique combinations of all
n-bit congruence classes, and that leads to 22n measurements. For 10-bit, we therefore
have to record about 1 million samples, which is acceptable.

Figure 4.16 shows the time (Measurement 3) needed by the addition algorithm when
adding two 10-bit congruence class sets, while Figure 4.17 shows the same for the logical
and. As we can see, their performance is almost equivalent. The maximum time spent
for one operation is about 1 second for both. However, the mean of all additions is at
about 4 milliseconds, while the mean of all bitwise operations is about 3 milliseconds.
All but two additions took less than 550 milliseconds, and all but two bitwise operations
took less than 750 milliseconds. Since our measurements contain Java runtime actions, it
is possible that the two outliers are caused by garbage collector runs. Further inspection
of the data did not reveal that the performance of the algorithms is significantly better
or worse for specific congruence classes.

Even though speeds close to 1 second may be excessive for the application of one
transfer function, the vast majority of cases show a performance of under 4 milliseconds,
which is acceptable, considering that both algorithm produce an exact result.
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Figure 4.16.: Addition of all Combinations of all 10-bit Congruence Classes
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Figure 4.17.: Bitwise And of all Combinations of all 10-bit Congruence Classes
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4.9.4. Threats to Validity
We identify two potential threats to the validity of our data:

1. Dirty computed table

2. Tested bitwidths not representative

Threat 1 threatens our measurements because we use System.gc() to clean our com-
puted table of non-referenced BDDs and this only suggests to the Java Virtual Machine
(VM) that garbage collection may be beneficial, it does not necessarily cause the VM
to perform garbage collection. If the production of the BDDs that must be measured
causes the creation of temporary BDDs which are not part of the BDD that should be
measured, and these temporary BDDs are not dropped by the garbage collector, then the
measurement of the number of decision nodes of the BDD will include spurious nodes.
A dirty computed table, however, can only lead to pessimistic values, i.e., to an

overestimation of the reduced BDD size. Therefore, the values we report for the reduced
BDD sizes must be interpreted as an upper bound, not as the exact size.

Threat 2 may invalidate the conclusions we draw from the measurements as we only
tested the BDD sizes for sets of fixed bitwidths. This threat cannot entirely be dis-
missed. However, we find it unlikely that effects that occur in a certain bitwidth do not
occur on wider or narrower sets and vice versa. To double check, we ran a selection
of our benchmarks with narrower and wider bitwidth and found the same phenomena,
suggesting that our selection of bitwdiths are representative.
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5. Jakstab
In Chapter 2, we motivated that reconstructing control flow is the focal task in the
analysis of executables, and that this task involves resolving jump targets, which in turn
demands the computation of possible sets of integers for the target addresses. Jakstab,
a static analysis framework for x86 32-bit executables created by Johannes Kinder [3],
provides all the necessary machinery for the flow-based analysis of executables, such
as parsing the executable (e.g., ELF or EXE), as well as an implementation of CPA.
CPA enables the formulation of an analysis on a dynamically constructed control flow
graph, facilitates the implementation of disjunctive refinement via the merge operator,
and improves precision via the combination of analyses.
In Jakstab, we distinguish between four different abstract entities: Abstract value,

abstract environment, abstract location, and abstract state. An abstract value is a
representation of a concrete value, e.g., a representation of Booleans or Integers, while
an abstract environment represents an assignment of all storage locations to an abstract
value. An abstract location represents a control position in the analyzed program, and
an abstract state is the combination of an abstract location and abstract environment. In
general, entities in the concrete are singletons, while their abstract counterparts describe
a collection of concrete values. As an example, X86 registers may each contain only one
bitvector, while in the abstract, each register is associated with a set of bitvectors.
Jakstab draws its strengths from its plug-ins, which implement the core part of the

analysis, and communicates with its plug-ins via its intermediate language SSL. Hence,
plug-ins must not only support the operators required by CPA, such as merge, stop, and
concretization, but also abstract evaluation and transfer functions for all SSL statements
and expressions. Soundness requires that these functions are overapproximating (see
Chapter 3.5). Jakstab’s analysis process is visualized in Figure 5.1. Jakstab keeps a
set of active abstract states in the workset and extracts one such state in each analysis
iteration. It deconstructs this state into a location in the executable and an abstract
environment, lifts the instruction found at the location to SSL, and calls the analysis
plug-in with the resulting SSL and the abstract environment. The active abstract states,
computed by the plug-in, are added back to the workset and the next analysis iteration
is started.
In the remainder of this section, we focus on integer value analysis, i.e., abstract values

are sets of n-bit integers.

5.1. Value Analysis with Jakstab
Implementing an integer value analysis plug-in for Jakstab requires the implementation
of the abstract environment, abstract values, and transfer and evaluation functions for
SSL statements and expressions respectively. In Figure 5.1, a new value analysis plug-in
would therefore provide the “Environment” as well as the “Analyze” parts in Jakstab’s
analysis flow. In Jakstab, abstract locations are hidden from value analysis plug-ins,
which therefore operate on abstract environments instead of abstract states. Jakstab
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Workset Abstract State

Location Lift

Environment

Analyze

Figure 5.1.: Jakstab Analysis Process

computes the corresponding abstract locations either by using the length and location
of the analyzed expression in case of a non-jump instruction, or by calling the abstract
evaluation function with the produced abstract environment on the target address of a
jump.

In the following sections, we will first focus on the abstract environment (Section
5.2), and then present Jakstab’s intermediate language (Section 5.3). Afterwards, in
Chapter 6, we describe our BDDStab Jakstab adapter, which uses the BDDStab library
to implement BDD-based value analysis for Jakstab.

5.2. Abstract Environment

To define a common abstract environment for a value analysis in Jakstab, let us first
consider the shape of a concrete environment as depicted in Figure 5.2. Formally, a state
is a combination of a program location together with an environment, i.e., an assignment
of each storage location to a value. In the following, we focus on the environment, as
the location is part of Jakstab’s location CPA and must therefore not be reimplemented
by a value analysis plug-in. Further, we only consider integral values, as it is uncommon
for floating point values to be converted to integral values and used in indirect jumps. A
concrete environment consists of a RegTable, which is a function that assigns a value to
each register, as well as a Heap, which assigns a value to each address. It is possible that
there is no meaningful value for a register or memory location, as none might have been
assigned. In an actual execution on a computer, accessing this location would most likely
yield a random value, a behavior which can be captured in the abstract by initializing
that memory location with >.
An abstract environment, as visualized in Figure 5.3, is structurally equivalent to a

concrete environment, with concrete integral values replaced by abstract values, which
summarize a set of concrete values soundly. While in the concrete, associations between
storage locations and values can be modeled by simple updatable associations, modeling
Heap and RegTable in the abstract is slightly more complex.
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Environment
RegTable

Heap
i ∈ Z

Register

Address

Figure 5.2.: Concrete Environment

Abstract Environment
RegTable

Heap
Abstract Value (AV)

l ⊆ region× Z

γα

Register

AV

Figure 5.3.: Abstract Environment

Heap

Jakstab’s heap model supports abstract base addresses, called regions, which are gener-
ated by memory allocation statements. Additionally there always exists a global region
that is used by default, e.g., when no dynamic memory management is used or the use
of dynamic allocations cannot be identified in the executable. The set of possible regions
forms a join semi-lattice, hence a top symbol exists, which signifies that a region could
not be determined precisely. Since it is not possible to distinguish pointers from integers
on the binary level, all integers are assigned the global region by default, which signifies
a base address of zero. It is assumed that abstract regions cannot overlap. Therefore, if
an operand address of a memory operation cannot be computed precisely enough or is
approximated to >, then the region information may limit the effect of the operation to
the region only. The core difference between the operation of the Heap in the concrete is
that there, values are singletons. In the abstract, each value represents a set of concrete
values. Therefore, the Heap must support lookup and write operations on collections
of addresses. Since these collections of addresses are overapproximations, it cannot be
guaranteed that a write operation deletes information stored before under the given ad-
dresses. Only when the collection of target addresses for a write operation is a singleton
can old information at that address be deleted safely, since even if this singleton would
be spurious, execution in the concrete would not be able to perform the write operation.

RegTable

In difference to the Heap, the RegTable is not addressable, so that values cannot be
accessed using computed values. Instead, values are accessed using constant register
names. Therefore, write operations can always overwrite present information. X86 has
registers that overlap by default, e.g., there are 8- and 16-bit sized registers that contain
parts of an underlying 32-bit register.
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5.3. Intermediate Language
Similar to other analysis frameworks [33, 74, 75], Jakstab uses an intermediate language
to perform the analysis on. Whenever an analysis has determined a new program location
as reachable, Jakstab lifts the instruction at that location to the intermediate language
and performs a new analysis step which produces new successor states, which in turn
contain successor locations. The iterative process of lifting and analysis continues at
these new successor locations, and since the successor locations are computed as part
of the analysis, the precision of the computed control flow depends on the analysis as
well. However, the control flow analysis itself is hidden from the value analysis part
and therefore this part does not have to handle control flow instructions such as jumps
explicitly.
In Figure 5.4, we present those instructions that are exposed to the value analysis part

of the analysis, such as BDDStab. The instructions can generally be categorized into
expressions that operate on abstract values, and statements that operate on abstract
states. For expressions, Jakstab plug-ins must provide evaluation functions that take
abstract values and produce abstract values that correspond to the result. The trans-
fer functions for statements use these evaluation functions to soundly update affected
variables and memory locations corresponding to the statement.
Our BDDStab Adapter supports the underlined statement and expression types from

Figure 5.4, which we describe in Table 5.1.
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〈Program〉 |= 〈Statement〉 ∗

〈Statement〉 |=

〈VarAssignment〉 | 〈MemAssignment〉
| 〈Assume〉 | 〈Alloc〉
| 〈Dealloc〉 | 〈UnknownCall〉
| 〈Havoc〉 | 〈MemSet〉
| 〈MemCpy〉

〈Expression〉 |=

〈BitRange〉 | 〈CondExpr〉
| 〈MemLoc〉 | 〈Nondet〉
| 〈Number〉 | 〈Operation〉
| 〈SpecialExpr〉 | 〈Variable〉

〈Operation〉 |=

〈Expression〉 == 〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉<〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉≤〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉<u〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉≤u〈Expression〉
| !〈Expression〉
| -〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉&&〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉||〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉^〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉+〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉*〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉/〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉%〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉>>>〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉>>〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉<<〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉rol〈Expression〉
| 〈Expression〉ror〈Expression〉

〈VarAssignment〉 |= 〈Variable〉 := 〈Expression〉
〈MemAssignment〉 |= 〈MemLoc〉 := 〈Expression〉

〈Assume〉 |= assume(〈Expression〉)
〈Variable〉 |= %[a-c]+
〈Number〉 |= %[0-9]+
〈MemLoc〉 |= M(〈Expression〉)
〈BitRange〉 |= bitRange(〈Expression〉, 〈Expression〉, 〈Expression〉)
〈CondExpr〉 |= 〈Expression〉?〈Expression〉 : 〈Expression〉
〈Nondet〉 |= nondet

Figure 5.4.: Fragment of Jakstab’s IL relevant for Value Analysis
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VarAssignment Updates the given variable to the value of the given expression
MemAssignment Updates the value stored at the given address to the value of the

given expression
Assume Prevents execution to continue if given expression evaluates to

false
BitRange Slices a given integer on the bitlevel
CondExpr Evaluates to the second expression if the first is true and to the

third otherwise
MemLoc A heap location described by the given address
Nondet An arbitrary value
Operation Boolean, arithmetic, or bitwise operation
Number A number
Variable A variable
== True exactly when both operands are equal
< True exactly when first operand is strictly smaller than second in

signed interpretation
≤ True exactly when first operand is smaller or equal to second in

signed interpretation
<u True exactly when first operand is strictly smaller than second in

unsigned interpretation
≤u True exactly when first operand is smaller or equal to second in

unsigned interpretation
! Bitwise or Boolean negation
− Arithmetic negation
& Bitwise or Boolean and
|| Bitwise or Boolean or
ˆ Bitwise or Boolean xor
+ Addition
∗ Multiplication
/ Division
% Modulo
>>> Bitwise shift right
>> Arithmetic shift right
<< Shift left
rol Rotate left
ror Rotate right
nondet Non-deterministic value

Table 5.1.: Description of Expressions, Statements, and Operations relevant for Value
Analysis
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In the previous chapter, we introduced the Jakstab framework for binary analysis and
its requirements for value analysis CPAs in the form of plug-ins. In this chapter, we
use the BDDStab library (Chapter 4) in the implementation of such a plug-in. Besides
the merge and stop operators, we define the transfer and abstract evaluation functions
(Sections 6.1, and 6.2 respectively) on the intermediate language SSL, which provide the
heavy lifting of the plug-in. The most intricate transfer function is the assume statement,
which makes our analysis path-sensitive by producing precise restrictions for the true and
false successors of conditional branches. To improve precision of this transfer function,
we define an overapproximating constraint solver (Section 6.3) and an equivalence class
analysis (Section 6.4) that enables the restriction of related storage locations that are
not directly mentioned in the condition. Lastly, we briefly discuss widening (Section 6.5)
and tie the presented analysis parts together to a CPA instance in Section 6.6.

6.1. Statements

In this section, we discuss the transfer functions for the statements of the intermediate
language as presented in Figure 5.4. In the definitions, we assume an abstract evalu-
ation function eval, which evaluates a given expression e in a given abstract state σ#

(evalJeK(σ#)). We describe the eval function in Section 6.2.
The transfer functions for the statements are as follows, where the subscript in the

brackets denotes the statement type:

fBDD
[α:=e](σ#) = σ#.r[α] := evalJeK(σ#)

fBDD
[M(e1):=e](σ#) =


σ#.h[m] := evalJeK(σ#) if {m} = evalJe1K(σ#)⊔
{σ#.h[m] := σ#.h[m]
tevalJeK(σ#) | m ∈ evalJe1K(σ#)}

otherwise

fBDD
[assume(e)](σ#) = σ# u solveoJeK(σ#)

The transfer function for the variable assignment updates the register table at the
position described by α to the result of the evaluation function on e in σ#. In principle,
the transfer function for variable assignment is similar to the transfer function for heap
assignment. There is, however, a noticable difference: The evaluation function for the
assignment to the heap only updates, and thereby deletes, the old value if its address
can be resolved without ambiguity, i.e., can be resolved to a singleton set. If the heap
address cannot be resolved to a singleton, then the transfer function does not perform a
destructive update and joins the new with the old abstract values instead (weak update).
The function is limited to weak updates in case the heap address cannot be resolved to a
singleton, because the abstract evaluation function, applied to the expression providing
the address, computes an overapproximated result, meaning that not each of the elements
from the concretization of the set may be assumed to be feasible. Therefore, it cannot be
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assumed that an update at a specific address occurred or not. The situation is different
if the set of heap addresses is a singleton: Even though this singleton value could be
the result of an overapproximation, and therefore have no feasible concretization, strong
update is sound, since control could not reach the heap assignment in the concrete. We
delay the discussion of the assume statement until Section 6.3.

6.2. Abstract Evaluation Function
In this section, we will use the algorithms provided by the BDDStab library to define
the abstract evaluation function evalJeK(σ#). We assume that constants are denoted by
c, variables by v, and memory locations by M(e), and split the definition of the abstract
evaluation function into 5 categories:

1. Constants, registers, memory locations, and Boolean and arithmetic negation (Fig-
ure 6.1)

2. Relational operations (Figure 6.2)

3. Binary bitwise and arithmetic operations (Figure 6.3)

4. Shifts and rotations (Figure 6.4)

5. Bit-level slicing, conditional expression, and non-determinism (Figure 6.5)

evalJcK(σ#) = fromNumber(c, 0, 0, 1)
evalJvK(σ#) = σ#.r[v]
evalJM(e)K(σ#) = ⋃

{σ#.r[c] | c ∈ evalJeK(σ#)}
evalJ!eK(σ#) = not(evalJeK(σ#))
evalJ−eK(σ#) = negate(evalJeK(σ#))

Figure 6.1.: Abstract Evaluation for Constants, Registers, Memory Locations, and
Boolean and Arithmetic Negation

The abstract evaluation function for relational operators (Figure 6.2) returns 0 , i.e.,
⊥ for BDD-based integer sets, when the evaluation of either of the operands evaluates to
0 . Returning 0 in this case is correct, because in the concrete, evaluation of a boolean
expression must yield either true or false, and if overapproximated evaluation yields
0 , then execution cannot reach this program point. For ==, the abstract evaluation
function returns (0 ◦ 1), i.e., the abstraction of false, when there does not exist a value
that is in the evaluation of both expressions. Similarly, it returns (1 ◦ 0), i.e., the
abstraction of true, when the evaluation of both operands is the same singleton, as then,
there does not exist any combination of elements in the concrete that are unequal. In all
other cases, i.e., the intersection of the operand evalutions is neither empty nor singleton,
the evaluation function returns 1 , i.e., > for BDD-based integer sets. The remaining
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relational operators from Figure 6.2 use the minimum and maximum functions to check
whether there exist elements in the evaluations of the operands that fulfill either the
relation or its negation, and add (1 ◦ 0), i.e., the abstraction of true, and (0 ◦ 1), i.e.,
the abstraction of false, correspondingly.

evalJe1 == e2K(σ#) =


0 if evalJe1K(σ#) = 0 ∨ evalJe2K(σ#) = 0
(0 ◦ 1) if evalJe1K(σ#) ∩ evalJe2K(σ#) = 0
(1 ◦ 0) if {v} = evalJe1K(σ#) = evalJe2K(σ#)
1 otherwise

evalJe1 < e2K(σ#) =



0 if evalJe1K(σ#) = 0
∨evalJe2K(σ#) = 0⋃({(1 ◦ 0) | min(evalJe1K(σ#))

< max(evalJe2K(σ#))}
∪{(0 ◦ 1) | min(evalJe2K(σ#))

≤ max(evalJe1K(σ#))})

otherwise

evalJe1 ≤ e2K(σ#) =



0 if evalJe1K(σ#) = 0
∨evalJe2K(σ#) = 0⋃({(1 ◦ 0) | min(evalJe1K(σ#))

≤ max(evalJe2K(σ#))}
∪{(0 ◦ 1) | min(evalJe2K(σ#))

< max(evalJe1K(σ#))})

otherwise

evalJe1 <u e2K(σ#) =



0 if evalJe1K(σ#) = 0
∨evalJe2K(σ#) = 0⋃({(1 ◦ 0) | minu(evalJe1K(σ#))

< maxu(evalJe2K(σ#))}
∪{(0 ◦ 1) | minu(evalJe2K(σ#))

≤ maxu(evalJe1K(σ#))})

otherwise

evalJe1 ≤u e2K(σ#) =



0 if evalJe1K(σ#) = 0
∨evalJe2K(σ#) = 0⋃({(1 ◦ 0) | minu(evalJe1K(σ#))

≤ maxu(evalJe2K(σ#))}
∪{(0 ◦ 1) | minu(evalJe2K(σ#))

< maxu(evalJe1K(σ#))})

otherwise

Figure 6.2.: Abstract Evaluation for Relational Operators

For multiplication in Figure 6.3, the evaluation function is defined for multiplication
by constants using mulSingl. The general case still uses mulSingl if evaluation of one
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operand yields a singleton set. Otherwise, we re-use the abstract multiplication function
from interval arithmetic (∗#[]) and the function bdd2ival, which overapproximates a
BDD-based integer set by a set of covering intervals, and the function ival2bdd to
convert the resulting intervals back to BDD-based integer sets. The parameter p defines
the precision of the overapproximation and must be set appropriately. We use the same
method to evaluate division, i.e., conversion from and to intervals and application of the
interval transfer function for division (/#[]).

evalJe1||e2K(σ#) = algo(evalJe1K(σ#), evalJe2K(σ#), ∨)
evalJe1&&e2K(σ#) = algo(evalJe1K(σ#), evalJe2K(σ#), ∧)
evalJe1 + e2K(σ#) = add(evalJe1K(σ#), evalJe2K(σ#))
evalJe ∗ cK(σ#) = mulSingl(evalJeK(σ#), evalJcK(σ#))
evalJc ∗ eK(σ#) = mulSingl(evalJeK(σ#), evalJcK(σ#))

evalJe1 ∗ e2K(σ#) =



mulSingl(evalJe2K(σ#), v1) if {v1} = evalJe1K(σ#)
mulSingl(evalJe1K(σ#), v2) if {v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)⋃
{ival2bdd(i1 ∗#[] i2) |

i1 ∈ bdd2ival(evalJe1K(σ#), p)
i2 ∈ bdd2ival(evalJe1K(σ#), p)}

otherwise

evalJe1/e2K(σ#) =
⋃
{ival2bdd(i1/#[]i2) | i1 ∈ bdd2ival(evalJe1K(σ#), p)

i2 ∈ bdd2ival(evalJe1K(σ#), p)}

Figure 6.3.: Abstract Evaluation for Binary Bitwise and Arithmetic Operations

Abstract evaluation for shifts and rotations (Figure 6.4) is only supported if the eval-
uation of the second operand yields a singleton. Otherwise, the abstract evaluation
function returns 1 , i.e., > for BDD-based integer sets.

evalJe1 >>> e2K(σ#) =
{

shiftr(evalJe1K(σ#), v2) if {v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)
1 otherwise

evalJe1 >> e2K(σ#) =
{

shiftrarith(evalJe1K(σ#), v2) if {v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)
1 otherwise

evalJe1 << e2K(σ#) =
{

shiftl(evalJe1K(σ#), v2) if {v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)
1 otherwise

evalJe1 rol e2K(σ#) =
{

ror(evalJe1K(σ#), v2) if {v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)
1 otherwise

evalJe1 ror e2K(σ#) =
{

rol(evalJe1K(σ#), v2) if {v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)
1 otherwise

Figure 6.4.: Abstract Evaluation for Shifts and Rotations

The evaluation function for the bitRange expression (Figure 6.5) returns 1 , i.e., > for
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BDDs, if the lower and upper bit position cannot be resolved to a singleton. Otherwise,
it calls the bitExtract algorithm with the computed bit positions. The evaluation of
the ternary operator must include the evaluation of e2, if the evaluation of e1 includes 1,
and the evaluation of e3 if the evaluation of e1 includes 0. The corresponding evaluation
function implements this behavior by unioning a set of at most two BDDs, one for the
evaluation of e1 and one for the evaluation of e3.

evalJbitRange(e1, e2, e3)K(σ#) =


bitExtract(V3) if

{v1} = evalJe1K(σ#)
∧{v2} = evalJe2K(σ#)
V3 = evalJe3K(σ#)

1 otherwise
evalJe1 ? e2 : e3K(σ#) = ⋃({evalJe2K(σ#) |

evalJe1K(σ#) = 1 ∨ evalJe1K(σ#) = (1 ◦ 0)}
∪{evalJe3K(σ#) |

evalJe1K(σ#) = 1 ∨ evalJe1K(σ#) = (0 ◦ 1)})
evalJnondetK(σ#) = 1

Figure 6.5.: Abstract Evaluation for Bit-level Slicing, Conditional Expressions and Non-
determinism

6.3. Assume Statement

In this section, we discuss the handling of the assume statement. Jakstab generates this
statement from conditional branches. As an example, consider the assembly program
on the left-hand side of Figure 6.6. This program first loads into %ebx the contents
stored in the heap under an address given by %eax, and then compares it to 9. If
the comparison determines that the contents of %ebx is greater than 9, then the code
jumps to $g using jg (jump greater). Otherwise the code jumps to $f using jle (jump
less or equal). In the abstract, a perfect transfer function would not only determine
which transitions can be traversed in the given abstract state, but would also restrict
the storage locations affected by the condition accordingly. Considering the example
code in Figure 6.6 and assuming that the variation domain of %ebx is an interval from 0
to 20, the jump conditions of both jumps are determined as possibly true, whereas if the
VD is 0 to 9, then only the transition to $f should be determined as possible. Assuming
that the address stored in %ebx can exactly be determined (its VD is singleton), the
analysis should derive that both %ebx and the abstract value stored under the address
in %ebx should be restricted to 0 to 9 for the transition to $f , and 10 to 20 for $g.

Since the abstract domains operate on Jakstab’s intermediate language SSL, it is
necessary to look at the corresponding SSL code. The right-hand side of Figure 6.6 shows
the SSL code from the assembly on the left. This SSL code makes the computation of the
registers explicit, which is hidden in the assembly code. The compare instruction gets
compiled to a subtraction, the result of which is used in the computation of the carry
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mov (%eax ) %ebx
cmpl $9 %ebx
jg g
j l e f

ebx := mem32 [ ( eax ) ]
tmp1 := ( ebx + −9)
CF := ( ebx u< 9)
OF := ((0 < tmp1) & ( ebx < 0) )
SF := (tmp1 < 0)
ZF := ( ebx == 9)
{
assume ( (SF == OF) & ( ! ZF) )
c a l l g
} or {
assume ( ! ( (SF == OF) & ( ! ZF) ) )
c a l l f
}

Figure 6.6.: Conditional Branching in Assembly and SSL

ebx := mem32 [ ( eax ) ] := 9
tmp1 := (9 + −9) := 0
CF := (9 u< 9) := 0
OF := ((0 < 0) & (9 < 0)) := 0
SF := (9 < 0) := 0
ZF := (9 == 9) := 1
{
assume ( (0 == 0) & ( ! 1 ) )
c a l l g
} or {
assume ( ! ( (0 == 0) & ( ! 1 ) ) )
c a l l f
}

ebx := mem32 [ ( eax ) ] := 10
tmp1 := (10 + −9) := 1
CF := (10 u< 9) := 0
OF := ((0 < 1) & (10 < 0) ) := 0
SF := (1 < 0) := 0
ZF := (10 == 9) := 0
{
assume ( (0 == 0) & ( ! 0 ) )
c a l l g
} or {
assume ( ! ( (0 == 0) & ( ! 0 ) ) )
c a l l f
}

Figure 6.7.: Conditional Branching in SSL for %ebx = 9 (left) and 10 (right)

flag (CF), the overflow flag (OF), the sign flag (SF), and the zero flag (ZF). Afterwards,
the assume statements select whether control can reach their successors. As an example,
the left side of Figure 6.7 lists the evaluation of the SSL code for %ebx= 9, where all
flags are assigned to 0, with the exception of the zero flag. Therefore, the expression of
the assume clause that guards the execution of $g is evaluated to 0, and, conversely, the
assumes clause that guards $f can be traversed. Additionally, the right side of Figure
6.7 lists the evaluation of the SSL code for %ebx= 10, where all flags are assigned to
0. In this case, the expression of the assume clause that guards the execution of $g is
evaluated to 1, and therefore only the transition to $g is possible.

It is challenging to restrict %ebx and mem32[(eax)] for the successor of an assume
statement, because the corresponding condition does not refer to these memory loca-
tions explicitly. To rewrite the assume statements to formulas over the original entities,
Jakstab includes the forward substitution domain, which keeps the value of the flags and
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%ebx := mem32[(%eax ) ]
tmp1 := (%ebx + −9)
CF := (%ebx u< 9)
OF := ((0 < tmp1) & (%ebx < 0))
SF := (tmp1 < 0)
ZF := (%ebx == 9)
{
assume ((((% ebx + −9) < 0) == ((0 < (%ebx + −9)) & (%ebx < 0 ) ) )

& (!(% ebx == 9) ) )
c a l l g
} or {
assume ( ! ((((% ebx + −9) < 0) == ((0 < (%ebx + −9)) & (%ebx < 0 ) ) )

& (!(% ebx == 9 ) ) ) )
c a l l f
}

Figure 6.8.: Conditional Branching in SSL with Forward Substitution

temporary variables symbolic. This domain therefore keeps a set of valid associations
between flags, temporary variables, and storage locations per location. The associations
become invalid when any of the included storage locations or flags gets assigned a new
value. Figure 6.8 shows the corresponding assembly and SSL with enabled forward sub-
stitution. Even though the original condition was essentially %ebx < 10, where it is
obvious how to restrict the VD of %ebx, it is not obvious how to do that on forward
substituted assume clauses.

In order do handle complex conditions that result from forward substitution, we use
two techniques:

1. Simplification/backtranslation

2. Overapproximating constraint solving

Specifically, we use Jakstab’s simplifier to produce a simpler constraint and afterwards
use BDDStab’s solver that takes a constraint and computes an overapproximated ab-
stract state that represents at least all concrete states that fulfill the constraint. The
transfer functions for assume statements compute the meet of this abstract state with
the incoming abstract state to produce a restriction, i.e., exclude concrete states that
do not fulfill the constraint. One advantage of computing such an overapproximated ab-
stract state first and then use the meet on incoming abstract states is that the condition
does not change during the analysis, and therefore the restricting abstract state can be
cached.

Technique 1: Simplification/Backtranslation Whenever a complex formula in an
assume statement is the result of a translation and forward substitution from a sim-
ple constraint such as a < b, it is possible to use simplification rules to translate back to
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that simple form. We have changed Jakstab’s simplification rules towards exact back-
translation from complex constraint formulas to simple relational conditions. The rules
we use are derived from the code that GCC generates for conditions that use the basic
relational operators. Instead of matching a complete formula, we provide simplification
rules that, together, perform complete backtranslation.
Whenever the value of the flags has not been computed using test or comparison

statements, complete backtranslation is not feasible. In this case, not enough simplifi-
cation rules are applicable and the best we can hope for is a less complex, though not
yet simple constraint. We therefore introduce a simple overapproximating constraint
solver that takes a constraint formula, and computes an overapproximated VD for each
included variable that contains at least all values that are feasible according to the for-
mula. BDDStab uses this solver to compute restrictions on all assume statements after
simplification. We now describe this solver formally.

Technique 2: Overapproximating Solver We formulate our solver in terms of two func-
tions, namely solveo and solveu, given in Equation 6.2. These functions take a constraint
and an abstract state and produce an abstract state that represents all concrete states
that fulfill this constraint. Note that we use > and ⊥ as the state that assigns all memory
locations to 1 and 0 respectively. Hence, >[a] := 1 is a new abstract state that has a set
to 1, and all other locations set to 1 , which is > in the lattice of BDD-based integer sets.
Consequently, (>[a] := 1)[b] := 2 is an abstract state that has a set to 1, b set to 2, and
all other locations set to 1 . In the definitions we assume that a and b are either memory
locations with a singleton VD, or registers. In all cases where a memory location with a
non-singleton VD or a constant is to be assigned, this assignment shall have no effect.
The solveo function produces the required overapproximation, while solveu produces an
underapproximation that, when complemented, produces a valid overapproximation. To
produce an overapproximation of a negated condition, we use the underapproximating
solveu function. Negated constraints may either appear naturally, or from rewriting of
disjunctions via De Morgan’s law. The reason why an underapproximation is needed lies
in Equation 6.1. Assuming X to be an exact set, and X ∪ O an overapproximated set
with spurious elements O\X, complementation of X∪O yields X \O, which is clearly an
underapproximation. Similarly, complementing the underapproximated set X \O yields
X ∪ O, itself clearly an overapproximation. Hence, whenever an overapproximation is
needed for a negated condition, then we must complement the result of solveu, and, con-
versely, when an underapproximation is needed for a negated condition, then we must
complement the result of solveo. Therefore, the recursive solver must track which kind
of approximation is needed, and call its appropriate variant.

X ∪O = X ∩O = X \O
X \O = X ∩O = X ∪O

(6.1)
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solveoJa == bK(σ#) = (>[a] := evalJbK(σ#))[b] := evalJaK(σ#)
solveuJa == bK(σ#) = ⊥
solveoJa < bK(σ#) = (>[a] := {x | x < max(evalJbK(σ#))})[b]

:= {x | min(evalJaK(σ#)) < x}
solveuJa < bK(σ#) = (⊥[a] := {x | x < min(evalJbK(σ#))})[b]

:= {x | max(evalJaK(σ#)) < x}
solveoJa <u bK(σ#) = (>[a] := {x | x <u maxu(evalJbK(σ#))})[b]

:= {x | minu(evalJaK(σ#)) < x}
solveuJa <u bK(σ#) = (⊥[a] := {x | x <u minu(evalJbK(σ#))})[b]

:= {x | maxu(evalJaK(σ#)) < x}
∀x : solvexJa ≤ bK(σ#) = solvexJ!(b < a)K(σ#)
∀x : solvexJa ≤u bK(σ#) = solvexJ!(b <u a)K(σ#)
∀x : solvexJA & BK(σ#) = solvexJAK(σ#) u solvexJBK(σ#)
∀x : solvexJA || BK(σ#) = solvexJ!(!A & !B)K(σ#)
solveoJ!AK(σ#) = solveuJAK(σ#)
solveuJ!AK(σ#) = solveoJAK(σ#)

(6.2)

As an example, the solveo function for constraints of the form a < b creates a state
restricting only the two included variables, i.e., a and b. It modifies the value stored for
these variables in the > state, setting a to all values smaller than the maximum value
in b’s variation domain, because all these values will satisfy the constraint for all values
of b. Similarly, b is set to all values greater than the minimum of a’s variation domain.
Note that the BDD-based integer set of the abstract value for a and b is constructed
efficiently using the interval to BDD conversion algorithm (Algorithm 4).
As a further example, let us compute a restriction for our example from Figure 6.6,

assuming that backtranslation was able to translate back to %ebx ≤ 9 and !(%ebx ≤ 9).
For the example, we will assume that the abstract state before the restriction is σ =
>[%ebx] := [0 .. 20]. The solver proceeds as follows:

solveoJ%ebx ≤ $9K(σ)
= solveoJ!($9 < %ebx)K(σ)
= solveuJ$9 < %ebxK(σ)
= ⊥[%ebx] := {x | max(evalJ$9K(σ)) < x}
= ⊥[%ebx] := {x | $9 < x}
= ⊥[%ebx] := [$10 .. ]
= >[%ebx] := [ .. $9]

Note that the solve functions, when operating on a < b, would compute a restriction
for a and b, but in this example, a is a constant that cannot be assigned. As described
before, we assume that assignments to constants have no effect, hence we may omit this
assignment without changing the result.
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solveoJ!(%ebx ≤ $9)K(σ)
= solveuJ%ebx ≤ $9K(σ#)
= solveuJ!($9 < %ebx)K(σ#)
= solveoJ$9 < %ebxK(σ#)
= >[%ebx] := {x | min(evalJ$9K(σ#)) < x}
= >[%ebx] := {x | $9 < x}
= >[%ebx] := [$10 .. ]

The resulting abstract state from our example computation contains > for all elements
except %ebx. Therefore, applying the meet operation with another state will only restrict
%ebx since X u> = X. The transfer function for assume statements computes the meet
of the incoming abstract state and the one computed by the solver to produce the
outgoing abstract state. In our example, the abstract state after applying the meet is
σtrue = >[%ebx] := [0 .. 9] for the true successor, and σfalse = >[%ebx] := [10 .. 20] for
the false successor. This result matches our expectation except that if %eax in Figure
6.6 was a singleton, then we would also expect a restriction of the value stored in the
heap under this singleton address. Before we define the transfer function for assume
statements in Section 6.4, we introduce an equivalence class analysis that allows the
restriction of storage locations that can be proved to be equivalent to a storage location
for which a restriction applies.

6.4. Equivalence Class Analysis

In Section 6.3 we discussed how conditional branches are translated to assume statements
and how restrictions for these statements can be computed using an overapproximating
constraint solver [76]. The presented method will only compute restrictions for those
registers or memory locations that directly appear in the given constraint. It will not
restrict the abstract values of any related values, including those that have an equivalence
relation to a restricted storage location, i.e., must have the same value at runtime as
that storage location. The behavior of the transfer functions for assume statements
is therefore the same as for non-relational value analyses on structured programs. In
structured programs, equivalence relations are rare. When a structured program assigns
a temporary variable to another left value, and subsequently uses this temporary variable
in a condition, it is likely that this temporary variable has no other use than being
another name for the left value and is therefore never reassigned. In this scenario, an
analyzer could simply rewrite the program to use the left value directly and the relation
between the temporary variable and the left value would not be lost during analysis. This
rewriting technique is not applicable to low-level programs such as machine code because
there exists only a limited number of variables. These variables, namely registers, are
commonly reused, thereby invalidating the equivalence relation, and hence the validity of
the rewrite. Therefore, we introduce an equivalence class analysis that computes for each
program location a set of equivalence relations between registers and memory locations
that must hold. This equivalence class analysis is formulated as a data flow analysis
and, since it requires an abstract evaluation function to determine possible addresses of
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memory locations and the transfer function of assume statements will make use of its
results, runs in parallel to the value analysis. Hence we extend our abstract state with
an equivalence class field, available via subscript e (σ#

e ). As usual, we use := to create a
new abstract state that differs only in the subscript e field, which is set to the right-hand
side of := (σ#

e := x). The field σ#
e contains a value from the lattice L as defined with the

corresponding analysis in Figure 6.9. In this definition, we use V as the set of storage
locations, i.e., the set of all registers and memory locations.
Every element l in the lattice L is a set of sets of storage locations, such that each

element contains each storage location exactly once. Essentially, the sets in l represent
equivalence classes, i.e., sets of storage locations that must have equal values at run time.
Every storage location must belong to exactly one, possible singleton equivalence class.
Assuming V = {r1, r2, r3, r4}, the lattice element {{r1, r2, r3}, {r4}} means that r1, r2,
and r3 must have equal values at run time, but r4 may or may not. In other words, the
abstract state represents the equivalence relations r1 == r2, r1 == r3, and r2 == r3.
In an implementation it is not feasible to store those storage locations that are not

part of any equivalence relation, e.g., r4 in the previous example, since the set V of
storage locations contains all valid heap addresses. We therefore choose an equivalent
representation that only stores storage locations that are part of represented equivalence
relations.
As demanded by the correctness relation R from abstract interpretation, the ordering

on the lattice is constructed such that > is the least precise solution (∀v : vR>). A lattice
element is greater than another lattice element when the smaller element describes all
equivalence relations described by the greater element. Since > is the greatest element,
it must be greater than all other elements and therefore all other elements must represent
all equivalence relations from >. It is therefore natural that > represents no equivalence
relations, which corresponds to the case where each storage location is equivalent only
to itself. It follows that ⊥ represents all equivalence relations, which corresponds to the
case where all storage locations are equivalent to all other storage locations.
The rem function takes an abstract state and a set of storage locations A, and removes

the storage locations in A from their equivalence class in the abstract state and puts it
into a singleton class. The function constructs a state that has each storage location
in A in a singleton equivalence class and all other variables in one class, and joins this
state with the original one. As a result, this join operation forces the variables in the
singleton classes to remain in singleton classes in the output. Only equivalence classes
that are subclasses of the V \ A class may remain non-singleton. The rem function is
used whenever the contents of a storage location gets updated. Since the value of the
updated storage location may change, equivalence relations on that storage location that
were valid before the update may not be valid after the update. Hence rem is used to
remove the affected storage locations from their equivalence classes.
Conversely, the estr function takes two storage locations and creates a lattice element

that, if joined with another lattice element, forces the two given storage locations to
become a member of one equivalence class, thereby possibly combining existing classes.
The function is used in the transfer functions for the assume statement, as well as in the
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est function, described next.
The est function takes an abstract state and two storage locations, removes the first

storage location from all equivalence classes using rem, and then forces both given storage
locations to be in one equivalence class. This function is used for assignments, where
the contents of one storage location gets updated to the value of another.
The corresponding transfer functions call rem for all possibly affected storage loca-

tions. To compute this set of possibly affected storage locations, they use the abstract
evaluation function from the value analysis. Only if this evaluation function is able to
resolve all heap locations to singletons, do the transfer functions establish corresponding
equivalence relations. In Figure 6.9, as before, α denotes register names, and e denotes
expressions. To distinguish the transfer functions for the equivalence class analysis from
other domains, such as our BDD-based integer domain, we name them by using EQ in
superscript position.
As an example, let us assume the incoming data flow to an assignment is σ# =
{{%ecx,m}, {%eax, %ebx}} and the assignment itself assigns the contents of %eax to a
memory location given by the expression e ([M(e) := %eax]). Let us further assume that
the value analysis can resolve the VD of e to a singleton set {m}, and that the set V of
storage locations is set to {%eax, %ebx, %ecx,m}. As result, we intuitively expect that
m, %eax, and %ebx are in an equivalence relation, and that %ecx is not. The analysis
calls the corresponding transfer function as follows:

rem(σ#, {m})
= σ# t {{m}, {%eax, %ebx, %ecx}}
= {{%ecx,m}, {%eax, %ebx}} t {{m}, {%eax, %ebx, %ecx}}
= {{m}, {%ecx}, {%eax, %ebx}}

fEQ
[M(e):=%eax](σ

#)
= est(σ#,m, %eax)
= rem(σ#, {m}) u {{m, %eax}, {%ebx}, {%ecx}}
= {{m}, {%ecx}, {%eax, %ebx}}
u{{m, %eax}, {%ebx}, {%ecx}}

= {{m, %eax, %ebx}, {%ecx}}

This result is exactly as we expected.
Figure 6.9 also defines transfer functions for the assume statement, as they can also

establish equivalence relations, if their constraint uses the equality operator. In difference
to assignments, assume statements do not update any storage location’s contents, hence
the rem function is not called since no equivalence relation must be invalidated.

Using Equivalence Relations

In Section 6.3, we formulated our expectations on a good transfer function for the assume
statement in Figure 6.6. Such a transfer function should not only restrict directly af-
fected storage locations, but also those that are transitively equivalent. The equivalence
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L = {X | X ⊆ P(V ),⋃X = V,
∀xi, xj ∈ X : (xi = xj) ∨ (xi ∩ xj = ∅)}

X vL Y ⇐⇒ (∀x ∈ X, y ∈ Y : x ∩ y 6= ∅ =⇒ y ⊆ x)

rem(σ#, A) = σ#
e := σ#

e t ({{v} | v ∈ A} ∪ {V \A})

estr(a, b) = {{a, b}} ∪ {{v}|v ∈ V \{a, b}}

est(σ#, a, b) = σ#
e := rem(σ#, {a}) u estr(a, b)

fEQ
[α1:=α2](σ

#) = est(σ#, α1, α2)

fEQ
[M(e):=α](σ

#) =
{

est(σ#,m, α) if {m} = evalJeK(σ#)
rem(σ#, evalJeK(σ#)) otherwise

fEQ
[α:=M(e)](σ

#) =
{

est(σ#, α,m) if {m} = evalJeK(σ#)
rem(σ#, {α}) otherwise

fEQ
[M(e1):=M(e2)](σ

#) =
{

est(σ#,m1,m2) if m
rem(σ#, evalJe1K(σ#) ∪ evalJe2K(σ#)) otherwise

where m ⇐⇒ {m1} = evalJe1K(σ#) ∧ {m2} = evalJe2K(σ#)

fEQ
[α:=_](σ

#) = rem(σ#, {α})

fEQ
[M(e):=_](σ

#) = rem(σ#, evalJeK(σ#))

fEQ
[assume(α1==α2)](σ

#) = σ#
e := σ#

e u estr(α1, α2)

fEQ
[assume(M(e)==α)](σ

#) =
{
σ#
e := σ#

e u estr(m,α) if {m} = evalJeK(σ#)
σ# otherwise

fEQ
[assume(α==M(e))](σ

#) =
{
σ#
e := σ#

e u estr(α,m) if {m} = evalJeK(σ#)
σ# otherwise

fEQ
[assume(M(e1)==M(e2))](σ

#) =
{
σ#
e := σ#

e u estr(m1,m2) if m
σ# otherwise

where m ⇐⇒ {m1} = evalJe1K(σ#) ∧ {m2} = evalJe2K(σ#)

fEQ
[_](σ

#) = σ#

Figure 6.9.: Equivalence Class Analysis
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analysis from Section 6.4 determines those relations. Whenever the solver computed
a restriction for one storage location, we can now select the equivalence class of that
location and restrict all members of it the same way.
We are now ready to define a transfer function for the assume statement that is more

precise than that from Section 6.1. The following transfer function first creates a new
restricting abstract state by using the constraint solver from Section 6.3. To apply
the computed restrictions not only to the storage locations directly appearing in the
expression e, we compute the meet of all restrictions for the variables that are within
one equivalence class. The function then uses the result to restrict the incoming abstract
state σ#.

f[assume(e)](σ#) = σ# u s
where s =

d
{>[v1] := solveoJeK(σ#)[v2] | v1 ∈ c, v2 ∈ c, c ∈ σ#

e }

As an example, let us assume that the solver has computed the restricting state
>[%eax] := [0 .. 5] and that the equivalence analysis determined {{%eax, %ebx}, {%ecx}}.
In this case, the transfer function should restrict the abstract state
(>[%eax] := [0 .. 5])[%ebx] := [0 .. 5], i.e., a state that restricts both %eax and %ebx
equivalently. Computing s in this case proceeds as follows:

d
{>[%eax] := [0 .. 5],>[%eax] := >,>[%ebx] := [0 .. 5],>[%ebx] := >,>[%ecx] := >} =

(>[%eax] := [0 .. 5])[%ebx] := [0 .. 5]

Equivalence relations can also be used to enhance the precision of transfer functions
other than that for the assume statement. If their operands are equivalent in the con-
crete, then all binary transfer functions could change their behavior from computing
their result via the Cartesian product to computation using element-by-element traver-
sal. Additionally, whenever two storage locations are equivalent in the concrete, it is
admissible to intersect their abstract values, since any represented value is infeasible
that is not in both abstract values.

6.5. Widening
To ensure termination, it is common in abstract interpretation-based analyses to use
a widening operator. Without this widening operator, termination can either not be
guaranteed at all or may take unacceptably long. Formally, a widening operator (∇) is
an upper bound operator (a∇b w a ∧ a∇b w b) that ensures that each ascending chain
eventually stabilizes. Although not required by Jakstab, BDDStab therefore also defines
a widening operator.
On traditional data flow analyses, the widening operator is commonly applied at

confluence points during the analysis. The reason for applying widening at confluence
points is to avoid iterating on loops in the CFG of the analyzed program. Consider
the example from Figure 6.10, which shows a CFG of a structured program, and the
progression of the variation domain of the variable i after the conditional expression.
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Without widening, we can see that the analysis of the loop will stop after 1000 iterations,
which are as many iterations as the program would execute in the concrete. Hence,
widening is needed to speed up the termination.

i = 0;

i < 1000;

++i;

exit;

T

F

# VD(i) after condi-
tion, w/o widening

VD(i) after condi-
tion, w/ widening

1 [0 .. 0] [0 .. 0]
2 [0 .. 1] [0 .. 1]
3 [0 .. 2] [0 .. 10]
4 [0 .. 3] [0 .. 11]
5 [0 .. 4] [0 .. 100]

. . . . . .
8 [0 .. 7] [0 .. 1000]

Figure 6.10.: CFG with Loop

The most trivial widening immediately returns >, which is greater or equal to any
other value, therefore correctly describes any other value, and hence is a valid result for
a widening operator. However, it is obvious that an operator that immediately returns
> will lead to unacceptable precision loss. A less destructive variation on the naive
widening operator will return > only after n iterations, which may give the analysis
enough iterations to terminate on its own. The disadvantage with this approach is that
if n iterations are not enough to terminate the analysis, then precision is destroyed com-
pletely. It is therefore desirable to gradually decrease precision, compromising between
runtime and precision of the analysis.
When precision is to be decreased gradually by adding elements to the variation do-

mains, a heuristics is required that determines which elements are added. The most
common heuristics compare the abstract states from two consecutive iterations, and
add elements where changes happened. How many elements are added commonly grows
with the number of widenings that have been executed already, yielding a progressively
aggressive widening strategy.
The widening in Figure 6.10 adds elements progressively at iteration 3, 5, and 8, and

can therefore terminate the loop after fewer than 10 iterations. In this case, widening
computed a set containing exactly those elements that fulfill the loop condition. That
is, however, not necessarily the case. Had the loop condition been i < 900, and widening
had been executed the same way, then the variation domain of i at the false exit of the
loop would have been determined as i ∈ [900 .. 1000], which is an overapproximation by
100 elements.
From this example, we can derive an alternative widening scheme at conditional loops

[12], which generates a widening from the loop condition by widening to a state repre-
senting all concrete states that fulfill the condition. In the previous example, optimal
widening would widen i to [0 .. 899]. Within BDDStab, such widening could be imple-
mented easily using the solver that we described in Section 6.3.
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Instead, the widening strategy of the BDDStab adapter uses bisection to find changes
between abstract states from two consecutive iterations. BDDs support bisection effi-
ciently, as they support O(1) equivalence checking and their structure is derived from the
Shannon expansion, itself a form of applied bisection. The widening operator recurses
into the changed sub-BDDs to a depth determined by the number of previous widenings,
and replaces the found sub-BDD by 1 , thereby adding more elements and reducing the
BDD size at the same time.

The implementation of the widening operator of the BDDStab adapter was done as
part of a bachelor thesis, which contains a precise description of the operator [77].

6.6. CPA Configuration for BDDStab

After defining the transfer functions for Jakstab’s SSL, we are now ready to define a CPA
instance for BDDStab. As discussed previously, the CPA formulation that Jakstab uses
allows the combination of analyses, facilitated by the required merge and join operators.
By default, BDDStab uses the mergejoin and stopjoin operators, i.e., a configuration
corresponding to classic DFA. Additionally, Jakstab, by default, combines any analysis
with a location analysis, suitable for the analysis of executables. In this configuration,
BDDStab constitutes a classic DFA, with the difference that the CFG is built within the
location analysis and therefore is not static. Figure 6.11 contains the CPA instance for
the BDDStab adapter, where EBDD is the described composition of an abstract variable
table and a heap model, both using BDD-based integer sets for abstract values. As
usual, each abstract BDD state is paired with an abstract location, which we treat as
equivalent to the disassembled instruction at this position. The transfer relation  BDD
is defined between combinations of location and BDD state, exactly when the right-
hand side location is reachable from the left-hand side, and the transfer function of the
BDDStab adapter maps the left-hand BDD state to the right-hand side BDD state. The
merge operator merges only states with identical locations and the stop operator is true
exactly when the join of all states for a location covers the new state. Note that as before,
we do not provide the domain of concrete states C and the concretization function J·K,
as they are not needed for the execution of the analysis. Furthermore, we assume the
location analysis as implemented in Jakstab, i.e., we assume that it implicitly uses our
abstract evaluation function to resolve jump targets.
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EBDD = (EL × EBDDSet)

(l1, σ#BDD
1 ) BDD (l2, σ#BDD

2 ) ⇐⇒ l1  L l2 ∧ fBDD
l1 (fEQ

l1
(σ#BDD

1 )) = σ#BDD
2

mergeBDD((l1, σ#BDD
1 ), (l2, σ#BDD

2 )) =
{

(l1,mergejoin(σ#BDD
1 , σ#BDD

2 )) if l1 = l2

(l2, σ#BDD
2 ) otherwise

stopBDD((l1, σ#BDD), R) = stopjoin(σ#BDD, {σ#BDD
2 | (l2, σ#BDD

2 ) ∈ R, l2 = l1})

DBDD = ((C, EBDD, J·K), BDD,mergeBDD, stopBDD)

ιBDD = (l, ∅) where l is an entry node of the analyzed program

Figure 6.11.: BDDStab CPA
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6.7. Implementation of BDDStab Jakstab Adapter
The implementation of the Jakstab adapter consists of 6 Java classes. The main entry
point to the analysis is the BDDTracking class that contains the CPA instance. This
CPA instance uses abstract environments, implemented in the BDDState class, which
contains the transfer function and abstract evaluation functions, and therefore contains
the adapter’s main functionality. The BDDSet class, which implements abstract values,
wraps a BDD-based integer set from the BDDStab library, and re-exports most of its
functionality. Since Jakstab’s output contains string representations of abstract values,
the BDDSet class must provide a pretty printer. However, since abstract values in
BDDStab are capable of representing many concrete elements, and the output as BDD
is not helpful, we only explicitly show sets with up to 100 elements. Should the set
contain more elements, then its cardinality is displayed instead.

Usage
The analysis is activated using “z” as a parameter to Jakstab’s “–cpa” option. To
activate the restriction of flow data at conditional branches (Assume statement), the
analysis must be combined with Jakstab’s forward substitution analysis, which is done
by additionally passing “f” to “–cpa”. The analysis additionally supports a threshold
parameter (“–bdd-threshold”), that determines when widening should take place, and a
concretization threshold (“–bdd-concthreshold”) that defines up to how many elements
concretizations may take place. The concretization threshold is important, as it deter-
mines up to how many addresses may be considered during a write to the heap, and up
to how many targets may be considered when resolving jumps.
To analyze the binary “demo.exe” using BDDStab, one could call Jakstab as follows:

./jakstab -m demo.exe --cpa fz --bdd-threshold 3 --bdd-concthreshold 1000
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6.8. Evaluation

Because of the unique challenges connected to sound CFR on binaries, it is unlikely
that integer value analysis, even if precise, is enough to produce sound CFGs for larger
real-world programs. With this evaluation, we provide an insight into the performance
of our domain when applied to real-world programs. Hence, we chose the CPU2006
[78] as benchmark suite, which contains such programs. For the evaluation, we use a
configuration of Jakstab that makes the least number of assumptions about the analyzed
programs. Specifically, no assumptions about the stack discipline of included functions
are made.

6.8.1. The CPU2006 Benchmark Suite

The CPU2006 benchmark suite was designed to measure the performance of compilers as
well as the integer and floating point performance of computers and is now widely used
for this purpose [79]. The suite contains 17 floating point benchmarks and 13 integer
benchmarks from various domains, including fluid dynamics, biochemistry, linear pro-
gramming, video compression, and path finding algorithms. The benchmark programs
are written in C, C++, and Fortran, and perform an expensive calculation depending
on input that is included in the benchmark suite.
We chose the CPU benchmark suite because it is well-known [79] and contains adap-

tations of real-world programs each of which compiles to a single executable. These
executables do not load code at runtime, which would complicate the analysis with
Jakstab.
However, the benchmark was not designed for benchmarking binary analyzers. More

than half of the programs perform mostly floating point operations, which are not
supported by our domain. Consequently, these operations are interpreted as non-
deterministic in the analysis. Furthermore, the programs perform computations de-
pending on input that the CPU2006 suite provides. It is unclear whether the programs
assume correctly formatted input and exhibit undefined runtime behavior if presented
with invalid input. If so, then it is possible that the programs contain unbounded control
flow and the analysis using a sound analyzer will fail because not all jump targets can
be resolved.

6.8.2. Measuring Procedure

The benchmarks are compiled using GCC version 4.8.4, provided by Ubuntu 14.04.3.
We use the flag “no-stack-protector” as well was the option “-m32” to suppress stack
protection and generate 32-bit code, as Jakstab lacks support for the 64-bit instruction
set. Furthermore, we create and measure each binary for the optimization levels 0 to 3,
and s. For the measuring procedure, we apply Jakstab with the options “–cpa fz”, “–bdd-
threshold 10”, and “–bdd-concthreshold 1000”, i.e., we activate forward substitution and
BDDStab, use widening after 10 iterations and concretize sets with up to 1000 elements.
This configuration means that Jakstab will use its pessimistic resolve operator, which
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means that if a dynamic jump cannot be resolved by BDDStab, then the analysis is
stopped. We use the pessimistic resolve operator as it makes no assumptions about the
executable and is therefore sound for any executable. If the analysis took more than 10
hours, we terminated it. After termination of Jakstab, we parse its output to generate
our measurements. If the analysis was terminated prematurely, and this has lead to
specific measurements to not be made, then we denote this in our data using the ⊥
symbol.

6.8.3. Data Description

In this section, we describe the individual columns of our CPU2006 evaluation data.

Opt The optimization level passed to GCC during for compilation. O0 means no opti-
mization, whereas O3 means maximum optimization. O1 and O2 enable optimizations
that should not incur any speed-space tradeoffs, such as loop unrolling, which may in-
crease the executable’s size. In difference to O1, O2 includes expensive optimizations
such as instruction scheduling, which is a technique to improve pipeline efficiency. O3
enables optimizations that try to improve execution speed but may increase the gen-
erated executable such as inlining of functions. Os instructs the compiler to generate
small executables, e.g., to run on size constrained systems such as microcontrollers.

Program The name of the analyzed program from the CPU 2006 benchmark suite.

Instrs The number of disassembled assembly instructions. This measurement gives an
insight into the size of executables that we can expect Jakstab with BDDStab to analyze
soundly.

IL Instrs The number of analyzed intermediate language instructions. During analysis,
each disassembled assembly instruction gets lifted to Jakstab’s intermediate language.
Since each instruction at assembly level may produce several instructions at the level of
the intermediate language, the number of intermediate language instructions is generally
greater than that on assembly level. This measurement gives an insight into how many
IL instructions on average are needed to represent assembly instructions, and how many
our analysis actually analyzed.

IBran The number of disassembled indirect branches at assembly level. A branch
instruction in X86 is considered indirect if its target is not described by a constant offset
to the program counter or by a constant. Furthermore, the target may not lie in the
static data region of the binary.

UBran The number of unresolved targets on intermediate language level. A target of
a jump instruction in the intermediate language is considered unresolved, if the analysis
could not produce a set of target addresses. Within BDDStab, if the variation domain
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of the target expression contains more elements than are allowed to be concretized,
then the corresponding jump is counted as unresolved. In our evaluation, we configured
the concretization threshold to 1000 elements. Together with the number of indirect
branches, this measurement gives an insight into how efficient our analysis is at resolving
indirect branches.

AvEquivs The average number of equivalence relations per CFG node, as computed
by our equivalence class analysis (Section 6.4). Each node in the CFG corresponds to
one IL statement. Note that we count equivalence relations between two variables only.
Hence, an equivalence class with n elements is counted as (n ∗ (n − 1))/2 individual
equivalence relations.

Opt Program Instrs IL Instrs Ibran UBran AvEquivs
O0 GemsFDTD 719 2202 21 4 ⊥
O0 astar 249 746 7 3 1.9
O0 bwaves 214 609 9 2 ⊥
O0 bzip2 203 584 12 5 2.0
O0 cactusADM 922 2333 8 6 ⊥
O0 calculix 2294 10335 9 0 ⊥
O0 gamess 179 615 8 1 ⊥
O0 gcc 253 901 5 2 8.4
O0 gobmk 276 830 2 1 5.7
O0 gromacs 420 1360 8 9 1.3
O0 h264ref 1121 3994 21 21 4.0
O0 hmmer 741 2009 13 6 2.5
O0 lbm 212 500 6 1 4.8
O0 leslie3d 127 408 8 1 ⊥
O0 libquantum 290 1079 4 2 ⊥
O0 mcf 549 1147 12 5 0.7
O0 milc 91 429 3 1 3.3
O0 namd 323 988 7 4 ⊥
O0 omnetpp ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
O0 povray 431 1343 4 12 3.4
O0 sjeng 314 1062 2 1 ⊥
O0 soplex 223 784 2 1 7.9
O0 specrand 146 370 4 0 4.8
O0 sphinx_livept 617 2176 10 2 ⊥
O0 tonto 779 2384 6 4 2.9
O0 wrf 3671 9970 6 1 ⊥
O0 zeusmp 263 601 8 2 ⊥

Table 6.1.: CPU2006, Optimization Level 0, Pessimistic Resolver
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6.8.4. Results

Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show the results of applying Jakstab with BDDStab on
the CPU2006 programs, compiled with varying optimization levels. These tables do not
list results for the “dealII”, “perlbench”, and “xalancbmk” benchmarks, as Jakstab was
either not able to parse the corresponding ELF file, or BDDStab was not able to provide
any usable result in time. The tables use the ⊥ symbol, if no result could be obtained
for the corresponding measurement. Since the AvEquivs measurement depends on the
number of CFG edges on IL level, it requires a CFG to be generated, which does not
happen if the analysis terminated abnormally.

Opt Program Instrs IL Instrs Ibran UBran AvEquivs
O1 GemsFDTD 368 1021 20 5 ⊥
O1 astar 294 981 9 4 1.2
O1 bwaves 849 3523 9 0 ⊥
O1 bzip2 100 351 4 2 3.7
O1 cactusADM 752 2230 5 7 4.7
O1 calculix 40 484 1 0 3.9
O1 gamess 1971 8116 10 0 ⊥
O1 gcc 71 595 2 1 7.4
O1 gobmk 217 767 2 1 5.0
O1 gromacs 262 1047 7 4 2.9
O1 h264ref 326 922 14 7 1.7
O1 hmmer 325 1049 5 6 4.9
O1 lbm 166 414 6 1 6.8
O1 leslie3d 783 3655 8 2 ⊥
O1 libquantum ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
O1 mcf 499 1168 12 8 ⊥
O1 milc 76 410 3 1 3.4
O1 namd 86 370 5 2 2.9
O1 omnetpp ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
O1 povray 236 1045 3 7 2.6
O1 sjeng 146 573 2 1 3.5
O1 soplex 236 980 3 0 ⊥
O1 specrand 124 313 4 0 3.2
O1 sphinx_livept 236 833 8 5 ⊥
O1 tonto 513 1636 5 3 3.5
O1 wrf 1445 3821 4 1 ⊥
O1 zeusmp 231 545 8 2 2.1

Table 6.2.: CPU2006, Optimization Level 1, Pessimistic Resolver

With BDDStab resolving dynamic jumps, Jakstab was able to disassemble between
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40 (“calculix”, O1) and 18070 (“wrf”, O3) instructions. Since the “wrf” executable is
4.3 megabytes in size, it is safe to assume that even in the optimal case, our analysis
only covered a small part of the executable before it stopped. Overall, each assembly
instruction gets translated to about 3 instructions in Jakstab’s intermediate language.

Opt Program Instrs IL Instrs Ibran UBran AvEquivs
O2 GemsFDTD 2325 9673 22 10 ⊥
O2 astar 308 1075 9 3 2.0
O2 bwaves 580 2269 9 1 ⊥
O2 bzip2 102 360 4 2 3.4
O2 cactusADM 679 2101 6 1 ⊥
O2 calculix 44 497 1 0 3.8
O2 gamess 209 745 7 0 ⊥
O2 gcc 66 583 3 1 8.7
O2 gobmk 217 783 2 1 4.9
O2 gromacs 732 2874 12 8 ⊥
O2 h264ref 325 962 14 7 ⊥
O2 hmmer 298 1038 5 6 4.1
O2 lbm 171 431 6 1 5.6
O2 leslie3d 779 3571 9 1 ⊥
O2 libquantum 239 677 6 2 1.5
O2 mcf 483 1123 12 8 ⊥
O2 milc 78 422 3 1 3.3
O2 namd 82 364 5 2 2.8
O2 omnetpp 346 1397 16 9 0.9
O2 povray 225 1041 3 7 2.5
O2 sjeng 147 598 2 1 3.3
O2 soplex 170 798 3 0 ⊥
O2 specrand 124 335 4 0 3.9
O2 sphinx_livept 585 2185 9 4 ⊥
O2 tonto 527 1642 5 3 3.2
O2 wrf 1421 3697 4 1 ⊥
O2 zeusmp 242 559 8 2 1.9

Table 6.3.: CPU2006, Optimization Level 2, Pessimistic Resolver

It may be surprising that the “UBran” column can contain greater numbers than the
“IBran” column. Unfortunately, the number of successfully resolved indirect branches
cannot be computed by subtracting the “UBran” column from the “IBran” column,
because the “IBran” column refers to instructions on assembly level, while the “UBran”
column refers to instructions on the IL level. Furthermore, “UBran” lists all instances
where the analysis was unable to determine a set of successors. Therefore, “UBran”
includes cases where the analysis was unable to resolve return statements, which can
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happen if the precision of the stack has deteriorated. An example of such a case is
the “povray” benchmark in optimization level O1. Therefore, the number of resolved
indirect branches can be larger than the difference between the “UBran” and “IBran”
columns, suggesting that BDDStab is effective at resolving dynamic jumps, but must be
improved in terms of context sensitivity.

Opt Program Instrs IL Instrs Ibran UBran AvEquivs
O3 GemsFDTD 1322 5249 21 7 ⊥
O3 astar 287 967 9 3 0.7
O3 bwaves 567 2229 9 0 ⊥
O3 bzip2 103 367 4 2 3.4
O3 cactusADM 527 1595 6 1 ⊥
O3 calculix 44 497 1 0 3.8
O3 gamess 242 853 7 0 ⊥
O3 gcc 66 583 3 1 8.0
O3 gobmk 211 772 2 1 4.5
O3 gromacs 700 2713 12 8 ⊥
O3 h264ref ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
O3 hmmer 298 1038 5 6 4.2
O3 lbm 171 431 6 1 5.6
O3 leslie3d ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
O3 libquantum 239 672 6 2 1.6
O3 mcf ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
O3 milc 79 430 3 1 3.3
O3 namd 82 364 5 2 2.8
O3 omnetpp 346 1397 16 9 0.9
O3 povray 212 1019 3 3 3.0
O3 sjeng 147 598 2 1 3.2
O3 soplex 196 845 3 0 ⊥
O3 specrand 124 330 4 0 3.6
O3 sphinx_livept 819 3152 10 4 ⊥
O3 tonto 507 1586 5 2 3.1
O3 wrf 18070 80923 6 1 ⊥
O3 zeusmp 242 577 8 2 1.9

Table 6.4.: CPU2006, Optimization Level 3, Pessimistic Resolver

The “AvEquivs” column shows that there exist up to 8.7 equivalence relations on
average per CFG node (“gcc”, O2). However, in this benchmark, the analysis only
recovered 66 instructions. The fewer instructions are analyzed, the more likely is the
number of equivalence relations per node overestimated, because when more parts of
the CFG are reconstructed, back edges may lead to additional confluence points. The
join of the equivalence class analysis only keeps two variables in the same equivalence
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class if they are considered equivalent in all incoming flow data. We therefore believe
the 1.5 equivalence relations per CFG node in the “povray” benchmark for optimization
level Os to be more realistic. The high number of equivalences for programs with fewer
recovered instructions is still potentially contributing to the analysis’ precision during
analysis.

Opt Program Instrs IL Instrs Ibran UBran AvEquivs
Os GemsFDTD 108 523 7 1 3.2
Os astar 369 1122 8 3 2.4
Os bwaves ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
Os bzip2 97 379 4 1 3.7
Os cactusADM 1213 4049 7 1 ⊥
Os calculix 54 514 1 0 4.0
Os gamess ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
Os gcc 85 633 2 1 8.4
Os gobmk 467 1276 1 3 1.6
Os gromacs 318 1231 7 5 2.1
Os h264ref 414 1363 15 17 2.0
Os hmmer 131 690 3 2 5.7
Os lbm 186 535 6 1 6.8
Os leslie3d 292 1187 8 0 ⊥
Os libquantum 166 588 4 1 2.3
Os mcf ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
Os milc 99 472 3 1 4.2
Os namd 259 704 8 3 1.0
Os omnetpp ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥
Os povray 3176 10430 3 9 1.5
Os sjeng 151 605 2 1 3.7
Os soplex 107 558 2 1 4.8
Os specrand 130 383 4 0 4.5
Os sphinx_livept 857 3296 11 15 ⊥
Os tonto 353 1244 5 3 4.3
Os wrf 189 965 4 1 2.2
Os zeusmp 158 490 8 0 ⊥

Table 6.5.: CPU2006, Optimization Level s, Pessimistic Resolver
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In this chapter, we discuss future research directions to improve the efficiency and pre-
cision of our BDD-based, non-convex abstract domain.

Benchmark Suite
As described in the evaluation of our Jakstab plug-in, one cannot yet hope to perform
sound binary analysis of real-world programs such as those in the CPU2006 benchmark
suite, which is not surprising as this benchmark suite was not designed for benchmarking
binary analyzers. Simply compiling benchmark suites for software analyzers on struc-
tured languages is insufficient to produce a useful benchmark suite for binary analyzers,
since the challenges in these suites are often to detect undefined runtime behavior such as
out of bounds array access. As discussed briefly in Section 2.1, the compiler may produce
code with unbounded control flow, i.e., a jump instruction with non-deterministic target,
for source code with undefined behavior. Binary analyzers cannot decide whether the
source of such a non-deterministic jump is undefined behavior in the source program, or
overapproximation during the analysis. A specialized benchmark suite for sound binary
analyzers would contain for each instruction of an executable in the suite a trace that
proves that this instruction is indeed reachable. This information can then be used as
ground truth during the evaluation of an analyzer.

Tree-based Heap Model
Our domain is efficient at working with large VDs. However, in the BDDStab adapter,
there are two operations that force concretization, which is not feasible for large VDs:

1. Heap Access

2. Resolve Operator

The resolve operator is used by Jakstab to compute successor abstract locations from
an abstract state and an instruction. Heap access forces concretization, because we use
the heap model of Jakstab, which is based on a simple map structure from heap addresses
to abstract values. Therefore, when reading and writing to a heap address represented by
a VD with n elements, n map accesses are performed, which may be unacceptable. An
abstract heap based on binary tree structures similar to multi-terminal BDDs (MTBDD)
[66], could be used to speed up read and write operations, if the BDD representation
of the address VD is efficient. We envision this binary tree structure to have the same
interpretation of its edges as our BDD-based integer sets, i.e., the edges correspond to
the bits in the heap address. As in our BDD structure, sub-trees would correspond
to an interval of heap addresses. All nodes in the heap tree would contain a BDD
that represents all abstract values written to exactly this interval of heap addresses.
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Therefore, performing a weak update would traverse the address BDD and the heap
tree together until a 1 is found in the address BDD. Then, the BDD stored in the
corresponding heap tree node is updated to the union of the abstract value that must be
stored and previously stored value. Read operations would again traverse the address
BDD and the heap tree together, while unioning all BDDs in the heap tree’s nodes. If
a 1 node is found in the address BDD, then the complete sub-heap-tree must still be
traversed to collect also those values written to sub-address ranges. However, it should
be possible to cache in each heap tree node the union of all BDDs in the nodes on the
path to this node, as well as the union of all BDDs below this node. This caching must
be implemented lazily to avoid traversing the whole heap tree in each operation.

Context Sensitivity

The current CPA configuration for our domain is equivalent to classic DFA. Therefore,
we currently join the incoming data flow information at each confluence point. In this
join, the stack of all abstract states get merged. Because the stack contains the return
addresses from function calls, joining the stack destroys context sensitivity. Jakstab
contains a CPA that uses call strings [80] to avoid joining different contexts. Yet, using
this domain is only sound if the analyzed program uses stack discipline, i.e., does not
change the return address explicitly. By changing the CPA merge operator to merge only
abstract states with equal stack value, or merging only if there are too many abstract
states with the same abstract location, limited context sensitivity could be achieved
without assuming stack discipline.

Naive Sets for Small VDs

Our BDD-based domain remains efficient for large integer sets. However, for small sets,
it is likely that our transfer functions are slower than those on naive sets. It is therefore
possible to speed up our domain using naive sets for VDs with fewer elements than
a given threshold and BDD-based integer sets otherwise. To avoid creating naive sets
that are larger than the threshold, transfer functions on naive sets must be able to
approximate the size of their result. Using a non-relational abstraction, as we do in
our domain, the size of the result of most transfer functions can safely be approximated
using the multiplication of all operand set sizes. Should this multiplication be above the
threshold, then BDD-based sets are used in the computation.

Relational Information in Transfer Functions

By itself, our integer value analysis domain is non-relational, which compromises preci-
sion for efficiency. However, we believe that introducing relational information can be
used to improve the precision as well as the efficiency of our transfer functions. The com-
putation of this relational information would be left to an extra domain, e.g., the equiv-
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alence class domain presented in Section 6.4. The exact abstract version of the binary
operator ◦ of non-relational value analysis domains computes {a ◦ b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, i.e.,
it combines every value from the VD A with every value form the VD B. If it is known
that the variables whose values these VDs represent must have equal value at runtime,
then the result of the transfer function can be simplified to {a◦b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B, a == b},
which is likely to contain fewer elements, corresponding to better precision, but is also
potentially easier to compute because fewer combinations must be considered.
Generally, our algorithms for binary transfer functions use four recursive calls in the

case where both BDDs are non-terminals. These four recursive calls use all four combi-
nations of the two decision node’s sub-BDDs as arguments. With the equality constraint,
the number of recursive calls can be reduced to two, namely those on both true successor
BDDs and both false successor BDDs, as equal integers have the same bit pattern and
the edges encode the bits.
It is also possible to support more complex constraints such as ±a ± b ≤ c, where c

is a constant, as computed by the octagon abstract domain [15]. A path of length m
to a decision node in the BDD of an unsigned n-bit integer set, described by an m-bit
bitvector p, corresponds to a weight of pv = ∑m−1

i=0 p{i} ∗ 2i+n−m−1 in the integers that
include the bitvector as their first m bits. Hence, all these integers are greater or equal
than pv and smaller or equal than pv + 2n−m − 1. Our algorithms can use these bounds
to decide whether the BDDs of a recursive call can fulfill the constraint or not. If the
BDDs cannot fulfill the constraint, then the recursive call does not have to be executed.
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In this dissertation, we presented an abstract domain for integer value analysis. We make
the implementation of this abstract domain available in the BDDStab library, and use
it to implement an integer value analysis for binaries using the Jakstab binary analysis
framework. The domain uses BDD-based integer sets to implement efficient abstract
values that neither enforce convexity nor are restricted to a specific type of non-convexity.
Hence, this domain does not suffer from any precision loss through joining at confluence
points, other than the loss that is caused by its non-relational abstraction. To support
BDD-based integer sets, we define a variation of classic BDDs with complement edges
that differs in two ways:

1. Labelless Decision Nodes

2. Precomputed Satisfiability Counts

Labelless decision nodes allow the sharing of structurally equivalent BDDs that have
different semantics. This extension compromises on the efficiency of BDD reduction, as
each decision node’s label is given by the length of the path from the BDD’s root node to
it. Since our BDDs only contain path lengths of up to the bitwidths of the represented
integers, which are usually 64, this compromise seems advantageous, especially because
improved sharing also improves the memoization of algorithms.
Precomputed satisfiability counts allow us to determine in O(1) the number of different

paths from a BDD’s root node to a true terminal. In our BDD-based integer sets,
satisfiability count corresponds to the set cardinality.
We define algorithms for the most common transfer functions that are defined on the

structure of the BDDs instead of the integers they represent. Hence our algorithms are
efficient even on very large integer sets. The algorithms for bitwise and and or, as well as
the algorithms for addition and subtraction, are exact in the non-relational case. Other
algorithms such as multiplication, shifts, and rotations are only exact when one operand
set is a singleton, as exact versions that do not rely on concretization are not known.
Efficient conversion from strided intervals and to regular intervals allows us to fall back
on known transfer functions when no more precise algorithm is known.
Our BDDStab adapter plug-in for the binary analysis framework Jakstab implements

BDD-based value analysis for binaries. The reliance of machine code on dynamically
computed jumps, necessitates precise analysis of jump target addresses. Since the dis-
tribution of target addresses within an executable is arbitrary, arbitrary sets are needed
for a precise representation of the abstract target value.
The treatment of conditional jumps in the analysis of executables is challenging, be-

cause the jump condition does not directly depend on registers or memory locations,
but instead on formulas over special variables called flags, the value of which in turn
depends on registers and memory locations. Since a non-relational abstraction loses
the relationship between registers, memory locations, and flags, non-relational analyz-
ers can only compute restrictions for flags at conditional jumps, and not for registers
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and memory locations as required. We use a combination of forward substitution and
simplification to translate conditions back to registers and memory locations, and then
use our overapproximating constraint solver for BDD-based integer sets to create an
abstract state that represents all states that fulfill the constraint. To restrict not only
those abstract values of registers and memory locations that are directly referenced in
the simplified constraint, but also those that must have equal values at runtime, we de-
fine and implement a specialized analysis that computes equivalence relations between
storage locations.
In difference to most other abstractions used in integer value analyses, such as strided

intervals, our BDD-based integer sets require no approximation. However, as the evalu-
ation of our BDDStab library shows, they can still efficiently exploit regularities in the
represented sets. The performance evaluation of our BDD-based integer sets for inter-
vals and congruence classes leads us to expect that our sets are efficient at representing
set shapes that are similar to the evaluated ones. For example, if a strided interval is
joined with a singleton interval that is not in the strided interval’s congruence class, then
the resulting join will have a stride of 1. Our BDD-based integer sets simply add this
singleton without approximation.
The evaluation of the BDDStab library also shows that the performance of the eval-

uated algorithms does not depend on the size of the operand sets, but rather on the
structure of the associated BDDs, which allows our algorithms to remain efficient even
for large integer sets. The evaluation using congruence classes, which contain many ref-
erences to the same sub-BDD in memory, showed that our algorithms avoid recomputing
results for previously computed operands.
The evaluation of our BDDStab adapter using CPU2006 benchmarks confirms that

it is necessary for a binary analysis framework to resolve indirect branches, and that
our integer value analysis is able to do so. Furthermore, the evaluation substantiates
our assumption that equivalence relations between storage locations are frequent in the
machine code representation of programs. This discovery justifies our implementation
of a dedicated equivalence analysis.
The low number of analyzed instructions in the CPU2006 benchmark shows that,

without further assumptions about the binary, sound analysis of real-world executables
is not yet within the capabilities of integer value analysis, even if it focuses on precision
as BDDStab does. Smaller sized programs, such as the example from Section 2.1, can
be analyzed soundly using a combination of Jakstab and BDDStab, which suggests that
BDDStab will be useful in the analysis of parts of executables, e.g., functions. Hence, we
suggest further research in combining BDDStab with unsound analysis methods, such
as identifying functions in binaries, or iteratively improving precision only if needed.
The unique challenges of the analysis of binaries cannot be solved using only well-

known techniques from the analysis of structured programs. We think that the combi-
nation of precise value analyzers with heuristics that guide the analysis is the direction
that future research should take.
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A. Auxiliary Algorithms

In the following, we present algorithms to select the minimum and maximum value from
a BDD-based integer set. The algorithms make use of the MSB to LSB ordering, meaning
that the unsigned variants (maxu, minu) can make use of the fact that all represented
values on the true successor side of the root node of a BDD-based integer set are larger
than those on the false successor side. All algorithms assume that the given set is not
empty. The signed variants perform a case distinction on the root node (MSB), and
afterwards reuse the unsigned variants.

Algorithm min(A{n} ) is
1 switch A{n} do
2 case 1 do return −2n−1

3 case (S ◦ U) do
4 return ¬minu(S) + 1

end
end

end
Algorithm 25: Min

Algorithm max(A{n} ) is
1 switch A{n} do
2 case 1 do return 2n−1 − 1
3 case (S ◦ U) do
4 return maxu(U)

end
end

end
Algorithm 26: Max

Algorithm maxu(A{n} , h = n) is
1 switch A{n} do
2 case 1 do return 2h − 1
3 case (0 ◦ U) do return maxu(U, h = h− 1)
4 case (S ◦ U) do return maxu(S, h = h− 1) + 2h−1

end
end

Algorithm 27: Unsigned Max
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A. Auxiliary Algorithms

Algorithm minu(A{n} , h = n) is
1 switch A{n} do
2 case 1 do return 0
3 case (S ◦ 0) do return minu(S, h = h− 1) + 2h−1

4 case (S ◦ U) do return minu(U, h = h− 1)
end

end
Algorithm 28: Unsigned Min
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B. BDDStab Library Example Project

In this chapter, we will discuss a self-contained example project in Scala that uses our
BDDStab library for computations with large integer sets. We assume that the git
version control system and the scala build tool sbt are installed on the user’s machine.
Figure B.1 shows the project skeleton, including the directory structure and the contents
of the assembly.sbt and build.sbt files. The assembly.sbt file loads a plug-in that
generates self-contained Java jar files, and the build.sbt file describes our example
project. We name this project “bddusage”, and use Scala version 2.12.2. The last two
lines in the build.sbt file introduce a dependency on our BDDStab library, instructing
it to be built if the example project is built.

/
build.sbt
Main.scala
project

assembly.sbt

(a) Directory Structure of Example Program

addSbtPlugin("com.eed3si9n"
% "sbt-assembly" % "0.14.4")

(b) assembly.sbt

name := "bddusage"
scalaVersion := "2.12.2"
lazy val root = Project("root", file(".")).dependsOn(bddproject)
lazy val bddproject =

RootProject(uri("https://github.com/bigmac2k/integerset-bdd.git"))

(c) build.sbt

Figure B.1.: Example Project Skeleton

Figure B.2 contains the Scala source code of our example program, which computes
all 64-bit integers that are even (evens), and those that are odd (odds). It then uses the
constraint solver to compute all positive even and odd numbers (evensPos and oddsPos
respectively), and computes their intersection and union. Additionally, it computes the
addition of all 64-bit odd integers to all 64-bit even integers, and compares the resulting
set to odds.
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B. BDDStab Library Example Project

1 import cc.sven.tlike._
2 import cc.sven.constraint._
3 import scala.collection.immutable.HashMap
4 object Main extends App {
5 //Empty 64-bit integer set
6 val empty = IntLikeSet.apply[Long, Long](64)
7 //All 64-bit integers that are not in empty = all 64-bit integers
8 val top = !empty
9 //Singleton set containing 0

10 val zero = IntLikeSet.range[Long, Long](64, 0, 0)
11 //Singleton set containing 1
12 val one = IntLikeSet.range[Long, Long](64, 1, 1)
13 //Bitwise boolean negation of all bits in one
14 val negtwo = one.bNot
15 //Bitweise AND of all 64-bit integers with negtwo
16 //Should give all even integers since LSB is bit masked out
17 val evens = top.bAnd(negtwo)
18 //Add one to all even integers without wrap-around, store in odds
19 val (odds, _) = evens.plusWithCarry(one)
20 //All positive even integers
21 val evensPos = {
22 //Mapping between variables, named using integers, and their contents
23 val m = HashMap(0 -> evens, 1 -> zero)
24 //Greater or equal (GTE) of two variables
25 val t = GTE(0, 1).solveIntLike[Long, Long](m)
26 //Select the constrained value for variable 0
27 t(0)
28 }
29 //All positive odd integers
30 val oddsPos = {
31 val m = HashMap(0 -> odds, 1 -> zero)
32 val t = GTE(0, 1).solveIntLike[Long, Long](m)
33 t(0)
34 }
35 //Add all odd integers to all even integers, store in odds_
36 val (odds_, _) = evens.plusWithCarry(odds)
37 //Output results
38 println(s"all positive evens:\n${evensPos}\n")
39 println(s"all positive odds:\n${oddsPos}\n")
40 println(s"intersection:\n${evensPos intersect oddsPos}\n")
41 println(s"union:\n${evensPos union oddsPos}\n")
42 println(s"evens + odds == odds:\n${odds_ == odds}\n")
43 }

Figure B.2.: Example Scala Program (Main.scala)
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The example program can be compiled to a Java jar file and executed using the
commands in Figure B.3. Since the resulting sets are often too large to be displayed,
their cardinality is shown in brackets after “Set”. When the sets do not contain all 64-bit
integers and are non-empty, then the (lowerBound, MANYVAL, upperBound) pattern is
used as an approximative set visualization. Hence, the set of all positive 64-bit integers
contains 4611686018427387904 = 262 elements between 0 and 9223372036854775806.
This result is as expected since there are 263 positive integers and half of them are even.
The set of all 64-bit positive integers that are odd is similar, with boundaries increased
by 1. As expected, the intersection of the two sets is empty, and their union contains
9223372036854775808 = 263 integers. Lastly, the program determines that the addition
of all even 64-bit integers to all odd 64-bit integers yields the set of all odd 64 integers.
Again, this result is as expected, since 1 is in the set of all odd integers, all even integers
plus 1 yields all odd integers, and the addition of an even and an odd integer must be
odd. Executing this program on an early 2015 MacBook Pro with a 3.1 Ghz i7 processor
and 16 GB of DDR3 ram took less than a second, including the Java runtime start-up.

$ sbt assembly
...
$ time java -jar target/scala-2.12/bddusage-assembly-0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar
...
all positive evens:
Set[4611686018427387904](0, MANYVAL, 9223372036854775806)

all positive odds:
Set[4611686018427387904](1, MANYVAL, 9223372036854775807)

intersection:
Set[0]()

union:
Set[9223372036854775808](0, MANYVAL, 9223372036854775807)

evens + odds == odds:
true

java -jar 1,01s user 0,04s system 165% cpu 0,632 total

Figure B.3.: Building and Executing the Example Project
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